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ABSTRACT

Digital games are a complex interactive medium providing a multitude of different experiences. The field of games user research (GUR) is dedicated to investigating and optimizing user experience in games. Such inquiries are of both
commercial and academic importance, enhancing product quality and our understanding of human behaviour. A common GUR methodology is usertesting, where
researchers gain insights from human users interacting with products. However,
usertesting is expensive in terms of expert labour, time, and resource costs. To
address these concerns, we developed PathOS, a free, open-source tool for game
testing with AI agents. PathOS simulates player navigation in games using a basic
model of human behaviour. We conducted an evaluation of PathOS with developers, finding that it provides valuable predictions of user behaviour in the iterative
design process. Ultimately, we aim to give the game development community a
useful and versatile augmentation to their testing processes.
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Part I
INTRODUCTION
The act of play, user experience, and the rise of the machines

1
INTRODUCTION

Blackness, illuminated suddenly by a vivid tableau of action and fantasy. The
machine below whirs to life, powering the theatrics of its tiny virtual inhabitants.
A few inches from the glow of the screen, its owner sits in rapt attention, hands
tensely hovering above the keyboard.
The act of play has captivated humans throughout history. Games have taken
on a myriad of fascinating forms, from unstructured roleplay to intricate digital
epics taking years to master. Modern video games redefine the boundaries of play
with innovations in mechanics, world design, and narrative that challenge users’
reaction time, creativity, and critical thinking.
As a leisure activity, games can be relaxing. They can permit us to escape the ills
of everyday life, serving as a gentle transport into a tranquil world without conflict
or strife. In other incarnations, they take the form of chaotic maelstroms built
to push the extremes of player coordination and endurance. Games can provide
comfort, and excitement. They can move us to laugh, to cry, to clench our fists in
rage, or raise them in victory.
Perhaps this versatility is what has made the medium of video games so pervasive. In just a few short decades since their introduction to the mass market,
they have grown to become ingrained in the landscape of modern entertainment,
technology, and pop culture. This ubiquity is reflected in their commercial importance, as the games industry now drives billions of dollars in consumer spending
globally each year.
Regardless of individual variation, most all digital games share a remarkable
ability to engage players at a deep level. With every passing frame, the user is
tasked with perceiving the virtual world, understanding the entities therein, and
contemplating their next action. Every step, every leap, every sword swing—with
each interaction, players have the power to affect the game and their experience.
The rich interaction of games can allow users to impart their will on the virtual
world, crafting unique and interesting experiences.
The depth of interaction afforded by digital games means that players are often
faced with an overwhelming number of possible actions at any given point during
play. Playing a game is a process filled with decisions, from low-level tasks such
as navigation, to the execution of grand long-term strategies. These decisions are
affected by a number of factors, such as player skill, past experience, and varying
motivations between individual players. While one player may seek out danger
and face the most daunting enemies head-on, another may keep to the shadows,
more interested in mastering their environment than picking a fight.
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Individual variation between players compounds with the inherently large possibility space of games to produce a vast range of potential user experiences. Consequently, the task of understanding how these experiences unfold, how they can
be improved, and how they contribute to our broader understanding of human
behaviour, is a difficult research challenge.
Games are undoubtedly intricate systems, and yet their intricacy is far outshone
by the almost incomprehensibly complex creatures that interact with them.

1.1

games user research

Our relationship with computers has become an indispensable part of modern life.
Computer systems help facilitate the global economy, power our homes, and keep
us connected to one another. Though these systems are often focused on providing some degree of automation, they are still ultimately designed for human use,
at least for the time being. Ensuring successful interaction with these systems is
a crucial part of our ability to improve our lives through technology. The field of
human-computer interaction (HCI) is concerned with understanding these interactions and how we can apply the resulting insights to the development of new
systems.
The particular challenge of understanding our interaction with game systems
adds an additional layer of complexity. While productivity applications may have
straightforward metrics for measuring their efficacy—the time taken to complete
a task, for instance—the definition of a game experience as “successful” is far
murkier. Games are a special case in that their primary goal is typically to provide
enjoyment, rather than efficiency in completing some task. While this is perhaps
the easiest distinction to draw between game systems and those designed for productivity, a myriad of other differentiating factors compound this disparity. For
instance, they seek to provide variation in a user’s experience, rather than consistency, and often pose a much larger possibility space [4].
So complex is the relationship between humans and games that an entire field
of research has emerged within the last few decades dedicated to its study. Games
user research (GUR) is a subfield of HCI focused specifically on understanding
user experience (UX) in games [5, 6]. Like HCI, GUR is a multidisciplinary field
informed by knowledge from several other domains, such as computer science,
sociology, and psychology.
Some of the core objectives of GUR revolve around improving game UX, creating novel experiences and development tools, and contributing to our understanding of human behaviour. These goals manifest in a diverse body of work spanning
both academic and commercial applications. In commercially-oriented GUR, work
is often focused on dissecting or improving UX for a particular title [7], or creating tools to improve developer productivity and product quality [8]. Within the
academic realm, projects may also investigate the development of novel hardware
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and exotic interactions [9], or pursue specialized work related to topics such as
game accessibility [10] or representation [11]. Perhaps unsurprisingly, collaboration between academia and industry is also common in GUR, serving as a bridge
to help connect commercial and scholarly interests.
A common library of research techniques is shared by much of the work in
GUR. Regardless of the context of a particular project, researchers are ultimately
concerned with understanding UX in games. Thus, a central methodology in GUR
is playtesting, whereby a variety of data are collected from human participants engaging with a game system [5]. These data are then analyzed to answer questions
regarding game UX, ranging from the broad “Do players find this game fun?” to
more specific inquiries such as “How can we adjust the laser rifle to ensure combat
feels balanced?”
Much like usertesting in general HCI, the specific set of data collection and
analysis procedures employed in playtesting can vary immensely according to
project scope, technical feasibility, and the research questions under investigation.
To gather data regarding players’ in-game actions, simple observation may be
used, often in conjunction with screen and input capture software to keep a precise
log of gameplay events.
Another approach leverages the notion of game metrics (e.g., position in game
world, number of deaths, etc.), which are collected automatically through instrumentation of a game’s code [12, 13]. In addition to the convenience of their collection, metrics are also useful in that they can be used to gather data from players
en masse remotely. For instance, after an online game is launched, the developer
may collect information on how often players log in, for how long they play, and
how much progress they make in-game. As opposed to other techniques for capturing gameplay data (such as screen-recording), metrics also have the advantage
of being almost immediately suitable for quantitative analysis and comparatively
lower data storage requirements.
Aside from the actions taken by players, UX researchers are also interested in
understanding how players think and feel about a game, and how individual moments contribute to overall experience. For instance, during play, researchers may
ask players to think aloud and verbally express how they feel about in-game events
[5]. More objective measures, such as facial expression recognition or the use of
physiological sensors, may also be used to help capture information regarding a
player’s mental state [5, 14].
After play is finished, other tactics can be employed to probe players’ experience and follow up on significant events that may have occurred during gameplay.
For instance, questionnaires and interviews may be used to gather subjective feedback from users [5]. Other techniques, such as skill-check interviews, can help to
test players’ understanding of a game’s mechanics [15].
Irrespective of the particular selection of methods used, any given playtest has
the same core structure. After participants are recruited, researchers observe their
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interactions with a game and attempt to understand how these interactions affect
their experience. In other words, the goal of a playtest is to find out what users do,
why they do it, and how this makes them feel. In commercial GUR, UX researchers
are tasked with providing the development team with feedback as to where the
actual experience deviates from designer intention. For instance, designers may
want to check whether the intended level of difficulty holds in actual playtesting,
to ensure that players feel challenged without becoming frustrated.
Playtesting has become an integral part of the game development process; to
ensure that the game functions as a product and delivers the intended experience,
verification of its technical quality (e.g., bugtesting, quality control) is insufficient.
Rather than studying the system in isolation, understanding the journey experienced by real users is critical. Playtesting helps designers to identify flaws in a
game’s design, and to understand how changes to that design can affect end user
experience. The insights gained may serve to contradict expectations and reveal
surprising issues, or confirm a game’s strong points and help to identify opportunities for fine-tuning and further improvements. At any rate, playtesting serves
as an important part of the game development process, as a validation of the
intended experience and an opportunity to understand user behaviour.
Despite its value, playtesting faces a number of obstacles which can prove
troublesome, especially for commercial GUR practitioners. An important factor
in playtesting is the degree to which recruited participants reflect the characteristics of a game’s target audience [16]. Depending on the game, this audience might
be incredibly diverse, or embody some niche quality (such as experience with
a particular game genre). Accounting for these requirements can prove difficult,
requiring game studios to maintain a database of potential players that can be
screened for desirable characteristics [17]. If a test is completed on short notice,
developers run the risk of not being able to find suitable participants at all [16].
In addition to the challenge of recruitment, playtesting can be incredibly timeand resource-intensive to orchestrate. Each playtesting session requires some degree of researcher supervision, with time required to set up, observe players, conduct interviews, and so on. In scaling the number of players, whether sequentially
or in parallel, tests require more time and more research personnel, and may require additional equipment. Though some of these challenges can be mitigated
by using remote testing tactics (typically at the expense of rich data collection),
the expense of researcher time, test scheduling, and participant compensation is
always a concern. These demands are especially restrictive for small studios and
independent developers, where human labour is at a premium and budgets are
often extremely limited [17].
Even with virtually unlimited fiscal resources, the necessary time investment
required to facilitate the scheduling and execution of playtests makes it difficult
to conduct them repeatedly throughout development, or on short notice. Without
a reliable means to efficiently assess player behaviour at each stage of a design
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iteration, designers are relegated to relying on data from prior tests or educated
guesses when attempting to achieve a particular intended experience.
This work is motivated by a desire to help empower game creators, particularly independent developers, to make more informed decisions when iterating
on their designs. Rather than relying exclusively on human testers, we propose
that approximate predictions of player behaviour may be used early in the development process to help make decisions about a game’s world and level design. In
doing so, designers can help to avoid glaring usability issues or deviations from
the intended experience, without incurring significant expenses or requiring a full
game build suitable for testing. In service to this goal, we hope to augment the
GUR toolkit with tactics drawn from another field intimately connected with the
study of games: artificial intelligence.

1.2

ai and games

Humans are social creatures that seek out contact as if by instinct, but we have
yet to find another form of conscious life. Whether by lack of awareness or merely
a cruel coincidence of nature, humans are, for now, alone in the universe. It is
pure speculation to say that this isolation is what has driven us to attempt the
creation of synthetic companions possessing some aspect of our own likeness.
Nonetheless, for whatever reason, the pursuit of artificial intelligence has in some
respect fascinated humanity for generations, long before the advent of the digital
age.
Humanlike automata have been the subject of myths since antiquity, with the
first functioning mechanical humanoids created during the Renaissance. While
these early creations largely served as showpieces, precisely hand-tuned to complete specific tasks, they can be thought of as a primitive foray into the field of
robotics. The advent of modern computation in the 20th century revolutionized
the idea of automation, allowing machines to “think” digitally rather than mechanically.
Today, computer systems are capable of performing many tasks once thought
exclusive to human intelligence unassisted. While the term artificial intelligence
(AI) lacks a specific and universally accepted definition, it can be understood as
the ability of a computer system to acquire and apply skill in the execution of
some task. Such systems can be hand-programmed by a human expert to behave
as intended. More recently, AI systems often eschew this hand-coded approach
for machine learning (ML) protocols, whereby a system learns to function from a
library of training data, rather than being explicitly programmed.
The current and theoretical applications of AI are numerous, from simple data
processing tasks, to economic forecasting, to the creation of art and music. Given
the state of the art, it is difficult to say what as-yet unimaginable possibilities may
emerge with another few decades of advancement. Perhaps it is this uncertainty
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that makes AI so fascinating, and the subject of such media attention. In popular
culture, the future of AI has been depicted as both a scientific marvel responsible
for humanity’s next great leap, and the path to a dystopia responsible for its
destruction.
Technological grandstanding aside, the practical benefits of AI make it a worthy area of research, reflected in a constantly growing body of work regarding
AI techniques and applications. Interestingly, the development of AI has been historically entwined with games, both in the use of games to showcase and test AI
techniques, and the use of AI to enhance games and the process of game development.
Due to their interactive and often skill-demanding nature, games have long
served as a safe environment and testbed of sorts for the development of AI systems. The defeat of human masters in classic board games has served to create
landmarks in the advancement of AI, such as the victory of IBM’s Deep Blue in
1997 [18] and Google’s AlphaGo in 2016 [19]. Video games have also been used to
push the boundaries of AI, for instance, by overcoming the complex cooperative
strategies of human players in Dota 2 (Valve Corporation, 2013) [20] or combining computer vision with reinforcement learning to “play from pixels” in classic
arcade games [21].
While games have been leveraged as a tool for the betterment of AI, the converse is also true; AI has long been used to improve both game experiences and
the process of game development itself. AI has driven dynamic opponents and
companions in games for decades, from the simpleton ghosts of Pac-Man (Bandai
Namco, 1980), to the grand strategy of world leaders in Civilization VI (Firaxis
Games, 2016). Though in-game AI is often hand-coded and comparatively simple
in nature, the illusion of life and intelligence serves as a key piece of immersion
in many titles.
The creation of game AI whose purpose is to enhance user experience carries
unique challenges; rather than striving to maximize skill, developers are often
concerned with making behaviour appear “interesting” or “believable”. While an
opponent along the lines of AlphaGo may present the ultimate challenge, it is also
less than ideal for inclusion in a consumer entertainment product. Aside from
the obvious mismatch in terms of computational requirements, the behaviour of
a perfect adversary can seem jilted in addition to being frustratingly unbeatable.
To this end, game AI can be made intentionally imperfect, both as a cover for
technical limitations and a means to create more lifelike behaviour.
For the purposes of this work, the creation of humanlike game AI is particularly intriguing; if agents can be made to mimic the qualities of human play, those
agents may conceivably used to estimate how real players would act in-game.
This prediction, coarse as it may be, could then be used to help designers make
decisions on how a game might be tweaked to provide the intended user experience. Agents that emulate player behaviour in some respect may therefore serve
as proxies for human playtesters, at least under certain circumstances.
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Though using AI agents to test games is far from commonplace, the use of
AI as an aid to game developers and UX researchers is well-established. Simple
rule-based systems are regularly used as a development tool by way of procedural
generation, whereby different forms of content, from in-game items to entire levels,
are generated automatically. First appearing in classic titles such as Elite (Braben
and Bell, 1984) and Rogue (A.I. Design, 1980), procedural generation is still widely
used to create entire worlds in games like Spelunky (Mossmouth, 2008) and No
Man’s Sky (Hello Games, 2016).
Within the realm of game testing and UX research, AI has been employed in several different applications. These efforts have included the automation of quality
control (QC) tasks [22], the use of agents as “bugtesters” under human supervision [23], and the analysis of data gathered from human players [24]. While work
in the area of AI-augmented GUR is still fairly nascent, these tools are already
finding use in industry projects, demonstrating the promise that they hold for
empowering game developers and UX professionals.
With the advent of such tools, the relationship between AI and games has
shifted, to a degree. Where games once served as purely as challenges for AI
to overcome, they now provide a rich collection of opportunities for improving
user experience and augmenting the development pipeline. Today, AI is no longer
a mere curiosity in the domain of games; instead, we may view it as a powerful
assistant in game creation and a newfound collaborator in game research endeavours.

1.3

gur and ai

Throughout the course of a given inquiry in games research, a great deal of work
is required in the course of organizing playtests, collecting data, analyzing data,
and presenting findings to the development team. Traditionally, this work is entirely dependent on human labour, as its complexity forbids the use of routine
automation. However, many of these tasks are suitable for the application of AI,
whether as an outright replacement for human labour or an assistant to help optimize researcher efforts.
In theory, AI can be used to augment nearly every stage of the GUR process,
from test orchestration to the presentation of findings. Though largely preliminary
in nature, existing work has investigated several of these opportunities in GUR
and related fields, for example, by using AI to help facilitate data analysis [25, 26].
More pertinent to this work, the use of AI for game testing has been explored
in applications spanning quality control [22, 23], the validation of playability and
difficulty [27–29], and basic UX investigations [30]. A comprehensive overview of
this work will be explored further in Chapter 2.
For the time being, let us examine how existing AI techniques can support the
GUR process to help illustrate the motivation for this work and the opportunities
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for future research in this domain. To this end, consider three hypothetical cases
using AI-driven tools to help expedite and enrich the investigation of common UX
research questions:
case 1: probing emotional experience. A UX researcher on a small team
has been tasked with evaluating players’ emotional experience in a story-driven
roleplaying game currently under development. Specifically, they aim to find out
how players react to key moments in the game’s narrative and identify any significant changes in player mood during gameplay. To do this, they recruit several
players and record footage of their play while connected to physiological sensors
monitoring heart rate and skin conductance, before conducting post-gameplay interviews.
Traditionally, inferring player emotion is a challenging problem demanding attentive researcher observation and painstaking analysis of physiological data. Instead of relying on constant note-taking during the session at the risk of missing
important moments, our hypothetical researcher uses real-time facial expression
recognition to pinpoint moments of intense player reaction for following up during the post-session interview. To further identify key in-game moments which
affect player emotion, they visualize players’ physiological signals over time with
the help of predictive software which identifies and flags outliers likely to be overlooked by a human observer. This serves to both speed up their analysis process
and help prevent them from missing potentially important insights.
Interview transcription, normally completed at the cost of hours of researcher
time or outsourced to external labourers, is expedited through voice recognition
and a speech-to-text system, leaving a clean document for the researcher to sift
through. In addition to their own analysis, they employ a sentiment recognition
algorithm to gain an impression of players’ overall opinions, as well as automatically pulling strong statements from participants for inclusion in their final report
to the development team. Lastly, they use a visual summarization utility to automatically select segments from participants’ video recordings representative of
the average player’s experience to assist in their presentation. With the time saved
in transcription, analysis, and presentation, they are able to deliver findings more
quickly, ultimately saving resources for the development team.
case 2: examining retention post-launch. An analyst at a large AAA
studio has been asked to evaluate retention in a newly-released online multiplayer
game. Specifically, the company is hoping to identify what makes players quit, and
if players at risk of quitting could be selectively offered incentives to keep playing.
Several years ago, this analyst might have deployed a survey, or theorized on
what might prompt players to quit and manually probe basic metrics collected
from players to try and prove his hypotheses. Today, they use machine learning to
help automate this process, making analysis of data from millions of players feasible instead of near-impossible to manage. They employ pattern mining to identify
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potential sequences of game events leading to players’ failure to log on for several
days, and discover that long matchmaking times, repeated play of certain maps,
and earning low amounts of in-game currency often lead to players’ withdrawal.
Based on these findings, they suggest contextual incentives may be offered
to help boost overall retention: for players that experience several long queues
in a row, their matchmaking range should be relaxed to facilitate quicker play;
the probability that a troublesome map is selected should be reduced, and the
level design team should look into players’ experience in that area; and finally, for
players routinely earning small amounts of currency, a bonus or free in-game item
could be offered selectively to help preserve their motivation. By using a system
capable of analyzing massive quantities of data, the analyst is able to discover
more valuable information at a faster pace than he otherwise might have been.
case 3: validating world design. A small team of level designers working on an open-world game wants to make sure that players will be incentivized
to explore the entire map and interact with all the content it has to offer. They
also want to ensure that novice or hesitant players will not be overly intimidated
by the dangers present, without alienating more experienced players looking for
a challenge.
Before a build suitable for playtesting is ready, they use a behavioural prediction tool to simulate players’ navigation through the game world, creating a
heatmap of player activity. Within the tool, they customize the AI agents deployed
to mimic the behaviour of both inexperienced, cautious players, and aggressive
veterans. Finding that certain spots towards the centre of the map have sparse
activity, they note that “novice” agents seem to avoid the area, despite several
points of interest being present. Noting that the central area of the map is gated
on nearly all sides by enemy camps, the designers create an additional path allowing for a more stealth-based option to become viable in the area. Re-running
the simulation, they find that this has made the spread of player activity more
uniform throughout the map.
After correcting other similar issues using these predictions, the initial version
of the world handed off for playtesting has already undergone several rounds of
informed iteration. Testing with human users then uncovers subtler issues which
may otherwise have been masked by more glaring deviations from the intended
experience. In between rounds of testing, predictive tools are still used to help
estimate the impact of any changes on players’ actual paths through the game
world. In doing so, the final version of the game’s world will have undergone significantly more iteration while remaining cost-efficient in terms of the researcher
and participant time required.
To a UX researcher, the tools described above would be immensely helpful in
the course of their work. Just a few years ago, the existence of such tools may have
seemed like an impossible dream, or at least, one which could only be realized in
the far future. However, while the cases presented above are theoretical in nature,
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the applications described are not. Each is grounded in the existing literature;
though these tactics are not yet commercially widespread, they are no longer pure
speculation.
The expression recognition and emotional inference described in Case 1 has
been explored in the context of GUR by [25], and factors contributing to perceptual deficits of human analysts have been investigated by [31]. The conversion of
speech-to-text and voice recognition used for transcription has long been a subject
of interest in general AI literature [32], as has the idea of sentiment analysis [33].
Lastly, automatically selecting representative visuals given a large collection of
data is a problem which has also been explored in the computer vision literature
[34].
With regard to Case 2, the large-scale analysis of game metrics via machine
learning has been applied previously in both the identification of gameplay styles
[7] and the prediction of player retention [35]. The use of pattern mining and sequence recognition to predict player behaviours such as in-game goals and time-ofpurchase has also been investigated and suggested as a mechanism for application
adaptability [36, 37].
Finally, the scenario outlined in Case 3 is based on this work and our prior
publications on the subject [1–3], as well as other explorations in the analysis,
simulation, or prediction of player’s navigation behaviours [38, 39]. Simulating
differing player motivations has also been investigated by [30], to help reproduce
the variation in gameplay styles observed in real user populations.
With this work, we aim to produce a tool that will help to make automated
testing a viable option for everyday GUR practitioners. By creating an openly
available utility for automated testing, we hope to improve not only the toolkits of
games researchers, but those of countless industry professionals and independent
creators.

1.4

pathos - an ai-assisted tool for game world design

Game world and level design is a complex creative task with significant impact on
players’ eventual experience. Rich level design encourages players to explore, interact, and make the most of their time in a game’s environment. Without proper
incentive, players may not realize all a game world has to offer, or deliberately
avoid certain areas because they find them uninteresting or intimidating. Furthermore, poor world design may fail to reveal all options available to a player, causing them to become lost or miss sections of content entirely. This is an especially
pressing concern in non-linear games, such as open-world titles, where much of
the content is optional. Optional content and freeform navigation can help to preserve players’ sense of agency; if executed poorly, however, players can easily miss
out on the optimal intended experience.
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Playtesting helps to reveal issues with a game’s level design before launch, allowing developers to make changes improving the flow of content experienced by
an average player, or gently nudge players along the intended path. Post-launch,
metrics data gathered from the actual player-base may be used to inform changes,
but this is only true of online games, and may result in user confusion depending on the adjustments made. Furthermore, such changes made after release may
prove "too little, too late" in terms of retaining players and swaying critics.
Ideally, designers want to ensure that the experience they have created aligns
with their intentions before a game is released. However, repeatedly conducting
playtests to verify the effects of changes is resource-intensive. Attempting to test
minor adjustments or multiple alternatives with participants is also logistically
challenging, or even impossible for smaller studios. Lastly, the continual emergence of basic level design issues may obscure other important UX questions,
such as players’ engagement with other game systems (e.g., narrative, combat).
To help address these challenges, this work explores the use of AI agents to
replace human users in early-stage testing of a game’s world design, allowing
designers to pursue informed iteration earlier in the development process. By simulating the logic of human players at a high level, these agents can help designers
to estimate player behaviour. Developers can then use this information as input to
their iterative design process, helping to push their creations towards producing
the intended player experience. For instance, designers may want to maximize
the amount of time players spend in a particular area, or the percentage of game
entities a player will interact with.
The idea of such a system is not to replace human playtesters; rather, it aims
to provide designers with a cost-effective tool for informing their designs earlier
in the development process. Such a tool would be used to explore the impact of
changes during the iterative design process, before a testing build is available, or
to predict the outcome of small changes in between test rounds with human users.
This work outlines the development of PathOS, a level design utility allowing
game creators to predict player navigation with AI agents. The PathOS framework
is a lightweight, all-in-one tool featuring customizable agent behaviour, real-time
and accelerated in-engine simulation, and data visualization. Agents are driven
by a simple behavioural model informed by existing work on player psychology.
Most importantly, they reflect players’ imperfections; rather than attempting to
navigate the level in the most optimal manner as a traditional pathfinding AI
might, agents are driven by a configurable set of heuristics reflecting the motivations of real users. Furthermore, agents are non-omniscient; instead, a basic model
of player perception and memory limits available information to what a human
player would see and remember.
These characteristics are intended to help agents navigate more like human
players, who may retrace their steps, temporarily become lost, lose track of what
objectives are available, or choose to ignore sections of a level which they find unappealing. It is important to note that this tool is concerned only with estimating
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navigation in the virtual world, rather than more complex gameplay interactions
(such as combat). With this in mind, it is our hope that PathOS will serve as a
first step of sorts in the eventual development of more complete AI-driven testing
solutions for designers and UX researchers to predict player behaviour.
A typical use case for PathOS would be comparing projected navigation patterns between two candidate level alternatives. First, designers define the desired
population of users and configure agents accordingly; depending on a game’s
target audience, this might be highly skilled completionist players, or cautious
novices focused on self-preservation. Then, they define a starting point and allow
the simulation to run; depending on the designer’s workflow, they may accelerate its progress, or observe in real-time as agents move through the game world.
Afterwards, the agents’ navigation can be visualized as a heatmap or individual
playtraces, allowing designers to compare results between the evaluated levels.
Depending on the design goal (e.g., maximizing the spread of activity throughout a level), the team can then make a more informed choice between the two
alternatives, or recombine them to create the desired experience.
PathOS has been developed as an extension for Unity1 , a freely available and
popular commercial game engine. We chose Unity as a platform for developing
this tool as it is widely used among small development studios and individual
creators, thus providing maximal opportunity for the tool to assist independent
developers. PathOS integrates directly with the Unity editor, allowing designers
to leverage it as a natural addition to their existing workflow.
This thesis describes the design, development, and evaluation of PathOS, investigating how it can be used to assist in the process of game world design. Chapter 2
examines the precedent for this work, reviewing existing research regarding the
applications of AI in GUR, software testing, and data analysis. The design and
technical development of the PathOS framework is detailed in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 describes a user study conducted to evaluate the tool’s utility for game level
design and identify opportunities for its improvement. Finally, a discussion of
results and exploration of PathOS’ potential applications is given in Chapter 5,
before concluding in Chapter 6.
In developing PathOS, our goal is to to provide a free and open-source tool
for creators to improve their design workflow and create more engaging player
experiences. Ultimately, we aim to both empower developers and support the
emergence of AI tools as a valuable part of the GUR landscape.
Our relationship with games is nothing short of magical. Even after decades
of work, comprehending how we interact with these rich, engaging experiences
continues to be a worthy research challenge. As GUR continues to move forward,
we will only enhance our understanding of interactivity and user behaviour.
Perhaps in doing so, we will make these experiences even more captivating.
1 https://unity.com/
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2
R E L AT E D W O R K

Just a few decades ago, AI research existed largely separate from practical applications, focused instead on developing new techniques to solve classic problems,
such as the mastery of boardgames. The next set of great chess-playing bots or
primitive neural networks, while important milestones in the field, were hardly
suitable for extensive cross-domain applications. This is in stark contrast with
current attitudes towards AI, where computational intelligence finds some new
industrial or consumer application on a daily basis. Today, AI is no longer a mere
curiosity: it can recognize your voice and schedule your next hair appointment1 ,
help write your emails2 , replace irritating traditional customer service with irritating automated customer service3 , unlock your phone4 , critique your photography5 , and give you someone to talk to when the other humans simply will not
suffice6 .
Once an exotic idea reserved for science fiction in popular culture, AI is now
touted as driving everything from quirky video filters to powerhouse data analytics tools aimed at massive corporations. For better or worse, the term “machine
learning” may now be misappropriated in marketing perhaps more often than
defined in a classroom. Nonetheless, this first step in the generalization of AI has
proven itself as a cross-disciplinary boon to researchers as well.
Pertinent to this work, researchers have investigated the role that AI can play
in augmenting GUR methodology to become more robust, scalable, cost-effective,
and resilient to human error. When considering the challenge of UX evaluation
(i.e., playtesting), the GUR process can be loosely divided into two phases: gathering data from players, and processing that data to derive insights regarding UX.
Accordingly, applications of AI in GUR can be assigned a similar categorization.
First, we have tools for analysis: those which are designed to support researchers
in data processing by discovering trends and handling large datasets, for example.
Second, we can consider the concept of simulation-driven testing: utilities that are
capable of testing some aspect of a game autonomously, or effectively generating
test data by predicting the behaviour of human players.
The following sections explore both of these application areas, and how they
have evolved to support the work of GUR professionals over the past several years.
1 Google Assistant: https://assistant.google.com/
2 Google Smart Compose: https://www.blog.google/products/gmail/subject-write-emails-fastersmart-compose-gmail/
3 ChatBot: https://www.chatbot.com/
4 Face ID: https://www.apple.com/ca/iphone-xs/face-id/
5 Everypixel Aesthetics: https://www.everypixel.com/aesthetics
6 Replika: https://replika.ai
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2.1

ai for analysis

The integration of AI into GUR analysis workflows has empowered researchers to
more efficiently process data, identify notable patterns, and handle large datasets.
In this context, AI can be used to process, filter, or group data, effectively extending the limits of researcher observation. So-called “intelligent” interfaces for
visualizing or reviewing data can augment human analysis by learning and adapting to user preferences, or automatically flagging anomalous patterns and notable
trends for further investigation.
When dealing with especially large datasets, such as metrics acquired from
many hundreds or even thousands of players, the problem of data classification
and sorting quickly exceeds the scope of human labour. In these situations, AIdriven clustering and pattern mining approaches are now relatively commonplace
in attempting to build player models and identify behavioural patterns from enormous collections of data. This has proven particularly useful in the study of player
typology, an area historically reliant on purely human insight [40, 41]. Though the
advent of AI-powered analysis in GUR is fairly recent as of this writing, these
techniques have already proven valuable in improving our ability to process and
extract insights from player data.

2.1.1 Evaluating User States
The challenge of understanding certain aspects of game UX, such as player emotion, has led researchers to employ a variety of data collection techniques aimed
at capturing information relating to players’ psychological states. Attempts to objectively measure player emotion, for instance, have been largely supported by the
use of physiological sensors (e.g., galvanic skin response [GSR] and electromyography [EMG]) [14, 42]. Such methods are limited by their susceptibility to signal
interference, challenges in interpretation, and an inability to map directly from a
given physiological response to a specific emotional state [14].
Mandryk and Atkins [43] created an expert system using fuzzy logic to assess
player emotion based on physiological data. Performance of the resulting system
was similar to a manual data processing approach when assessing users’ emotional valence (i.e., pleasantness or unpleasantness) and arousal (i.e., excitement).
These dimensions were then used by the model to provide a continuous classification of emotion, providing cogent labels for a users’ psychological state. The
research team proposed that such a system would dramatically improve the efficiency of experience evaluation, for example, by supplementing qualitative video
analysis with a continuous timeline of emotional data from which notable features
could easily be gleaned.
Extending existing methods of observation with AI can improve our ability to
non-invasively measure nuances of user experience, such as moment-to-moment
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changes in a player’s emotional state. ML has been extensively explored as a tactic
for recognizing emotions based on facial expression, with many systems capable
of real-time performance and modern approaches achieving mean accuracy scores
of over 90% [44–46]. Speech recordings have also been used as a basis for emotion
recognition, with proposed applications in the development of adaptive software
interfaces [47, 48]. More recently, multimodal approaches to analysis have combined visual expression recognition with the processing of audio and gestural
information [49].
These techniques hold promise in overcoming the aforementioned challenges of
sensor-based methods. Firstly, expression recognition provides somewhat more of
a direct mapping, capable of discriminating between emotions such as happiness
and surprise or anger and disgust [45]. Furthermore, AI emotion detection can
be noninvasive, for example, using a webcam recording of players’ faces to infer
emotional state rather than requiring players to wear electrodes. This characteristic
is also advantageous in that it may be less prone to signal interference (e.g., such
as the artifacts in EMG data caused by speaking [14]).
Roohi et al. [25] predicted user affect from webcam footage of players’ faces
using a deep neural network trained to recognize facial expressions. In particular, output from the network was used to create a “gradient” of changes in affect
following in-game events (e.g., getting killed, defeating an enemy, winning the
game). Results of this analysis were in line with the findings of past work using
EMG to assess affect in response to game events. However, the researchers noted
that, similarly to sensor-based approaches, classification of emotion through facial
recognition is limited by lack of context and oversimplified categorization (e.g.
a concentrated frown classified as sadness, or an ironic laugh classified as happiness). Nonetheless, the technique was noted as especially applicable to online
or remote usertesting, where the use of sensor technologies is rendered infeasible. AI-driven affect recognition is still a relatively novel field of research; to our
knowledge, use of this technology in the context of GUR is far from commonplace.
More exploration of these techniques is warranted to determine whether they can
effectively supplant or augment sensor-based methods for assessing player emotion.
Another method of note for the potential evaluation of user reactions is opinion
or sentiment mining, whereby a language processing model is trained to extract
high-level meaning or intent from written corpora [50]. In GUR, manual qualitative analysis of game reviews has been used to help investigate user experience, for
instance, by identifying usability problems [51]. Manual coding of these data can
be extremely labour-intensive and time-consuming, or even infeasible for larger
datasets, such as collections of user reviews which may number in the hundreds
or thousands. Pan et al. [52] explored the use of sentiment recognition models
to achieve opinion classification across different domains, including user reviews
of video games. This technique may be of particular interest in commercial GUR,
where developers can have access to thousands of user reviews or social media
posts reflective of player sentiment. AI-powered analysis techniques have the po-
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tential to reduce human error and drastically improve researcher efficiency in
extracting insights from such content.

2.1.2 Intelligent Data Analysis and Visualization
Following the orchestration of playtesting sessions, researchers are left to sift
through vast quantities of varied data—for example, in-game actions, comments,
facial expressions, interview responses, and so on. A number of GUR software
tools have been developed to facilitate the exploration and analysis of this data,
many of which rely on visualization techniques [53].
Developing and working with visualization interfaces presents challenges including scalability and the integration of heterogeneous data (e.g., game events
and physiological data) [54]. Cheong et al. [55] created ViGLS, a system for automating the creation of visual gameplay summaries based on logs of in-game
actions. Using an action planner, ViGLS infers causal relationships between game
events and applies heuristics based on viewer preference to select events for inclusion in a summary. Though ViGLS was proposed as a utility for players to review
prior gameplay sessions, similar timelines and summaries have also been used in
the visualization of data from playtesting sessions [56]. Automatic extraction and
summarization of important gameplay arcs may be useful for GUR visualization
tools, especially for games without a linear summary of events available a priori
(e.g., open-world games).
Improving the utility of visualization and analysis tools has also been explored
through the development of “intelligent” interfaces which provide varying degrees of configurability, assistance, or adaptation to user needs. Such work attempts to support the task of a human analyst by improving efficiency (e.g., by
reducing clutter [57]) and accounting for user objectives (e.g., by suggesting a
change in data representation suitable for a task such as comparison between
time-series [58]).
Gotz and Wen [58] developed a rule-based adaptive visualization interface to
recommend actions supportive of goals speculated from user interaction patterns.
Similarly, Brown et al. [59] used several ML approaches to predict user behaviour
and performance using a visual interface based on patterns of past interaction.
This tactic was proposed as a potential basis for future work in the creation of an
interface capable of adapting to inferred user characteristics, such as personality
and task completion time. ML has also been employed in the prioritization of data
points in a visualization based on predicted level-of-relevance to the user [60].
Beyond supporting the goals of a human researcher, AI has also been applied
in the near-complete automation of certain analysis tasks. Southey et al. [26] presented SAGA-ML, a system using machine learning to analyze gameplay data
generated through random sampling of designer-specified scenarios. SAGA-ML
was used to identify potential player exploits and unintended behaviour in a com-
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mercial title, and presented as a basis for future work in the automation of gameplay analysis. Today, a growing body of work in GUR applies machine learning to
the problem of large-scale data analysis and user modelling, as described in the
following subsection.

2.1.3 Player Modelling and Clustering
Developing models to classify, describe, and predict user behaviour has been a
longstanding challenge in GUR. Player typology attempts to answer this challenge
by manually developing archetypes or trait-based theories to classify players into
groups based on their gameplay habits and underlying psychological characteristics [61]. The earliest well-known example of a typology framework was proposed
by Bartle [40], who described four archetypal players in online multiplayer games.
Subsequent typologies have been largely reliant on expert knowledge of game design and psychology (e.g., [41, 62]). Despite the allure of these expertly-crafted
models, they are subject to a number of pitfalls, including limitations in their generalization across game genres, a reliance on self-reporting for classification, and
research divides in the field of psychology [61]. Of course, typological approaches
are also heavily reliant on researcher insight, meaning that they are substantially
time-consuming to produce and apply.
The classification of player behaviour in modern GUR is far from dependent on
handcrafted typologies. The term player modelling generally refers to the study
and creation of computational models, typically accomplished through the application of AI or statistical computation [63] (the related challenge of behavioural
prediction is explored in Section 2.1.4). While some broader definitions of player
modelling include typology-based approaches [64], here we focus on exploring
the use of machine intelligence in the creation of player models (i.e., a “bottomup” approach [63]). Over the course of approximately the past decade, apparent
research interest in player modelling has grown significantly. Several applications
of player models have been proposed and explored, including more believable
game AI [63], adaptive difficulty adjustment [65, 66], and intelligent monetization
systems [37, 63].
Developing a player model without an existing theoretical basis is ultimately
a question of establishing relationships based on a collection of user data. This
typically reduces itself to problems of classification and regression, making the
challenge of player modelling particularly well-suited to machine learning and
statistical analysis [63]. Furthermore, the use of automated approaches can be used
to handle large collections of data from many hundreds or thousands of players
[7, 24], infeasible for purely manual inspection. Several questions arise in tailoring
these approaches to player modelling. What sort of data can be used—in-game
behaviours (e.g., location, combat, deaths, etc.), play habits (e.g., session length
and frequency), player reactions (e.g., facial expression, physiological measures)?
At what granularity should data be analyzed? How can we interpret the meaning
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of a model generated with little or no human intervention? Researchers are in the
process of exploring these questions through the development of several different
techniques driven by clustering and machine learning.
In-game behavioural data, collected via telemetry, is commonly used as a basis
for investigating player motivation and typology. Melhart et al. [67] used preference learning to demonstrate the use of gameplay data as a predictor of selfreported player motivation factors on a pre-established scale. Gameplay data has
also been used as a basis for generating new classifications of player behaviour
through clustering. Drachen et al. [68] present a comparison of several unsupervised clustering algorithms used to classify players based on character level and
log-on patterns in the game World of Warcraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 2004). The
authors propose that archetypal analysis, a soft-clustering method built upon the
unsupervised identification of extreme behaviours, results in a favourable combination of interpretability and adequate separation of different player groups. This
technique has also been used in the development of player models based on more
game-specific telemetry data, such as player deaths, the use of special in-game
abilities, and setting adjustments [7].
Players’ in-game location can also serve as a foundation for this process. Spatial clustering is often focused on establishing partitions within the game world
rather than the player population, helping designers to understand areas of importance in game levels and patterns of player behaviour in navigating those areas.
Thawonmas, Kurashige, and Chen [38] explored landmark detection and the calculation of transition probability based on player location data. The authors further
clustered players based on their movement patterns to create navigation visualizations representative of different player groups. More recently, Bauckhage et al. [69]
explored several trajectory clustering techniques to create interpretable in-world
partitions reflective of player movement patterns.
Different levels of granularity have been used in the development of datasets
for behavioural clustering approaches. Aggregate data collected over the course
of play (e.g., total shots fired, total number of deaths) has been used to identify groups of players with common high-level traits. Drachen, Canossa, and Yannakakis [24] applied self-organizing maps, a type of unsupervised neural network,
to cluster players based on high-level gameplay data in Tomb Raider: Underworld
(Crystal Dynamics, 2008). Lower-level data (e.g., specific action sequences rather
than aggregate play statistics) has also been used to develop behavioural player
models. Chen et al. [70] used sequential pattern mining and logistic regression
to build a model associating in-game action sequences with player characteristics
including game experience and personality traits. While the predictive power of
the resulting model was only significant for game expertise, the researchers note
that the use of lower-level data allows for the generation of more specific insights
than aggregate metrics. Multilevel approaches have also been proposed, applying
different clustering algorithms at varying levels of granularity to produce more
complete player models [71].
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2.1.4 Behaviour Prediction
A key challenge within user or player modelling is behavioural prediction, where
a model attempts to foretell future user actions. The ability to predict player behaviour is promising even at a coarse level, with the potential to help developers
create more adaptive experiences. Can we predict when users will quit or give up,
to know when to encourage them? Can we predict what their strategy will be, so
that enemy AI can become more cunning and lifelike? Can we tell what they are
likely to purchase, so that we can create a personalized special offer? Researchers
are in the process of exploring these and similar questions both in GUR and other
domains, where user modelling has been applied to predicting search patterns
[72] and purchase habits [73]. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, these models are typically trained on existing gameplay metrics, which can be sourced, for example, by
mining gameplay data from a game’s userbase [63].
Mahlmann et al. [35] used high-level gameplay data from several thousand
players of Tomb Raider: Underworld (Crystal Dynamics, 2008) to predict player retention via expected total gameplay time and final level reached. In pursuit of this objective, the researchers explored several ML tactics to generate various predictive
models, including logistic regression, decision tree induction, and artificial neural
networks. The models achieved moderate accuracy when predicting the final level
reached by players, though significant errors were incurred when attempting to
predict completion time. Researchers experienced several challenges when working with commercial datasets, including noise introduced by missing information
and unreliable interfacing of game and metrics software. Despite these obstacles,
the team noted the potential of such models to help developers detect pain points
and improve our understanding of player engagement.
Lower-level predictions, such as the inference of player objectives and strategy,
have also been achieved through the application of various ML algorithms. Extensive work on player strategy prediction has been conducted using the real-time
strategy (RTS) game StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998) [74–76]. For instance,
Weber and Mateas [76] achieved moderate accuracy in using regression models
and decision trees to anticipate player strategy. The authors concluded that trained
models could serve as a basis for improved strategy game AI agents, minimizing
the need for human-authored behaviours.
The applications of recognizing player intentions extend beyond the creation
of enemy AI. In nonlinear games, goal recognition has been proposed as a tactic
for creating a more adaptive game experience, for example, by reminding users
of their personal objectives after returning to play [77]. Such models may also
be used to provide contextual hints, guide the behaviour of non-player characters
(NPCs), or tailor the availability of resources, to name just a few applications. Goal
recognition via the analysis of in-game action sequences has been achieved using
several different methods, including input-output hidden Markov models [77] and
long-term short-term memory networks [36].
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2.2

simulation-driven testing

Beyond the applications of AI in analyzing data from human players, there also
exists the prospect of using AI itself as a stand-in for human participants in game
testing, both for quality assurance and UX evaluation purposes. Work on the development of AI agents for game testing is relatively novel and less widespread
when compared with the development of in-game or tournament AIs. The goals
of these two areas are vastly different; though both almost invariably demand
playing proficiency from the agents in question, the objective of AI developed for
testing is to uncover issues with a game (e.g., bugs, unintended behaviour, impossible levels), rather than to provide an interesting opponent for players.
Several challenges are presented in the design and development of these agents;
for example, the simulation of human-like rather than ideal play behaviour when
attempting to predict UX issues, or the generalization of testing agents across multiple games or game genres. By exploring ways to overcome these challenges and
develop robust testing agents, researchers aim to supplement traditional testing
procedures with semi-automated solutions that promise increased efficiency and
reduced human labour requirements.

2.2.1 QA and Bugtesting
Quality assurance (QA) is generally defined as the process by which software is inspected or tested to reduce the number of defects present upon release [78]. In this
case, defects refers to bugs or logical errors in a system, rather than problems with
its design or usability. In the case of games, QA issues might include, for example,
physics bugs or glitches with a game’s mechanics (e.g., enemies respawning incorrectly). It is important to emphasize that QA and UX testing are fundamentally
separate pursuits; while QA aims to uncover technical defects, UX is focused on
understanding how humans interact with and respond to a system. Though GUR
is traditionally unconcerned with QA, research in its automation has significant
technical and methodological overlap with the development of agents for usability
and UX testing.
Automated testing of web software and productivity applications leverages a
wide variety of techniques for systematically generating and executing test cases
[79, 80]. Game QA poses unique challenges when compared with these domains;
comparatively speaking, the possibility space presented by a game can be much
larger, with far more complex modes of interaction. Current approaches to QA in
games can thus rely on human testers manually filing bug reports, which can be
expensive and time-consuming. Researchers have explored a number of solutions
to this problem, including the use of runtime code monitoring for the detection of
rule violation [81].
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More pertinent to our discussion is the development of autonomous agents
that function as testers themselves. The goal of such agents is to generate the
same data that would be required from human testers in a particular context (e.g.,
an input log and accompanying gameplay footage), while saving the resources required to orchestrate in-person QA tests. Smith [82] describes the case of so-called
trace samplers, autonomous agents which use several tactics (e.g., systematic enumeration of action sequences, random input combinations) to “interact” with a
game in the same fashion that a large group of players might. The applications of
such agents range from bug detection (e.g., the identification of invisible collision
boxes) to playability evaluation (discussed in Section 2.2.2). Smith notes that an
obstacle to the widespread use of samplers is the technical overhead incurred by
game-specific solutions, suggesting that generalized or reusable samplers could
help to further the development of more advanced intelligent design and testing
tools.
Pfau, Smeddinck, and Malaka [22] developed ICARUS, an automated QA system for testing adventure games developed in the Visionaire7 engine. The system
uses a generalized reinforcement learning (RL) agent as a “player”, offering automatic detection and reporting of crashes, rendering failures, and unsolvable game
states supplemented with action logs. To mimic the conditions of real play, actions
are simulated in real-time, with the agent achieving a total playtime comparable
to a “speedrun” (e.g., completing the game as quickly as possible) executed by a
human player. The researchers argue that, beyond fully automating the detection
of game-breaking bugs, human QA personnel might use simultaneous observation of AI playthroughs to detect more nuanced issues (e.g., animation glitches)
more efficiently.
The use of AI-created playtraces for bug detection has also been explored in
more general game testing frameworks. Ariyurek, Betin-Can, and Surer [83] developed gameplay agents for automated bug-finding within the General Video Game
Artificial Intelligence (GVG-AI) framework8 . Agents are governed by RL, Monte
Carlo tree search (MCTS), and inverse reinforcement learning to create variations
of both "synthetic" and "humanlike" behaviours aimed at supporting QA testing
in games. For the experiments described, bug-finding is framed as a problem of
behaviour generation, with bugs detected automatically by verifying constraints
for generated gameplay data. The authors found that gameplay from agents was
competitive with that from human testers in terms of QA value for the context
presented (e.g., encountered similar numbers of bugs), with agent playtraces encountering more bugs for some of the variants tested.
Machado et al. [23] created Cicero, an intelligent game design tool which provides users with AI assistance in developing and testing game prototypes. Like
the agents described above, Cicero’s design tools are based on GVG-AI, so as to
facilitate generality. Its toolkit includes autonomous agents capable of general play
7 https://www.visionaire-studio.net/
8 GVG-AI includes a descriptive language which can be used to create a variety of games, and is used
as a testbed for game AI: http://www.gvgai.net
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using a combination of heuristics and a forward model (e.g., MCTS). Additionally,
Cicero features Kwiri [84], a utility for querying agent gameplay data to assist in
data analysis. Cicero’s potential as a QA tool was evaluated by comparing the performance of users attempting to find buggy game objects by playing a prototype
themselves versus observing an AI agent play the game. Multiple task variations
were presented with differing gameplay contexts and types of bugs. In a debugging task based on the classic arcade game Space Invaders (Tomohiro Nishikado,
1978), AI-assisted users found significantly more bugs and made fewer errors,
despite the fact that users without AI assistance were permitted an unrestricted
number of play sessions. While this did not hold true for the other debugging
scenarios presented, it speaks to the promise of AI agents as an efficient aid to
quality assurance in game testing.

2.2.2 Evaluating Playability
Aside from assisting in QA tasks, AI agents can also help to evaluate game playability. Here we use the term playability as a measure of objective qualities about
players’ ability to complete a game or game segment. This is in contrast to user
experience (UX), which attempts to understand subjective qualities. An evaluation
of playability can answer questions such as, is it possible to finish this level given
the player’s current jump height? How long might we expect players to take? How
many solutions exist to this puzzle? Can we estimate the difficulty of this level?
It is important to note in differentiating between the approaches described here
and those in the following section that the division between UX and playability
evaluations is not a strict dichotomy. A question relating to user experience, such
as whether a game is frustrating, can easily interact with a question of playability,
such as whether parts of a game are too difficult or impossible to complete under
certain circumstances. In playtesting with human participants, questions of playability are typically answered by having multiple users play through segments of
a game to ensure an appropriate level of difficulty for the game’s target market.
Obvious playability problems can also be uncovered during the design process,
as internal testing can quickly reveal issues with, for example, the physical possibility of completing a level. Regardless, judgements regarding playability are
traditionally reliant on human labour and insight.
High-level evaluations of playability are generally objective—asking, for example, how many puzzle solutions exist—making them more straightforward to
automate when compared with subjective inquiries (e.g., how frustrated players
become). Several methods have been explored to reduce the burden on human
labour in these cases, including AI player surrogates, logical inference based on a
game’s rules and level layout, and algorithms tailored to specific questions (e.g.,
flood simulations to check whether a level is continuous) [85]. Zook, Fruchter, and
Riedl [86], proposed ML as a way to expedite the process of tuning parameters to
balance game difficulty by training a design model on data from real playtesters.
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Of particular interest to the eventual goal of replacing human playtesters is the
use of AI “players” for similar purposes.
Automated playtesting agents have been extensively explored as utilities for
empowering the design process, by allowing designers to test their creations
quickly and inexpensively and supporting iterative development methods. Bell
and Goadrich [28] created Cardstock, an automated testing framework for card
games written in a custom descriptive language. Cardstock agents implement
MCTS to simulate play, generating data used to investigate turn order advantages, game length, and possible player strategies. More recently, Keehl and Smith
[87, 88] developed Monster Carlo, a MCTS-based Unity framework for gameplay
simulation. The authors propose that Monster Carlo could be used to shorten
playtesting turnaround when designers aim to investigate the impact of changes
to a game’s balance or ruleset on factors such as challenge.
Another general design framework integrating automated testing is Gamika
[89], a prototyping tool for mobile games. Gamika includes a configurable AI testing agent that designers can customize by specifying “tactics”, or pattern-action
pairs defining typical gameplay. Designers can make changes based on observed
agent performance and the effectiveness of different available tactics, as well as orchestrating automated runs that attempt to investigate the results (e.g., expected
play time) of tweaking game parameters within a certain range.
AI testing tools have also been created for game-specific use cases, tailoring AI
agents to operate under the specific constraints of a given game. Agents based on
a modified version of the A* pathfinding algorithm were used to exhaustively test
gameplay trajectories in The Sims Mobile (Maxis Redwood Shores, 2018), with the
aim of identifying balance issues for different in-game careers and relationship
progression [90]. Another example is Ropossum, a procedural level generation
tool equipped with an AI agent capable of verifying level validity (i.e., whether
it is possible to complete a given level) [29]. Based on the mechanics of the popular physics puzzler Cut the Rope (ZeptoLab, 2010), Ropossum uses a rule-based
agent to evaluate possible actions via tree search. This playability check is used in
combination with an evolutionary procedural content generator to autonomously
create a variety of playable levels. Smith, Butler, and Popovic [27] similarly use a
rule-based system to verify the integrity of level designs in Refraction, an educational puzzle game. The Refraction generator has also been extended to include a
system for automatically sequencing a progression of levels, found to be similar
in performance to human-authored difficulty curves [91].
Automated playability validation has also been proposed in the creation of socalled mixed initiative design frameworks, which integrate computer intelligence
as an assistant to human creative labour. Tanagra, for instance, is an AI-assisted
design framework for creating two-dimensional platforming levels [92]. Tanagra
combines a pattern-based level authoring system with automated search-based
playability verification and procedural level generation to effectively facilitate collaboration between computational intelligence and a human designer.
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Morai Maker is another example of a level design tool which has been extended
to support mixed-initiative design, or so-called "co-creation" between a human
and an AI assistant [93]. The tool allows users to create platforming levels based
on the classic /emphSuper Mario games. In the mixed-initiative variant of Morai
Maker, a variation of the A* algorithm is used to check for reachability between
regions of a level and provide a coarse evaluation of difficulty. Platforming games
in general often serve as a testbed for the development of AI player agents [94].
In some cases, these agents have been further developed to imitate aspects of human behaviour and individual play characteristics, as discussed in the following
section.

2.2.3 Behaviour Simulation and UX Evaluation
At the frontier of AI playtesting is the effort to craft agents that simulate aspects
of human decision-making, perception, and individual variations in behaviour. In
the pursuit of more sophisticated testing AI, we strive to make not just "agents that
play", but agents that play like humans. Notably, there exists a fair amount of overlap
in technology and application between agents meant to evaluate playability and
those meant to imitate humans; perhaps it is best to think of this distinction as
more along a continuous spectrum rather than a hard boundary to avoid confusions arising from terminology. Nonetheless, in this category we consider agents
that help to answer questions dependent on the qualities of the human player,
not just the game itself. Instead of asking whether a level is possible, we might
ask, what path will a cautious player take through this level? Where could players
become disoriented, or frustrated? What will they find most interesting?
We have previously proposed the simulation of human play characteristics as
a tool for identifying usability issues and unintended behaviour throughout an
iterative design process [2]. By imitating the motivations of a particular player,
designers may be able to gain a more complete understanding of how different
players experience a given game, by reviewing the behaviour of a large population of AI agents tailored to mimic specific groups of players (e.g., experienced
but cautious players versus inexperienced aggressive players). However, this area
of work is still largely in its infancy. Roohi et al. [95] present a review of work
on simulating intrinsic motivation in game testing agents, finding that current applications are sparse and that some qualities of motivation, such as immersion,
remain largely unexplored.
Borovikov et al. [96] present a comprehensive overview of agent-based testing in games, with a focus on machine learning methods for the generation of
humanlike behaviours. The authors use commercial case studies to investigate
the potential of agent-driven testing, including the use of RL agents to evaluate
the pace of progression in a mobile game, with the intent of validating intended
playtime and player engagement. They conclude that the task of probing player
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experience is both important to providing insight for designers and deepening our
understanding of game interactions in general.
Of particular interest to our current work is navigation through a virtual world,
an interaction which is fundamental to the core experience of many video games.
Consequently, imitating human behaviour in the traversal of these worlds has
been the subject of significant work investigating the use of AI for playtesting
(or integration of AI “test simulations” into a design workflow). Borovikov and
Beirami used ensemble Markov models trained on human gameplay data to generate training data for a neural network meant to emulate human-style play in
an open-world shooter game [97]. Becht and Bakkes [98] combined a behavioural
classification model with inverse reinforcement learning to predict differences in
trajectory between players with different roles in a competitive game. Awareness
of a player’s gameplay goals was also used as the basis for a pathfinding tool
developed by Tremblay et al. [39] to provide a probabilistic representation of
player movement through levels in a stealth game. The tool produces a predicted
heatmap of players’ positions, allowing designers to verify if their expected or intended trajectory is likely without necessitating the involvement of human testers.
A different approach to humanlike navigation was taken by Tomai, Salazar, and
Flores [99], based on existing human playtraces. The authors used probabilistic
sampling to generate “humanlike” agent paths given a set of landmarks, suggesting that machine learning might also be applied in the reproduction of “human”
pathfinding behaviour.
Different technical approaches may be taken in the mimicry of human behaviour, such as imitation learning (IL), where an agent learns by training itself
on the behaviour of an “expert” (in our case, a human) [100]. Hybrid approaches
combining IL with reinforcement learning have also been proposed for the generation of humanlike game behaviours [101]. The authors found that hybrid agents
demonstrated higher performance than agents trained using IL alone while exhibiting subjectively more "human-like" behaviour than those trained using RL
alone. While these methods are obviously of interest to the subject at hand, the
idea of learning gameplay behaviours from humans has also been applied in the
creation of more believable in-game AI, such as the so-called Drivatars from the
recent Forza Horizon games (Playground Games, 2014 and 2016) [102]. Many of
the qualities that make human opponents interesting are arguably vital to the simulation of more realistic user behaviour for playtesting. Humans generally play
suboptimally, are prone to mistakes, may wander off of their own accord, and
so on. Furthermore, and perhaps most importantly, there is a great deal of individual variation between human players, arising from differences in psychology,
game preferences, and past experience, for example. Simulating this variation is
crucial in the development of truly versatile humanlike testing agents.
As mentioned in Section 2.1.3, the classification and description of player behaviour has been studied through both typological and computational modelling
approaches. Our understanding of individual play differences established through
this work can be applied in subsequent efforts to reproduce this phenomenon in
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AI player populations. Emulation of human strategy in board games has been
explored using both ML agents trained on human play records [103] and rulebased systems meant to reflect strategic archetypes observed in real players [104].
Ortega et al. [105] compare hand-coded, supervised, and unsupervised learning
to simulate human playing styles in Infinite Mario Bros, a public domain variant
of the classic platforming game Super Mario Bros (Nintendo, 1985). In this case,
evolutionary unsupervised learning achieved the best performance, both through
measured path similarity with a human player and through subjective assessment
of believability by human judges (i.e., a Turing test).
Most work in the area of behaviour simulation has been concerned with the
technical questions surrounding reproduction of human characteristics, rather
than explicitly leveraging this capability for game and UX evaluation. One such
case is presented by Liapis et al. [106], through the use of AI “personas” to judge
level design quality in a dungeon crawler game. Controlled by single-layer neural networks, these personas are evolved to play in the fashion different player
archetypes (e.g., achievement-oriented, combat-focused, etc.). The agents “critique” levels after simulating play using a scoring function specific to each persona
considering events that occurred during the play simulation. Later work used an
updated version of the game testbed and agents powered by a modified MCTS
to improve computational performance and support more complex level mechanics [30]. The use of AI personas is suggested as an efficient means of automated
playtesting when acquiring human feedback is infeasible.
The AI persona concept has since been extended for the testing of Match-3
games by Mugrai et al. [107]. For this application, evolutionary algorithms were
used to create MCTS agents mimicking different human play-styles. Agents were
developed to simulate behaviours ranging from score minimization (emulating
novice play) to the long-term strategization of more experienced players. The authors suggest that automated playtraces could be used to estimate level difficulty
for the purposes of game balancing.
Tools developed for both simulation-driven testing and data analysis tasks hold
promise in improving researcher efficiency and improving developers’ ability to
validate their creations even in the absence of suitable participant groups. However, these tools present unique research challenges of their own. Their creation
demands solving complex problems such as generalized modelling of game mechanics, human behaviour prediction, and vision-based processing. Furthermore,
many of these tools break new ground, as it were, often with little precedent in
established frameworks and heavily abstracted inner workings. This brings about
a vital question to their eventual success: How can we validate the operation of
these tools and assess their utility?
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2.3

evaluating ai gur tools

For any piece of software to be successful in a practical use context, its evaluation is of paramount importance. Concerns regarding performance, usability, and
utility can be investigated with a variety of methods, depending on the nature
of the system under review. In the particular case of AI-driven GUR tools, little precedence exists for evaluation of the novel systems created by researchers.
Furthermore, these tools present unique challenges in selecting and designing appropriate evaluation methods. For example, how do we define system accuracy
for a game testing framework, when we want agents to display at-times erratic
or “incorrect” play patterns meant to reflect human behaviour? How can we effectively design plausible scenarios to measure the impact of AI assistance on the
workflow of designers and game researchers?
The sections that follow explore these and other questions related to validating
the effectiveness of AI GUR frameworks. Informed by an understanding of HCI
methods and existing evaluation efforts for the work described throughout this
chapter, the following subsections describe how different dimensions of system
effectiveness can be validated.

2.3.1 Computational Performance
Many AI systems can be computationally intensive to run; in this sense, there can
be a trade-off between requirements for human and machine labour. The resultant costs in time and processing power can help gauge a system’s practicality,
improvements over past work, and accessibility to developers with average or limited computing resources. Depending on the nature of system tasks, these costs
may vary greatly; a system simulating a single gameplay agent in real time will
likely have lower processing requirements than a high-resolution facial expression
classifier operating on thousands of video frames, for example.
When developing a tool intended for broader use, it is important to provide
a clear picture of system performance and scalability. For ML systems, the time
required for both training and execution (e.g., classifying an example, simulating
an agent playthrough) should be considered. Scalability should also be evaluated
with respect to performance—in the case of analysis tools, how does the system
respond to a much larger dataset? Game-specific qualities may also be of interest,
for instance measuring the impact of a game’s branching factor on the processing
time of simulated agents (e.g., [28]). Ideally, benchmarks should be conducted on
different hardware configurations to provide an impression of performance under
“average” conditions. Specific techniques for benchmarking calculations are not
specific to the context of GUR, and are beyond the scope of this review. For a
complete overview of these methods, the reader is referred to existing work in the
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software design and evaluation literature such as that presented by Everett and
McLeod [108].

2.3.2 Accuracy and Quality of Output
An important consideration in validating AI tools is the accuracy of system output.
Not all frameworks will be suitable for evaluation of “accuracy” per se, however.
In the case of an intelligent visualization system, for example, it may be more
helpful to classify behaviour as helpful rather than correct. This is a question of
usability rather than concrete accuracy, and is thus more appropriately investigated through the measures described in Section 2.3.3. Nonetheless, an evaluation
of accuracy, as defined by the fraction of system output that properly reflects some
ground truth, is applicable to the majority of AI GUR tools. Broadly speaking, we
can categorize these tools in two main groups: agent-based systems (e.g., agent
testing tools described in Section 2.2), and non-agent-based systems (e.g., analysis tools described in Section 2.1). The purpose and output of these two types of
systems is vastly different; consequently, techniques for evaluating their accuracy
differ as well.
Many non-agent-based systems ultimately solve classification problems (e.g.,
facial expression recognition or the inference of player strategy). With supervised
learning, a labelled dataset is already available for validation, and new examples
may be introduced to assess the generalizability of the model developed. In these
cases, it may be sufficient to start by expressing overall accuracy as a ratio between
the number of correct results and the total number of results produced. However,
for non-binary classifiers, a single measurement omits a great deal of information
(e.g., the distribution of error across different outputs), and a more complete description of the system’s performance should be provided, such as a confusion
matrix (e.g., [25]). Other measures, such as precision and recall, may also be used
for further insight into a system’s correctness and classification ability. These techniques are described extensively in the machine learning literature, for example,
by Alpaydin [109].
Predictive algorithms may be assessed in a similar fashion as those for classification, when real outcomes are available for verification. Nominal predictions
(e.g., which purchase a user will make next) may be treated identically, while
continuous quantitative predictions can be assessed in terms of relative error. An
example of such assessment is used by Mahlmann et al. [35] in the prediction
of player retention discussed in Section 2.1.4. The evaluation of “correctness” for
unsupervised models is less straightforward. Beyond the subjective assessment of
whether output is useful or makes sense, it may be desirable to quantify the quality of system output, especially when comparing different approaches. Clustering
algorithms, for instance, may be assessed based on the distribution and comparability of clusters [110]. Generally, this and similar assessments can be limited
by the opacity of ML algorithms; while it may be straightforward to quantify a
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system’s accuracy, it can be difficult or impossible to trace the origin of errors. Recent research in visualizing ML algorithms (e.g., latent space visualization) may
be used to supplement these evaluations to improve depth and understandability
(e.g., [111, 112]).
Agent-based systems are radically different in that their output generally consists of action logs, win rates, path traversals, and other gameplay artifacts. For
agents intended to test play scenarios for bugs or playability, accuracy of behaviour may be analogous to competence in play. This may be evaluated in a
variety of ways, for example, human review of gameplay traces, win rate against
humans or other agents in competitive games, or completion times compared
with optimal or “expert” play for a subsample of play scenarios. In systems where
agents’ sole purpose is to determine whether or not a level is playable, output may
be treated in the same manner as a non-agent-based binary classifier, by providing a human-labelled subsample for validation. For tools where these agents are
used to create or sequence designs, their output may be compared with humanauthored content (e.g., [91]). Lastly, gameplay agents may benefit from methods
in the automatic generation of test cases for navigation agents described in the AI
and robotics literature [113]. To our knowledge, such techniques have yet to be
applied in the evaluation of AI GUR frameworks.
Defining “correct” behaviour is far more challenging for agents meant to emulate the decision-making and idiosyncrasies of human players. Since actions objectively identifiable as gameplay mistakes may be desirable in such cases, assessing
the quality of generated behaviour is far from trivial. Two main approaches exist
for evaluating the “humanness” of agent behaviour. First, if playtraces from humans are available, comparisons between human and agent play can be conducted.
For instance, navigation traces may be compared through visual similarity or measuring distances between traversal waypoints (e.g., [99, 105]). Gameplay decisions
may be validated by checking for agreement in the actions taken by humans versus AI players placed in identical play scenarios (e.g., [114]). These approaches are
limited by the challenge of recruiting participants representative of sufficiently
diverse play-styles, as well as their tendency to penalize behaviour that is feasible but deviates from available human samples. Another method less sensitive to
this effect is the Turing test, where humans observe gameplay and attempt to discern whether it originated from a human player or AI agent [105, 115, 116]. While
this exercise is highly subjective, it can provide an indication of believability for
complex behaviours where other forms of evaluation are difficult or infeasible.

2.3.3 Usability
It may sound odd at first to perform usability testing on tools which might be used
in a usability evaluation themselves, but this step is vital for any utility intended
to move into a broader use context. A tool can only be used effectively if it is
straightforward to understand and operate. Even though many of the frameworks
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described operate largely autonomously, users must still be able to configure them,
navigate their interfaces, and interpret their results. A usability evaluation for any
tool should take into account the needs of the target user—thus, in the case of
GUR utilities, tests should be conducted with designers, developers, or researchers
where appropriate. Before designing the test, it is important to have a clear idea
of key questions that the evaluation should investigate. For instance, can nonprogrammers understand the output of this clustering algorithm? How easy is it
for first-time users to customize the behaviour of gameplay “persona” agents? Do
users find the tool intimidating to use? These questions can help in guiding the
design of the test session and in recruiting a group of participants well-suited to
the specific insights required.
Many of the tactics already employed in GUR to evaluate games (or more
broadly, in HCI to evaluate interactions with other software and hardware systems) can be used to assess the usability of a research or design tool. External
expert review, for instance, may help to refine a system’s interface, the presentation of output, or the general flow of user interaction. Once a usertest is planned,
different methods before, during, and after interaction with the system can be
used to identify usability issues and key strengths. Pre-session interviews may
help to provide context for a participant’s past experience with similar tools or
their typical workflow before exposure to a new system. During a session, the
think-aloud method can provide insights to a user’s decision-making process and
identify points of confusion as they arise. Skill-check interviews during a session
might be used to probe user understanding. After a session is complete, a questionnaire can be administered to capture a structured impression of key system
qualities across all users. Lastly, semi-structured interviews can be conducted to
give participants an opportunity to reflect on their experience and express their
opinions and concerns. An extensive review of these methods and their use in
usability testing is given by Drachen, Mirza-Babaei, and Nacke [5].

2.3.4 User Performance Benefit
Though many of the same usability testing techniques apply, the impetus for evaluation of a GUR tool is far different from that of a digital game. Generally speaking,
a game has no high-level formal requirements apart from being enjoyable (serious
games aside). However, a design or research tool must benefit the workflow of the
user in some way to provide value. Beyond being usable, it must also be useful.
Questions to explore this characteristic might include whether the tool reduces
the time needed to complete a task, if the tool improves the quality or quantity of
insights gained, and if the tool helps to minimize human error.
There is some overlap, to a degree, between evaluation of a tool’s benefit to user
performance, and its accuracy (see Section 2.3.2) or usability (see Section 2.3.3).
However, a tool may produce accurate output but have poor usability, or conversely good usability but high rates of error. Furthermore, even if an AI tool
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produces accurate data and is straightforward to use, it may not provide a tangible benefit to the user. Ideally, the usability and accuracy of the tool should be
evaluated, and the results of such evaluations acted upon, before attempting to
assess its usefulness. It is important to understand how the interplay between the
user and the system in question contributes to accomplishing (or failing to accomplish) the goal which prompted its development. Evaluations of this nature in any
field should treat the relationship between users and AI systems as collaborations,
rather than attempting to isolate each party and evaluate their performance in a
vacuum [117].
Designing scenarios to assess a tool’s utility should reflect the expected “realworld” use of the system as much as possible. For instance, an AI-assisted debugging tool should be tested with a game prototype known to contain bugs, as
demonstrated in the evaluation of [23] (see Section 2.2.1). Evaluation of an openended design tool should give users enough time to explore the creative space and
assess the extent of the tool’s capability. For instance, Powley et al. [89] conduct
a preliminary evaluation of Gamika (described in Section 2.2.2) with an extended
case study comprising the design of two game prototypes. At any rate, scenarios
should be conducted comparatively where possible, resources permitting, to establish a baseline for productivity with a user’s existing workflow. Additionally,
before running scenarios with the target user group, it is important to consider
whether users will need any additional support to use the tool effectively. In an
agent-based system, for instance, users may require a replay function to skip back
and forth through a “recording” of gameplay in the same manner they might for
human players (an example of such a system is provided by Machado, Nealen,
and Togelius [118] with SeekWhence).
After a test is conducted, procedures for assessing results will vary depending
on the nature of the tool and the test conducted. Measurements of interest for
quantifiable tasks (e.g., identifying bugs in a game prototype) may include the
number of work items accomplished (number of bugs found), the time taken, and
any errors made (writing down a non-existent or incorrectly described bug). Assuming a comparative scenario design has been employed and appropriately counterbalanced, results can be contrasted with those of users working without the AI
tool under study. Qualitative performance improvements, such as the “goodness”
of levels created with the assistance of AI playtesters, can be more difficult to define. In these cases, it may be important to consider a subjective component of the
evaluation - does the user feel as if the tool is useful or improves their workflow?
For certain utilities this quality in itself may provide value to the user, for example,
if the tool inspires confidence or creativity.

2.3.5 Other Considerations
When considering the “real-world” utility of a GUR framework, it is important
to acknowledge and criticize characteristics beyond formal testing. Generalizabil-
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ity, for instance, is a defining factor in determining whether a tool will gain
widespread use. Evaluating this quality is a matter of considering its ability to be
reapplied outside of the original use context. A game-specific tool has no or low
generalizability (e.g., AI playability evaluation for platforming levels with fixed
mechanic/object definitions), whereas a context-agnostic tool has high generalizability (e.g., AI playtesting framework with configurable inputs and mechanics
capable of adapting to any first-person shooter game).
Depending on the nature of the tool, software design quality may be of interest as well. If a lower-level tool, such as a code library for playtesting agents, is
meant for large-scale use, its success will likely depend partially on developers’
ability to extend and customize functionality beyond the original scope. If such
use is intended, qualities such as code modularity and understandability should
be assessed, for example, via expert review. Shehory and Sturm [119] provide a
set of heuristics for evaluating agent-based modelling techniques, based on more
general software design criteria proposed by Ardis et al. [120]. Several examples
of similar methods for evaluating system design exist in the software engineering
literature.
Another consideration is the feasibility and resource efficiency of the tool in
question. If it requires any specialized hardware (e.g., physiological sensors) or
software systems (e.g., metrics collection) to function, it is rendered less accessible
to smaller development teams with limited budgets. Resource efficiency is also
of interest: does the tool’s function demonstrably reduce time, labour, or financial
requirements for the quality of work completed? Many frameworks are developed
with commercial applications in mind; as the field continues to move forward,
such questions may become more pressing. Potential time savings, cost analyses,
and a salient explanation of any trade-offs associated with tool use (e.g., sacrificing
the depth of playtesting feedback from humans to perform more quick, iterative
tests with AI) are all important factors in the assessment of tool practicality.

2.4

summary

The investigation of AI as a means to supplement existing methodologies and
develop new research tools has become a subject of substantial interest in GUR.
Such applications have been explored both in supporting data analysis and in
simulating the process of game testing itself. Techniques such as facial or voice
recognition and sentiment analysis can be used to enhance user observation (e.g.,
[25]). During analysis, intelligent interfaces have the potential to help compensate
for researcher errors and support efficiency in analysis tasks. When working with
larger datasets, machine learning can help to cut through the noise and make
identifying patterns in player behaviour a feasible endeavour (e.g., [24]).
Within the realm of game and UX testing, AI can be used in part to fulfill roles
previously reliant on purely human labour. Near-autonomous systems have been
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developed for quality control and playability evaluation [22, 28]. Frameworks for
verifying playability through gameplay constraints and play simulation have also
been deployed as tools for active use during the design process [29, 92]. The more
challenging task of predicting player behaviour has also been explored, for inferring players’ in-game goals [121], supporting the level design process [39], and
criticizing level designs from the perspective of different player types [30]. Though
the evaluation of such tools presents its own unique challenges, they are already
proving themselves valuable in the hands of developers and UX researchers.
The GUR landscape will continue its evolution as more AI-driven tools are
developed and explored. With each new tactic brought into the mainstream, professionals and academics alike benefit from access to new approaches that make
the course of innovation and discovery replete with even more opportunities.
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Part II
T H E PAT H O S F R A M E W O R K
An empathic approach to simulating navigation

3
SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

This project was motivated by common pain points in games user research: the
pressure and time restrictions imposed by development timelines, the costs associated with hosting human participants, and most importantly, the challenge of
recruiting representative user groups.
Players and developers, generally speaking, are ultimately aligned in their
goals. In vastly oversimplified terms, people play games to have fun, and developers try to create games which provide fun and engaging experiences. However,
gaps in understanding from developer to player can lead to detrimental effects on
the end experience. The entire impetus of playtesting is to bridge this gap, to test
what works and what does not, and to ensure that an experience fulfills the needs
and desires of its target audience.
The caveat imposed by appealing to a particular audience is that participants
recruited for playtesting should obviously reflect the characteristics of this audience as accurately as possible. However, this is often somewhat overlooked out of
necessity, limited by a lack of resources and participant availability. The result is
that playtesters are not always as representative of end users as they should be.
In some cases, only a slight divergence may be present. Testing a competitive
multiplayer title with both novice and veteran users, excluding only the uppermost tier of professional tournament-goers, may well be acceptable to gain an
understanding of game experience across all skill levels.
In others, the dichotomy between player and playtester can be more exaggerated, restricting or distorting the insights that can be gained from user studies.
Take, for example, an educational game intended for young children. Recruiting
children as playtesters can be challenging for a myriad of reasons including legal
and ethical concerns, and timing sessions to work with the schedule of both parent
and child. However, while testing with the more readily available adult population may be able to reveal some glaring issues, such a scenario fails to capture the
unique cognitive characteristics affecting children’s ability to enjoy and learn from
a game.
Pondering this quandary and others like it led to a question of whether current trends in automation and artificial intelligence could help put these issues to
rest—can we simulate variation in user behaviour, reducing the time required to
“playtest” a game and cutting out the pain of recruitment entirely?
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Of course, the idea of completely replacing humans in usertesting is still far
away, at least for now. This project is intended to serve as a first step, acting as a
complement rather than a substitute for existing methods.

3.1

system overview

PathOS is an all-inclusive, lightweight tool for assisting game developers by acting
as a predictor of user behaviour. The framework is intended to support designers
as a playtesting surrogate of sorts, providing a rough estimate of how players
would navigate through a game’s world.
These predictions are meant to support the work of designers in a few different ways. First, they facilitate a direct comparison between the intended or ideal
path through a level and the projected path of real players. Moreover, they can
help to estimate the impact of changes, allowing designers to compare multiple
alternatives of a level, helping to optimize world design in advance of testing with
real users. Additionally, they can help predict rate of engagement with different
entities in a game’s world, identifying potential hotspots or deadzones of player
activity.
The tool provides users with end-to-end support for simulation-driven testing
of game levels, from customization of AI behaviour, to watching agents navigate in
real time, to recording and visualizing behaviour for later analysis. The design and
implementation of these subsystems, along with the front-end interfaces provided
to the user, are explored throughout the remainder of this chapter.
The target users of the PathOS system are practicing level designers in the
games industry, particularly those working on small development teams with limited resources and no existing tools for semi-automated testing. Secondarily, depending on the scope of a given team or project, user research professionals may
also use the framework as a preparatory step before testing with human users to
provide feedback to level designers.
In contrast to existing tools and AI testing approaches, which are often highly
game- or genre-specific and frequently propietary or largely commercial endeavours (e.g., [22, 24, 26, 30]), PathOS is open-source and designed with generality in
mind.
We can summarize our goals in creating PathOS with four key design objectives:
• Ease the burden of playtesting: Provide designers with an approximate solution to playtesting early in the development process with much lower labour
requirements than human usertesting.
• Developer accessibility: Make the tool free and open-source, so that resource limitations do not prevent developers from accessing the tool.
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• Designer usability: Make the tool easily usable and understandable for designers, rather than requiring manipulation of a technical back-end to extract
any real value.
• Generalizability: Make the tool adaptable to a variety of different projects,
so that it can be helpful to as many creators as possible.

3.1.1 Design Process and Justification
In developing PathOS, one of our core aims was to ensure that the tool could
integrate well into users’ existing level design workflows. Thus, we decided early
on to develop the framework as an extension for an existing game engine, rather
than a separate utility. This prevents putting an unnecessary burden on users to
install and learn tools foreign to their design environment, as well as removing
the requirement to have a standalone game build available for testing.
Functionally speaking, our primary motivation was to address the difficulties
associated with recruiting players who represent a game’s target audience. We
wanted to ensure that AI agents could easily be customized to reflect a variety of
playing styles, based on differing player motivations and levels of gaming experience.
To achieve the goal of predicting navigation behaviour for different player
types, we considered using a machine learning model trained on data from
playtesting sessions with human users. Similar models have been used in prior
work to derive player types from gameplay data [24] and predict aspects of player
behaviour [35]. However, due to the volume of training data required and the
limited generalizability of such models across different titles, we opted instead
to create an expert system based on existing knowledge of player motivation and
gameplay behaviours. In particular, we employ a novel planning algorithm which
uses a simple model of player motivation to select destinations for an agent to
target based on its knowledge of the game’s world. This approach is similar to
other planning algorithms used in games, such as goal-oriented action planning
[122], though we are focused solely on navigation, and are not concerned with
developing AI to be used for in-game characters, but rather game testing. Each
part of the algorithm used is detailed in the remaining subsections of this chapter.
PathOS agents attempt to predict human navigation behaviour by using a simplified model of player decision-making in games. This takes into account the gathering of information (perception), retention and retrieval of information (memory),
and the selection of navigation targets. In other words, agents “see”, “remember”,
and “think”. This loosely emulates the process by which human players acquire
and process information about a game’s world (e.g., by looking around) before
deciding on their next action.
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The decision-making process itself is highly variable depending on the motivations of a given player, and it is this variation which we are most interested in
capturing for the purposes of modelling a given target audience. For instance, experienced and efficient players might approach a level by heading straight for the
objectives needed to complete it. By contrast, a curious player with a completionist
attitude might meander around the game world collecting objects before trying to
“finish” the level. To ensure agent behaviour reflects these differences, the framework allows users to adjust agent motives (e.g., aggression, curiosity, efficiency,
etc.) in accordance with different player types.
To inform the development of the agent logic described above, we conducted
a survey of literature surrounding player behaviour, game design, and human
cognition. Obviously, deriving a “perfect” model of human gameplay behaviour
is currently an impossible challenge, both from a computational and design perspective. Therefore, our goal in conducting this review was to distill the available
knowledge into a model which provided an adequate approximation of human
gameplay logic while maintaining understandability and transparency. Insights
gained from this review are explored in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, alongside a detailed
outline of agent logic.
In addition to the agent logic itself, the framework also encapsulates functionality for the customization of agent profiles, orchestration of simulated testing runs,
and the review of data collected from agents. These features have been integrated
into a front-end user interface, so that the framework can be used in a game development project with no need for additional programming work. We developed
the user interface for the tool iteratively, with the primary goals of ensuring understandability and accessibility for new users. Our interface design is explored
in-depth in Section 3.4.
Together, this collection of features forms an end-to-end solution for agentdriven testing, comprising the current prototype of PathOS.

3.1.2 System Prototype
The PathOS prototype has been created as an extension for Unity, a freely available commercial game engine. We chose Unity due to its popularity, especially
among independent game creators, our core target user base for this framework.
Unity’s CEO claims that approximately half of all digital games are powered by
the engine1 .
Many games across different genres have been developed with Unity, including
AAA titles such as Hearthstone (Blizzard Entertainment, 2014) and Fallout Shelter
(Bethesda Game Studios, 2015). Several notable games created by independent
developers, or “indies”, have also been created using Unity, with titles like Ori and
1 https://techcrunch.com/2018/09/05/unity-ceo-says-half-of-all-games-are-built-on-unity/
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the Blind Forest (Moon Studios, 2015), Subnautica (Unknown Worlds Entertainment,
2018), and Slime Rancher (Monomi Park, 2016) powered by the engine. Unity’s
flexibility and generality across game genres was another key factor in its selection
as a platform for the development of this tool.
PathOS is written in C#, with front-end interactions using Unity’s Editor API
and integrating into the existing Editor interface in Unity. All low-level functionality (e.g., checking agent field-of-view, pathfinding along terrain) is abstracted
where possible and offloaded to Unity’s physics and rendering systems. This was
done to ensure that the tool would be lightweight, and require as little modification to a game project as possible. For instance, rather than requiring designers to
instrument a level with some custom collision logic, we simply tap into Unity’s
native representation of level geometry.
The PathOS prototype is suitable for scenarios in which players navigate a 3D
environment, a common feature of many game genres (e.g., first-person shooter,
action-adventure, role-playing game, etc.). The current iteration of the tool is limited in this respect, in that it focuses on navigation in a world with a relatively
defined “ground plane”. Expansion of the tool to better support verticality in level
design is left as a task for future development.
Before using PathOS to test a level or world layout, designers need only ensure
that they have enabled Unity’s navigation mesh (“navmesh”), a physics-based
representation of level geometry used for pathfinding. Many projects will have
this functionality already enabled, as it is typically used to facilitate pathfinding
for any AI characters in-game.
With these conditions met, the framework prototype can be used to predict
player behaviour in levels of arbitrary size and layout, allowing designers to help
verify the expected user experience of their creations. First, designers mark up
their level with a simple utility allowing them to tag various objects according to
their in-game function. Then, they customize one or more AI agents to meet the
desired user profile. AI behaviour can be observed in real time or accelerated for
faster simulation, and recorded for later review. A designer-facing perspective of
this workflow is illustrated in Section 3.4.
Before moving on to understand the end-to-end operation of the framework,
the sections that follow detail the model used by agents to simulate player behaviour in the game world.

3.2

agent perception and memory

The core purpose of PathOS agents is to predict player navigation. In other words,
they decide where to go, based on the available alternatives. To make such a
decision, the agent must have some representation of the game’s world; in simple
terms, it must know where “things” are located, and how to get there.
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Broadly speaking, we can divide information about a game level into two categories. First, spatial information such as boundaries, terrain, obstacles, walls, and
so on. Second, semantic information about the game objects, or “entities”, in a
level. For instance, where interactive objects are located, and what purpose they
serve in-game (e.g., enemy, collectible item, etc.). Before an agent can decide where
to go, we must address the challenge of how an agent should represent and access
this information.
One approach to this problem would be to simply give the agent a complete
representation of the level and allow it to select destinations based on this. For
instance, we could provide agents with a list of all interactive game elements in
addition to the navmesh. In this case, the agent has immediate access to all level
data.
If our goal was to achieve optimal play, such a solution would be acceptable,
even desirable. Omniscient agents could simply skim through a list of level elements, identify those necessary for level completion (e.g., mission markers, exit),
and ignore other interactions. However, we are concerned instead with approximating the behaviour of human players navigating in 3D space. Not only is the
decision-making process of humans variable and often “sub-optimal” (e.g., prioritizing fun over efficiency), but human players generally do not have immediate
and perfect access to level information.
Consider a game involving navigation in a 3D world, such as a first-person
shooter. Before players decide where to go, they must gather information about the
game’s world by observing their surroundings. From the first-person viewpoint of
their character, players must look around and explore to gather information about
a level’s layout and the entities (e.g., enemies, ammunition, power-ups, health
packs, etc.) contained therein. To navigate effectively, players must remember a
level’s layout and the location of game entities as they move through a game’s
world.
Depending on the specifics of a game’s interface, some aids might be provided
to the player in this respect. For instance, many games provide some form of map
to players, showing a level’s spatial layout. Generally, these maps are “filled in”
as players move around, or require some form of interaction with the world to
unlock information about various areas. For instance, in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim
(Bethesda Game Studios, 2011), city maps are filled in as the player walks around.
Information about specific entities can also be made explicitly available to assist
players with important game objectives. To continue with our Skyrim example,
players are given a “quest journal” which can be used to mark objectives on the
in-game map as well as the in-game heads-up display (HUD).
The need to discover and remember information is a key differentiator between
the ability of a human player and an omniscient AI agent to make navigation
decisions. Even if an agent’s motivations could be matched exactly to a human
player, the limits on the information available to a human player could result in
drastically different behaviours.
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An omniscient agent mimicking an aggressive player could visit every hostile
entity in a game’s world immediately. However, a human player would first need
to explore the level looking for targets. They might miss certain enemies which
are difficult to see from a given vantage point, forget about previously seen encampments while exploring a new area, or simply become lost. All of these events
are of interest to a level designer, as they may indicate design issues which could
negatively impact player experience. For instance, though a designer might intend to have some “secrets” in a level, if most players will never find a power-up
meant to help them succeed, then their experience will be unintentionally frustrating. Thus, this inherently imperfect process of players gathering and representing
information is a key factor in estimating their behaviour.
To approximate the task of player perception and recall, along with its imperfections, PathOS agents use a simple model of sight and memory to gather and
store information about the game environment. First, agents “see” the game world,
accessing information about visible game entities and level layout. Then, this information can be committed to memory, where it is subject to decay and imperfect
recall. It is the information contained in an agent’s memory, rather than a complete “perfect” representation of the game’s level, which is then used to make a
decision. The remainder of this section details the operation of agents’ perception
and memory models; how this information is used to control agent navigation is
explored in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 Agent "Sight"
Every agent is equipped with a camera, functioning as the agent’s “eyes”. This
camera mimics players’ view in-game, and can be adjusted to match the settings
of a particular game’s camera by adjusting parameters such as field-of-view angle
and clipping planes. Information visible to the agent can be transferred to the
agent’s memory and used to make navigation decisions.
Determining what the agent can “see” is accomplished by interfacing with
Unity’s physics and rendering subsystems. Following the earlier established categorization of level information, we are concerned with determining the visibility
of both spatial data (e.g., map boundaries) and entity data (e.g., the type and
location of game entities).
Spatial data is conveyed by querying Unity’s navigation mesh from the agent’s
current POV, casting rays along different sight lines. This provides the agent with
an indication of the “explorable space” in all directions. Additionally, rays’ intersection with level geometry gives the agent information regarding the location of
obstacles and map boundaries. Together, this information is used to build a “memory map” of the level’s spatial layout, explained further in Section 3.2.2. This map
is used both in the selection of potential exploration targets (see Section 3.3) and
in route planning.
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With respect to game entity data, we make the assumption that players can
generally infer an object’s in-game function so long as it is in their field-of-view,
based on its appearance and the game’s context. Typically, game creators make
use of visual features such as colour, shape, and iconography, in conjunction with
contextual cues, to convey the function of game objects. For instance, a healing
item may be placed near an enemy encampment and made to resemble a first-aid
kit.
To allow agents to make similar distinctions, we provide a tagging system for
designers to mark game entities with their in-game function. The categorization
of entity functions used is informed by a review of the game design literature and
discussed further in Section 3.3, with the user interface developed for this process
detailed in Section 3.4.
Tagged entities are flagged as visible based on a simple visibility check, which
determines first if the entity falls within the frustum of the agent’s camera, and
then uses raycasting to check for occlusions by other objects. Visible entities can
be transferred to the agent’s memory of game entities, explained in Section 3.2.3.
Entities available in memory can then be selected as navigation targets for the
agent. The process of selecting destinations is discussed in Section 3.3.
It should be noted that this physics-based approach to determining what agents
can “see” is an approximation of vision which fails to capture certain features
and nuances of human perception. For instance, it does not consider the impact
of colour, luminance, or shape contrast in determining the visibility of an object.
A human player, for example, may not be able to detect a poorly lit object at a
distance, even without any physical obstructions blocking the object from view.
Furthermore, this model does not account for the difference in visual attention
between central and peripheral vision, which may cause users to miss objects
depending on their gaze focus on-screen.
Accounting for these subtler perceptual factors could be theoretically be achieved
through a more sophisticated system built on computer vision. In fact, agents
learning to “play from pixels” have already been explored as a means to generalize game AI, for instance, among classic arcade games [21]. However, training
such a system to generalize between the aesthetic styles and entity appearance
of arbitrary games is currently infeasible, and inflexible to unique design choices.
Furthermore, such an approach is currently too computationally demanding, since
our system operates in real-time atop the game environment. Nonetheless, the
implementation of a more robust vision system incorporating consideration for
factors such as visual contrast presents an interesting opportunity for future work.

3.2.2 Agent Spatial Memory
An agent’s internal representation of level layout is maintained in the form of a
“memory map”. While the “mental map” model of human navigation has largely
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spatial code

description

Unknown

Assigned by default when no information is available.

Seen

Indicates a clear tile which has been visible via line-of-sight.

Explored

Indicates a clear tile which has been traversed by the agent.

Obstacle

Indicates a non-traversable tile that has been observed by the
agent through a line-of-sight raycast (e.g., level border, obstacle).

Table 1: Codes used to fill in the agent’s memory map. This information is used to determine which parts of the map are traversable and have been visited.

been eschewed in favour of the idea that humans navigate based on landmarks
[123], this representation was chosen for its understandability and resemblance
to information available to players in-game. The mental map can be rendered
on-screen to help designers understand agent logic (see Section 3.4), and is reminiscent of the “mini-maps” common in 3D games.
The memory map is maintained as a grid-based representation of level geometry with adjustable granularity to fit the world scale used by the level designer. As the agent looks and moves around the level, information from raycasts
along Unity’s navigation mesh is used to populate the map with information. Each
square in the map’s grid is coded with one of the identifiers given in Table 1.
Information in the memory map is used to evaluate potential opportunities
for exploration by the agent’s decision logic (see Section 3.3). Additionally, it is
selectively used by agents in route planning when travelling to a given destination.
Low-level agent movement is handled via Unity’s NavMeshAgent system. Each
PathOS agent has a NavMeshAgent component, allowing them to navigate automatically within the bounds of a game’s movement restrictions (e.g., movement
speed, collision detection, etc.). However, after selecting a destination, higher-level
route planning (pathfinding) can follow one of two alternative protocols.
The first protocol simply uses Unity’s automatic pathfinding along the navigation mesh, which will have the agent take an optimal path avoiding any obstacles
in the way. Since agents are only able to target locations or entities they have
observed, this was deemed as an acceptable approximation of player wayfinding
in general. However, depending on a level’s layout, relying solely on navmesh
pathfinding could take the agent through previously unseen and unexplored territory. For instance, if the agent is able to see a landmark at a distance, but no
straight unobstructed path is visible, pathfinding along the navigation mesh could
take the player through unexplored territory.
To account for the fact that some players may backtrack along known paths to
reach a destination, or prefer to stay in “safe” explored territory out of caution
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(see Section 3.3), we also implemented the ability for agents to wayfind based
on the contents of their memory map. When wayfinding from memory, agents
use a simple A* algorithm to navigate from their origin to their destination, with
penalties for hazardous areas calculated based on the agent’s motivation profile
(see Section 3.3) and the contents of the agent’s entity memory (see Section 3.2.3).
To better replicate the manner in which humans store spatial information, this
system could be extended to support landmark detection, perhaps in conjunction
with a computer vision-based approach as noted in the previous section. Additionally, it could be specialized on a per-project basis to reflect game-specific location
semantics, such as differing terrain types, to provide a more robust routing system.

3.2.3 Agent Entity Memory
The second component of an agent’s memory is comprised of game entities. The
memory of an entity stores two key pieces of information: its location in the level,
and its type, as denoted by the aforementioned level markup/tagging system.
Agents do not have a perfect memory; instead, the information contained therein
is subject to mutation, deletion, and recall penalties, to mimic the limitations of
human memory.
Agent memory is governed by a series of operations meant to loosely imitate
the procedures of human information storage and recall, and is informed by existing research in cognitive science. To illustrate this process, let us explore how
the agent’s representation of a game entity evolves from entering field-of-view, to
retrieval from long-term memory.
visibility and transfer to short-term memory. In humans, “iconic
memory” represents a very short-term, high-fidelity representation of what is currently visible [124]. From iconic memory, elements (e.g., images, objects) can be
transferred to short-term memory on a sub-second timescale [125, 126]. To mimic
this process, entities are only transferred into short-term memory after they remain in an agent’s field of view for a short amount of time. Thus, entities visible
for less than a few hundred milliseconds (e.g., during rapid camera movement)
will not be registered in memory.
short-term memory storage. In humans, memory is accepted as being divided into short-term and long-term memory [127]. Short-term memory (STM) is
volatile, temporary, and has a fairly limited capacity, whereas long-term memory
(LTM) is permanent and stores a much larger amount of information.
After initial transfer to STM, the memory of a game entity is augmented with
an indication of the time elapsed since the entity in question was last observed
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by the agent. In humans, STM has a limited capacity, which is typically expressed
in terms of “chunks” representing cohesive pieces of information [128]. For our
purposes, we consider each game entity as a chunk, and limit the capacity of
agent STM to 3-5 entities in accordance with research on the capacity of human
STM [128, 129]. The actual size of an agent’s STM varies along this range based on
their simulated level of game experience, configurable by the user. This is based
on the logic that, as a player is more proficient with games, they become better at
managing and recalling game information.
Entities in STM which are currently visible cannot be forgotten, since their information is directly visible and thus available to the agent. For entities which are
no longer visible, agent STM is limited to the capacity noted above, and memories
are discarded above this limit according to the time elapsed since their formation. In other words, the entities which have been unseen for the longest will be
forgotten first, in accordance with the idea that human memory decay is largely
dependent on the time since formation [130, 131].
transfer to long-term memory. Humans transfer information from STM
to LTM by rehearsal [127]; essentially, mental repetition or repeated exposure. To
mimic this process, once in agent STM, entities can be transferred to LTM depending on the length of time they are visible and the number of times they have been
seen. Since we lack a precise model of human visual attention (see Section 3.2.1)
and do not attempt to simulate players’ manual rehearsal of game information
to memorize it, this is only a coarse approximation. After meeting a visibility
time threshold on the order of several seconds, or having been registered in fieldof-view on several separate occasions, entities can be transferred to agent LTM,
which has unlimited capacity.
Once in LTM, entities can still be forgotten if they remain unseen for an extended period of time, again reflecting temporal memory decay. Again, this period of time scales along an interval according to the agent’s simulated level of
gaming experience. An exception to this rule is when a designer marks an entity
as “always known”, effectively noting that players would always have access to
an entity’s location (e.g., via a mission marker or quest journal). Such entities are
persistent in LTM from the beginning of a game session, even if they have not
been seen, and cannot be forgotten.
recall. When recalling a memory, there is a mental cost on the order of several
milliseconds associated with retrieving the information [127]. As the amount of
information retrieved increases, so too does the amount of time needed to recall
it. To mimic the effect of this factor on player’s decision-making, the time taken
between an agent’s successive re-evaluation of all available destinations in a level
is scaled according to the number of entities currently present in memory. The
result is that an agent will re-evaluate its options and “decide” more quickly if it
has less information to remember.
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Human recall is also subject to imprecision, or “noise” in the storage of sensory
information [132]. To imitate this characteristic, the agent’s memory injects noise
into the remembered location of entities which are not currently visible. This effectively means that agents will estimate, rather than precisely recall, the location
of unseen entities.
In addition to game entities indicated by the level designer, the agent’s memory
also maintains a short list of potential “exploration targets” (See Section 3.3). The
capacity of this list is limited to the same size as agent STM. Whenever a new exploration target is evaluated by the agent, it is added to this list. The list’s capacity
is maintained by continually removing the targets evaluated as least promising
by the agent; the rationale being that the most interesting targets would be those
remembered by the player.
While this model serves as an approximation of human memory, it has been
simplified out of necessity, both for computational reasons and in the interest of
keeping design complexity feasible and transparent. Future work could explore
the augmentation of this model taking into account phenomena such as the need
to “focus” memories retrieved from LTM and the association of related memories
increasing memory capacity [128], as well as a more complete model of memory
decay. Nonetheless, for our purposes, which are focused on the approximation of
player navigation, this model serves as the basis for determining the information
available to agents when selecting in-game destinations.

3.3

agent decision-making

The navigation of PathOS agents is based on a continuous loop of selecting a
destination from available alternatives. To simulate the cost of recall in humans,
the delay between successive re-evaluations is dependent on the number of entities
in the agent’s memory, as discussed in the prior section. There are two types of
destinations evaluated by the agent, each corresponding to part of the agent’s
memory: entity targets, and exploration targets.
entity targets. Entity targets represent the agent explicitly travelling to a
game entity registered in the agent’s memory. The agent’s destination is set to
the location of the entity in-world if it is selected as the current target. Each time
available destinations are re-evaluated, every game entity in the agent’s memory
is considered as a potential target. However, once an entity has been visited by the
agent, it will not be considered as a target again; this is based on the assumption
that most game encounters (e.g., completing a mission, killing an enemy, consuming a pickup) are one-time interactions.
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exploration targets. Exploration targets represent spatial exploration, and
do not have an associated game entity as the final destination. Exploration targets
are based on an origin point (e.g., the agent’s current location) and a direction. If
selected as the current target, the agent’s destination is set to the farthest location
that can be reached by heading out in a straight line from the origin point in
the given direction. This location is ascertained by performing a raycast on the
navigation mesh. Exploration targets are generated each time destinations are reevaluated by using the agent’s current location and a series of outward vectors
evenly spaced apart. Exploration targets existing in the agent’s memory (see Section 3.2.3) are also evaluated as potential alternatives.
Each of these target types is scored based on the logic described in Section 3.3.3.
At the end of the evaluation process, the target with the highest score is selected
as the agent’s current destination. Target evaluation is based on a model of player
motivation informed by our review of the literature in game design and player
typology. This forms the core of PathOS agent logic and ultimately depends on
two categorizations of game entities and motivations respectively, explored in the
following subsections.

3.3.1 Game Entity Types
Game entities are classified into nine categories defined by their semantic meaning
and potential interactions in-game. Designers mark level objects as belonging to
one of these categories before starting an agent simulation using our level markup
tool (see Section 3.4). This classification is based on existing frameworks for design
patterns proposed by Bjork and Holopainen [133] and the formal elements of
games as described by Fullerton [134]. Furthermore, these categories reflect game
world interactions associated with known player motivations (see Section 3.3.2).
It is impossible to claim that such a system will be able to cleanly delineate
all entities within a game of arbitrary design and mechanics. However, these categories were chosen as a general representation suitable for the majority of design
scenarios. Our interface for level markup allows designers to tag entities with
no appropriate categorization to avoid confusion during the testing and review
process. Additionally, adding new entity types can be done programmatically to
accommodate specialized scenarios, if desired.
The nine entity types are as follows:
optional goal. This tag describes an objective marker which is not necessary
for the completion of the level. In-game, optional goals may help the player work
towards some achievement, acquire desirable rewards such as powerful items, or
simply discover more of the game’s narrative content.
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General Examples:

Optional mission markers, puzzles, time trials.

Game Example:

Sidequest markers in The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim (Bethesda
Game Studios, 2011).

Refer to: Objective [134], Optional Goals [133], Goal Points [133]
mandatory goal. In contrast to optional goals, mandatory goals are those
which must be interacted with in order to complete the level. All mandatory goals
(if present) must be visited before the agent can “interact” with the final goal
(below), if one is present in the level.
General Examples:

Main mission markers, mandatory puzzles.

Game Example:

Main quest markers in The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild
(Nintendo, 2017).

Refer to: Objective [134], Committed Goals [133], Goal Points [133]
final goal. The final goal is used to trigger the end of the level, and indicates
a completion milestone in-game (specifying such an entity is, as with all other
entity types, optional). Once visited by an agent, the simulation can optionally terminate automatically if configured to do so by the user. Due to this characteristic,
the agent’s evaluation of the final goal will always take into account the agent’s
estimation of benefits from other objects which remain unvisited in the level. That
is to say, if an agent is incentivized to keep exploring the level, it will avoid the
final goal until such incentivization has been reduced (by interacting with other
objects).
General Examples:

End-of-level teleporter/door/gate/etc., main quest ending
marker.

Game Example:

End-of-level flag poles in Super Mario Bros. (Nintendo, 1985).

Refer to: Objective, Outcome [134]
enemy hazard. The enemy tag is used to indicate a hazard which would
incite a combat scenario in-game if provoked. This represents a danger which
requires active effort on the part of the player to overcome, and poses a potential
threat to the well-being of their character.
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General Examples:

Monsters, enemy soldiers, hostile characters.

Game Example:

Skeletons in Dark Souls (FromSoftware, 2011).

Refer to: Enemies, Agents, Combat [133]
environmental hazard. This type of hazard is one that does not require
the player to participate in combat, but is rather environmentally-based. Such areas have the potential to harm the player’s character on contact or prolonged stay
in the area.
General Examples:

Poisonous plants, bear traps.

Game Example:

Lasers in Portal 2 (Valve Corporation, 2011).

Refer to: Deadly Traps, Obstacles [133]
collectible (“achievement resource”). A collectible is an in-game item
which can be picked up by the player and most often serves no direct immediate
benefit to their character. However, the accumulation of such items may lead to
unlocking game content or achievements, or simply grant the player a score of
some sort.
General Examples:

Stars, trinkets, and other “flavour” items.

Game Example:

Moons in Super Mario Odyssey (Nintendo, 2017).

Refer to: Resource [134], Objective [134], Collecting [133], Pick-Ups [133]
self-preservation (“essential resource”). These are in-game items
which can be picked up to increase the player’s chances of surviving, by providing
some sort of necessary resource. Collection of these items contributes positively
to the player’s well-being.
General Examples:

Ammunition, health packs, power-ups.

Game Example:

First-aid kits in Left 4 Dead (Valve South, 2008).

Refer to: Resource [134], Power-Ups [133], Resources [133]
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point-of-interest. A POI indicates an environmental feature, landmark, or
setpiece providing some form of visual interest or message to indicate potential
curiosities in the area. The value of such an entity is largely exploration-based.
General Examples:

Statues, buildings, altars.

Game Example:

Setpieces in Don’t Starve (Klei Entertainment, 2013).

Refer to: Exploration [133]
npc. A non-hostile, non-player character who may be interacted with to discover narrative content, obtain items, start a sidequest, and so on. (Hostile nonplayer characters are classified as enemies instead.)
General Examples:

Townspeople, friendly creatures, AI allies.

Game Example:

Villagers in Animal Crossing: New Leaf (Nintendo, 2012).

Refer to: Characters, Agents [133]
A tenth additional “null” tag is available for designers to flag interactive objects that do not fall into these categorizations. The scoring of these entities is not
affected by agent motives (i.e., agents will not be drawn to them), and so this can
be used to avoid confusion in wondering why a particular area was not visited.
It should be noted that in the current prototype, these entity types are static;
that is to say, they do not change throughout the course of the level, regardless of
where the agent travels. This was done in the interest of reducing complexity, and
avoiding the guesswork associated with attempting to simulate interaction with a
game’s mechanics while preserving generality across genres and game scenarios.
However, future work could explore the extension of this system to support more
dynamic interactions. For instance, triggers could be created on objective markers
to “unlock” the interactivity of other objects, changing their type from null to
optional objective.
With the types of game entities defined, there is one other system component
instrumental in determining how goals are evaluated—agent motivations.

3.3.2 Agent Motives
Each PathOS agent has a motivation profile comprising seven distinct player motives based on existing theories of user psychology and player typology. Each of
these motives can be adjusted on a normalized scale to create a unique agent profile, and can be used to recreate classic player archetypes (e.g., the Bartle player
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types [40]). Additionally, an experience slider can be used to improve the agent’s
memory capacity and storage, as discussed in Section 3.2.3. The notion of "experience" in this context is similar to the notion of skill-based player characteristics
(e.g., Resourcing, Speed, Decisiveness, Control Skill) discussed by Cowley [62].
The seven motives driving agent behaviour are as follows:
curiosity. Curiosity represents a player’s drive to explore the game world
and see all it has to offer, uncovering secrets and traversing as much of the map
as possible. Curious players are also interested in uncovering more information
about a game’s lore and narrative, and are always on the lookout for new content.
Example behaviour. Drawn to Points-of-Interest (POIs) and Non-Player Characters
(NPCs). More likely to select exploration targets. Looks around frequently to
search for new entities and parts of the map to discover. Less likely to route based
on spatial memory (See Section 3.2.2), favouring autogenerated navmesh paths
which may take the agent through unfamiliar territory. Less likely to complete a
level’s final goal if much of the level remains unexplored.
Refer to: Explorer [40], Seeker [41], Curiosity-Cognitive [135], Immersion-Discovery
[136], Adventurer [137]
achievement. Players driven by achievement seek to earn in-game rewards
and receive credit for feats of skill, endurance, or even sheer luck. They want to
feel accomplished and perhaps praised for their in-game actions.
Example Behaviour. Drawn to Goals of all types and Collectibles, in pursuit of special achievements.
Refer to: Achiever [40], Achiever [41], Optimisation [62]
completion. Related to achievement, completionists seek to fill out every tick
box in their quest journals and entry in their bestiaries. They want to find every
object there is to find, so long as there’s some sort of progress bar or list they can
consult to see that shiny “100%”.
Example Behaviour. Drawn to Goals, Collectibles, and most other interactive entities
(Hazards, POIs, NPCs) in pursuit of filling out every completion metric the game
has to offer.
Refer to: Completionist [138], Thoroughness [62]
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aggression. Aggression represents a player’s desire to exert dominance over
the game world, primarily through combat. Aggressive players are frequently
looking to pick a fight, throwing caution to the wind and charging down enemy
encampments.
Example Behaviour. Drawn to Enemies and a smaller extent Environmental Hazards, will not shy away from hazardous areas when routing a path based on
spatial memory.
Refer to: Killer [40], Aggression [62], Conqueror [41], Competitor [138], Brawn [139],
Mercenary [137]
adrenaline. Similar to aggression, adrenaline is associated with daredeviltype behaviours, but moreso drawn to environmental hazards and challenges,
rather than enemy encounters. Players with high adrenaline motivation are thrillseekers and take pleasure in surviving dangerous scenarios.
Example Behaviour. Drawn to Environmental Hazards and to a lesser degree Enemies, calculates lower penalties for traversing hazardous areas when routing from
memory.
Refer to: Daredevil/Survivor [41], Daredevil [137], Challenge [135]
caution. Opposing danger and prioritizing their well-being, players motivated by caution will be less likely to charge into hazardous areas, especially unprepared. They are always on the lookout for danger, and tread lightly if placed
into such situations.
Example Behaviour. Drawn to Self-Preservation items and repelled by Hazards of
any kind. More likely to route paths based on memory (“backtracking”), applying
harsher penalties to hazardous areas when routing from memory.
Refer to: Caution/Resourcing [62]
efficiency. Efficient players care about finishing a level as quickly as possible, finding mandatory goals and then getting out. They do not care for sticking
around to find everything in the game’s world; instead, their primary motivation
is to simply complete the game’s objectives.
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Example Behaviour. Heading straight for Mandatory and Final goals.
Refer to: Speed [62], Achievement-Advancement [136], Mastermind [41]
These motives form the core of an agent’s destination selection logic, used
to score individual alternatives based on their appeal to the agent’s motivation
profile. This process is explored in the following section.

3.3.3 Destination Evaluation
During the agent’s evaluation of destination alternatives, each potential exploration and entity target is assigned a score based on the agent’s motivation profile.
The motivation profile consists of a series of values unique to the agent representing the strength of each of the seven motives in the agent’s decision-making
process. Each of the motives can be assigned a value on the interval [0, 1] by the
designer.
To evaluate potential alternatives within the context of the game environment,
a scoring (weight) matrix W defines the relationship between each motive dimension and game entity type. This matrix is global and referenced by all agents, and
can be customized by the designer if desired to reflect the needs of a specific
project. For instance, if combat difficulty is low and poses little risk to players, the
negative association between the Caution motive and Enemy entity type could be
reduced.
The default values assigned to the matrix, based on the categorization of
motive-specific behaviours outlined in Section 3.3.2, are given in Table 2.
Note that rows of the matrix have a cumulative weight of 1 when summed
across all motives. This is done such that an agent with equal motivation across all
categories would score game entities equally regardless of their type, representing
“agnostic” player behaviour.
The final score of a given destination candidate (exploration or entity target) is
given by the following equation:
score = entity score + bias

(1)

bias. The Bias term represents the “inherent value” of the destination itself,
and is calculated differently for exploration and entity targets.
For exploration targets, the initial bias term is zero.
For entity targets, the bias is calculated as the sum of all scores in the scoring
matrix W (see Table 2) for the row corresponding to the entity’s type, with each
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element scaled by the corresponding value of the agent’s motivation profile. For
instance, the bias for an entity target with the POI type would be calculated as:
entity bias = 0.9 ∗ Curiosity + 0.1 ∗ Completion

(2)

More generally, we can express this as the dot product of a column vector
containing values for each of the agent’s seven motivations, and a row vector
taken from the scoring matrix corresponding to the entity’s type:
entity bias = M ∗ Wi ∗ d

(3)

The entity bias is scaled by a factor d, which is proportional to the inverse
square of the distance to the target, to allow the agent to prioritize objectives
closer to its current in-game location. Furthermore, entity targets are granted a
slight additional “interactivity bonus” over exploration targets. This bonus is only
added to the entity’s score if it is otherwise deemed a favourable target for the
agent.
Any target is also given an additional bias if it is already the active destination
target of the agent. That is to say, though agents will continually re-evaluate available alternatives when en route to a given destination, that destination is given a
slight preference to incentivize finishing the current trajectory. A new destination
will only be chosen once the current destination is reached, or if a significantly
better alternative is evaluated while en route.
In addition, any target type is given an additional positive score contributor
based on the number of “unexplored” tiles in the agent’s memory map that would
be crossed if travelling in the desired direction and how far the agent could travel
along that trajectory. The magnitude of this contribution is scaled by the agent’s
Curiosity motive.
entity score. The Entity Score term is calculated based on the agent’s current location and the direction to their potential destination. It represents the desirability of taking a direct path to the destination, based on the entities that the agent
could encounter as a result. When calculating this term, all entities contained in
the agent’s memory are considered, ignoring those that have already been visited
and thus have no new value or pose no new threat to the agent.
entity score =

∑( M

∗ Wi ∗ d)

(4)

The terms M and Wi are the agent’s motive vector and a row taken from the
scoring matrix according to the type of each entity considered, in the same fashion
as the entity bias term described in Equation 3.3.3. Their dot product is scaled by
the factor d, a term inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
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0

0

0.1

0.1

0

0

0.1

0.1

0.9

0.9

Null

Optional Goal

Mandatory
Goal

Final Goal

Collectible

SelfPreservation

Enemy

Environment
Hazard

POI

NPC

curiosity

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.5

0

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.2

0

0.5

0.2

0.2

0.5

0

completion

0

0

0.3

1

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

aggression

0

0

1

0.7

0.1

0

0

0

0

0

adrenaline

Table 2: Default values for the motive-entity scoring matrix.

achievement

0

0

-0.5

-1

0.8

0

0

0

0

0

caution

0

0

0

0

0

0

0.5

0.5

0

0

efficiency

the entity and the agent’s location. The factor d is further affected by the angle
between the agent’s potential trajectory and a vector drawn from the agent to
the entity; for entities behind the agent, this factor will have a value of zero, for
instance.
As stated in Equation 3.3.3, the final score of a target is taken as the sum of
its calculated bias and entity score terms. Thus, the desirability of each destination
is not only dependent on the potential value of arriving at the destination itself,
but the collection of encounters an agent might expect to have along the way. This
ensures that agents consider the game world as a connected system, rather than a
list of disparate entities. For instance, when confronted with one path leading to
just one collectible item, and another leading to a trove of several, a completionoriented agent will first prioritize the path containing more rewards.
Throughout the destination re-evaluation process, the agent will update its target destination to the current alternative, if the current alternative is evaluated as
more favourable. A slight degree of stochasticity is injected into this process to
mimic the imprecise nature of subjective player decision-making. For instance, if
two alternatives score equally, one will be chosen at random. As the difference
between their scores is exaggerated, the likelihood that the higher-scoring alternative will be chosen increases rapidly and reaches certainty after the difference
exceeds a given threshold.
Once a destination has been confirmed as the agent’s current target, it is routed
towards that destination based either on automatic pathfinding along Unity’s navigation mesh or via routing on the agent’s memory map, as noted in Section 3.2.2.
This process of re-evaluating available destinations, selecting a navigation target,
and moving throughout the game world forms the core behavioural loop of agents
during simulated testing.
Given this understanding of how agents navigate the game world, we can move
on to explore how users can interact with this system to perform simulated testing
of candidate level designs.

3.4

user interface and data visualization

As we intend for the tool to be used primarily by level designers, our focus is on
front-end interaction through a graphical user interface (GUI) abstracting much of
the functionality discussed in the prior sections. However, we also want the tool
to be as flexible as possible, and as such, it is open-source to allow for back-end
modification to suit individual projects. For instance, new motives and game entity
categorizations can be added with relative ease. Such additions could be made, for
example, to mimic game-specific playing styles (e.g., stealth versus melee combat)
or create special categories for game-specific items (e.g., separating out different
types of collectibles).
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Figure 1: The Inspector interface for customizing PathOS agent behaviour. GUI elements
allow users to tweak agent profiles and navigation characteristics.

Turning our attention to the user-facing front end of the tool, the PathOS user
interface has been created to integrate as seamlessly as possible with existing UI
conventions in Unity’s main level and scene creation interface, the Unity Editor.
PathOS scripts are condensed into Unity components which can be dragged and
dropped following the conventions of existing Unity script and game object components, such as colliders and character controllers. Modifiable properties (e.g.,
agent motivation profiles, simulation time limit, etc.) are exposed through Unity’s
Inspector, a mainstay of the Unity interface. An example of Unity’s Inspector interface for PathOS agents is shown in Figure 1.
By using the existing design language of Unity’s Editor, we aim to ensure that
PathOS will have a reduced learning curve and pose little interruption to designers’ existing workflow while offering value in return. A complete enumeration and
explanation of all PathOS interface elements can be found in Appendix A, the user
manual for the PathOS tool. In this section, we will briefly explore the tool’s user
interface from setting up simulated testing to analyzing data from agent testing
runs.
level markup. First, designers instrument the Unity scene with markup indicating the types of entities present in the game level. To facilitate this process,
the tool provides a point-and-click interface for selecting entity types and tagging
game objects. First, the designer selects the desired entity type from a palette of
labelled icons. Then, they can move through the scene, clicking to tag objects highlighted under the cursor as having a particular type. Screenshots of this process
are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: The process for instrumenting a level design with entity labels:
1. A subsection of a level with interactable objects.
2. Selecting an object to tag as a collectible object.
3. Completed entity labels for level subsection.
4. Level overview showing Gizmo icons for all interactive entities.

Designers can also manipulate individual entities through a list view, which
can be used to change entity types or flag entities as persistently known by an
agent. The list view can also be used to delete swaths of entity tags en masse, as
an alternative to the deletion mode of the visual markup tool.
When the PathOS Inspector pane is active, designers can toggle the visibility
of icons overlain in the scene indicating the location of various entity tags. These
are drawn using Unity’s Gizmos system, a framework used by the engine for
displaying information in-scene. The display of all Gizmos can be customized
from the main Editor window, allowing users to adjust the interface to their liking.
agent customization. To create a PathOS agent, the designer can simply
create an instance of the provided Unity prefab (pre-fabricated object; in other
words, a template). Alternatively, they can drag and drop the PathOS Agent script
onto the object or model of their choosing in the scene. Tweaking an agent’s motivation profile is then achieved by manipulating sliders on the agent’s Inspector,
as shown in Figure 1. Other factors governing the agent’s movement speed, view
camera, and so on, can also be configured from this panel.
Custom profile templates containing ranges for each of the motives can be
managed from an additional Editor window (see Figure 3). These templates can
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Figure 3: Editor window allowing for the creation and customization of agent profiles.

be selected within the agent’s Inspector to automatically randomize the agent’s
motives within the ranges specified in the template.
From the main PathOS inspector, designers can also input a custom scoring
matrix, as well as import or export different scoring matrices from disk. This functionality may be useful, for example, in emulating the behaviour associated with
different gameplay strategies specific to a particular project.
running simulations. Agent simulation can be triggered simply by hitting
the “play” button in the Unity Editor, at which point all enabled PathOS agents in
the scene will begin simulation. The PathOS Inspector allows the user to specify
when the simulation should be terminated (i.e., after a set amount of real time has
elapsed, or all agents have reached the final goal in the level, if one exists).
Testing sessions can also be orchestrated in batches, through a separate Editor window accessed via Unity’s menu bar. Figure 4 displays the layout of this
window, which allows users to specify the desired number of agents to simulate
and a means for generating motivation profiles. Users can specify whether agents
should use the same motivation profile, profiles drawn from customizable ranges
per-motive, or profiles loaded from a file on disk.
When simulating at scale, agents can run consecutively or concurrently. For
concurrent runs, the number of agents active simultaneously is limited to a set
batch size, over which batches of agents will be simulated in succession. Designers
can also specify an accelerated timescale to reduce the time needed for simulated
testing, while preserving their ability to observe live agent behaviour directly.
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Figure 4: Editor window allowing for the orchestration of agent testing in batches.
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Figure 5: User interface for runtime observation of agent behaviour. Onscreen icons display the status of level entities in agent memory. The agent’s mental map and point-ofview are also shown in the lower left and right-hand corners respectively.

real-time observation. During simulation, designers can use PathOS’ optional observation camera to move around the scene from Unity’s game view,
observing agent movement in real-time. They can also select an agent in Unity’s
hierarchy to view a simplified on-screen representation of the agent’s logic, shown
in Figure 5.
Icons are overlain on entities in the scene to reveal their state in the agent’s
decision logic, indicated as either currently targeted, already visited, visible, or
in memory. In the lower left corner of the screen, the agent’s mental map grid
(see Section 3.2.2) is rendered. The lower right corner shows a view through the
agent’s “eyes”, representing player point-of-view. Additionally, an on-screen legend explaining entity icons and mental map coloration can be toggled using the
spacebar.
This simple visual feedback can help designers to understand the rationale for
agent behaviour; for instance, if a particular entity goes unvisited, a designer may
note that it was never flagged as visible, and is thus difficult to find from a player’s
vantage point.
logging and visualization. To facilitate the analysis of agent data in
groups, and reflection on agent behaviour post-testing, PathOS includes a simple
logging utility which can record agent behaviour to files on disk. These logs contain information regarding an agent’s navigation trace through the game world,
which entities the agent visited, and the agent’s motivation profile.
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Figure 6: Different visualizations of agent playtrace data. The framework renders visualizations as an overlay on level geometry in the Unity editor. Clockwise from top left:
Individual agent paths, entity interactions, heatmap of agent navigation.

The PathOS visualization tool can then be used to load these files and display
a visualization of agents’ behaviours overlain in the Unity scene, as shown in
Figure 6. This utility includes customizable views of individual agent trajectories
through the world, heatmaps, and entity interactions (i.e., what proportion of the
“testing population” visited each game entity). Data can be viewed on a per-agent
or group basis. Additionally, the motivation profile for each agent can be reviewed
and copied to an agent in the scene for further live experimentation.
Our overall design philosophy in creating the PathOS UI was to ensure fluid
integration with the Unity UI and require as little instruction as possible. In doing
so, we hope to provide maximal value for users looking for a way to better inform
their choices during the level design process.
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4
S Y S T E M E VA L U AT I O N

The value of any development tool is broadly determined by two factors: its usability, and its utility (or usefulness). Between two tools that are equally easy to
learn and navigate, that which provides more useful features for its intended audience will prove more valuable. Likewise, between two tools that offer equally
helpful features, it is preferable to interact with the more usable of the two. Both
of these qualities play a key role in how users perceive and interact with a tool,
and whether it has the ability to reach widespread adoption.
To assess the usability and usefulness of PathOS, and to understand how the
tool might be improved, we conducted a user study with game development professionals, all of whom had at least 3 years of relevant experience. This chapter
describes our study method and participants, as well as providing an overview of
the study results. An in-depth discussion of study results is given in Chapter 5.

4.1

method

The purpose of this evaluation was to gather feedback on developers’ impressions
of PathOS’ usability and impact on the level design process, in addition to their
experiences learning to use the tool. Additionally, we wanted to compile a list of
any issues users encountered, as well as usability improvements and any “wishlist” items for enhanced functionality, to inform future development of the tool. In
other words, our evaluation seeks to answer the following two questions:
1. How can PathOS contribute to the game design process?
2. How can PathOS be improved to better suit the needs of game developers?

4.1.1 Webinar
Before conducting the user study, we organized an online seminar1 , discussing
research in the area of AI-driven playtesting and the PathOS tool. The seminar was
streamed live on YouTube, delivered by myself and two members of our research
team, and lasted for one hour. We advertised the seminar among members of the
game development and UX research community via Eventbrite, LinkedIn, and
1 A recorded archive of the seminar is available here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stPpc1pp6IE
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Twitter. Our primary goals for this seminar were to assess potential users’ initial
reactions to PathOS, in addition to spreading knowledge of AI testing in general
and the availability of our tool (since it is open source). Additionally, we hoped
that some viewers would express interest in participating in the user study, though
no participants were directly recruited through this method.
During the initial live broadcast, approximately 35 viewers watched the seminar. As of this writing, the seminar has a view count of 170 including both live
viewership and those who watched the recording of the broadcast after the fact.
Questions from the audience were largely focused on clarifying agent behaviours
(e.g., how agents make decisions), the availability of specific features in the tool,
and potential future developments for the tool (e.g., integrating audio feedback,
testing multiplayer games).

4.1.2 User Study
The core of our evaluation was a three-part user study comprising two interviews
(pre and post) and a level design exercise using the PathOS framework. Both interviews followed a semi-structured protocol; a copy of the interview guide used is
available in Appendix C. Interviews were completed in person and remotely via
Discord and Google Hangouts depending on participants’ location and schedule.
Interviews were recorded using Open Broadcaster Software. As the interview sessions involved on-screen demonstration of the tool and participants’ work from
the design exercise, both audio and screen content were recorded. Participants
were compensated for participating in each of the pre- and post-interview sessions, with participation in the post-interview contingent on completing the exercise given.
pre-interview session. This session lasted approximately 30-45 minutes
and occurred either in-person or remotely as described above. The primary goals
of this session were to understand participants’ existing game design processes
and to introduce them to the PathOS tool. After providing consent, participants
filled out a short questionnaire collecting demographic data and information
about their development experience. Following this, participants completed the
pre-interview, aimed at exploring their role in game development, their experiences, and their design process. The researcher then gave participants a brief
introduction to the PathOS tool, explaining its basic use and demonstrating the
basic functions needed to use the tool on a laptop computer (for in-person sessions) or via screen-sharing (for remote sessions).
At the conclusion of the first session, the researcher briefly explained the design exercise to the participants and provided resources to the participants for
completion of the exercise: a link to download PathOS, a handout explaining the
task and basic use of the tool (see Appendix B), the PathOS user manual (see Ap-
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pendix A), and a link to the online seminar recording (timestamped at our live
demonstration of the tool). These resources were provided to simulate the availability of instructional materials to a “real” end user. It is common for similar tools
to have so-called “quickstart” guides, written manuals, and walkthrough videos
available to suit the learning preferences of different users.
level design exercise. For this exercise, participants were asked to design
two levels for a hypothetical game with different design intentions for each level.
Participants were asked to create one level incentivizing players to explore and
collect lots of items, and one level where players would need to fight many enemies and visit in-game goal markers. The exercise was completed using the Unity
game engine.
We gave participants a template project in Unity containing the PathOS tool and
a collection of “prefab” assets that could be dragged and dropped to quickly build
each level. Participants were told to use PathOS as naturally as possible, using only
the features that they felt necessary or helpful, or those that they wanted to explore
out of personal interest. The provided project also contained a simple character
controller that allowed participants to play through their levels themselves if they
wanted (i.e., without using AI agents).
This part of the study was a “take home” exercise; participants could complete it on their own terms and were not instructed to finish it in one sitting or
in a particular environment. Participants were told to spend about 2-3 hours on
the exercise in total, though they were not restricted from experimenting with
the tool for longer if they chose to. Minimal contact with the researcher regarding the study occurred during this time, though participants were allowed to ask
questions via direct message if they ran into a question or technical problem that
critically impacted their ability to complete the exercise. No major incidents of
this nature occurred, though some bugfixes were made during the study based
on minor technical issues encountered by participants. These adjustments did not
affect the core functionality or user interface of the tool in any way, and are thus
assumed to have no bearing on the results of our evaluation.
post-interview session. This session lasted approximately 40-60 minutes,
and occurred either in-person or remotely, as with the pre-interview session. The
primary goal of this session was to explore how participants used PathOS, their
opinions regarding its usability, and whether/how the tool could be useful in the
game development process. At the start of the session, participants were asked to
share the levels they created on a laptop computer (for in-person sessions) or via
screen-sharing (for remote sessions). Participants provided a copy of their levels
(as Unity scenes) to the researcher for later reference. The post-interview questions
were then answered through discussion. During this time, participants could refer
back to their levels visually or demonstrate their points by interacting with the
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participant

age

occupation

unity exp.

P1

29

Graduate Student

Advanced

P2

N/A (Withdrawn)

P3

25

Tracking Data Manager (Mobile)

Intermediate

P4

29

ML Expert (AAA)

Intermediate

P5

26

Data Tracking Manager (Mobile)

Novice

P6

23

Programmer (Indie)

Advanced

P7

24

UX Researcher (Consultant)

Intermediate

P8

23

Programmer (AAA)

Intermediate

P9

23

Programmer (Indie)

Advanced

P10

23

Graduate Student

Intermediate

Table 3: Basic demographic information and self-reported experience working with the
Unity engine for study participants.

PathOS interface. After completing the interview, participants were thanked for
their time and debriefed on our research.
participants. We recruited ten participants, all of whom had either completed an undergraduate degree in game development and/or were currently
working in the gaming industry. One participant (P2) withdrew from the study
after the pre-interview component due to a time conflict, leaving nine participants
that completed the study. A summary of demographics and development experience for these participants is given in Table 3.
Of the nine participants that finished the study, eight completed the study as
prescribed above. One participant (P4) was a special case, as they had independently been using the tool themselves before being recruited to participate. This
participant had been introduced to PathOS by watching the webinar and used the
tool for a few weeks prior to contact with the researcher. After discussing the tool
with the researcher, they agreed to participate in the study. Due to the participants’
existing experience with the tool and time constraints for the participant, they did
not complete a pre-interview or design exercise, and completed a slightly modified version of the post-interview (introductory questions from the pre-interview
were added, and questions specific to the level design exercise were removed).
Two participants had some minor irregularities relating to the study procedure
and their understanding of the task respectively. One participant (P7) only created
one level for the exercise, due to time constraints. Another participant (P8) initially
misunderstood the purpose of the tool, assuming that it was meant primarily as
a driver for in-game character AI, rather than as a testing utility. This became
clear during their post-interview; however, discussion with the researcher clarified
this point and questions regarding the tool’s utility and use cases were answered
after this clarification. The participant in question had nonetheless used the tool’s
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output to make adjustments to their level design during the exercise (i.e., as a
testing tool), and so it is assumed that this confusion did not have a notable impact
on their use of the tool during the exercise. Therefore, for the purposes of this
analysis, it is assumed that neither of these instances had any significant effect on
the outcome of this evaluation.
analysis procedure. Analysis was completed by myself and another member of our research team. In-depth analysis was only performed on post-interview
data, as no evaluative questions were asked in the pre-interview and we did not
aim to make any correlations between pre- and post-interview responses for individual participants. However, participant comments from pre-interview data have
been quoted and summarized for the purposes of discussing common design and
development practices in our discussion of results.
After transcribing interview data, we constructed two spreadsheets for analyzing the post-interview data, each with a different evaluative intent. Both follow
a deductive coding approach to extract comments from interview data. The first
spreadsheet (Summary) is aimed at extracting a high-level synopsis of participants’ insights regarding their use of the tool and how it impacted their design
process. Here, we collected short quotations from participants and summarized
their interview responses. Categories for these excerpts were created deductively
before transcripts were analyzed, based on the interview questions used. A list
of the categories used is given in Table 4. During the analysis process, quotations
and summary notes were placed into the appropriate category. Categories were
allowed to contain multiple entries, and were not mutually exclusive (e.g., an excerpt positively discussing the usefulness of a particular feature could be placed
in both the “Usefulness” and “Liked Features” categories).
It is important to note that the quotes and responses entered for each category
did not necessarily come from participants’ immediate answers to questions explicitly referenced by that category. We chose to use a semi-structured protocol for
interviews to allow for natural discussion; consequently, participants would often
reference prior questions, add to previous thoughts, or “jump ahead” during the
interviews.
The second spreadsheet (Features) is designed to capture comments made
about the tool’s individual features. Categories were created deductively based on
the features of the tool (a list is provided in Table 5). For each feature category,
comments made were subcategorized as positive, negative (indicating an issue),
or suggesting a change. Negative comments were additionally classified as having
low, medium, or high severity. Subcategories were mutually exclusive. However,
participants’ comments would occasionally include multiple features discussed in
the same sentence or with the same conclusion, and could thus belong to multiple
feature categories (a one-to-many mapping). An example of this is the comment “I
think the visualization is cool. Seeing the paths and seeing the heatmaps.”, which
belongs to both the Path Vis and Heatmap categories as a positive comment.
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short name

description

process

Notes on when and how participants used PathOS
for testing while they were creating levels.

level changes

Whether participants made changes to the levels they
created based on output from the tool (e.g., agent behaviours), and the nature of changes made.

liked features

Features highlighted by participants as easy to use,
useful, interesting, etc.

issues

Problems or concerns encountered by participants
while using the tool.

wishlist

Suggested changes to the framework.

learning

Notes on participants’ first impressions, any confusion encountered, and the resources provided (handout, manual, video).

usefulness

Whether participants stated the framework was useful when asked, and why.

application

General application areas participants feel the tool is
best suited for (e.g., playtesting vs. QA).

use cases

Examples given by participants of how they could
use the tool in their work or personal projects (current or hypothetical future).

Table 4: Categories for summarizing responses and participant comments used in the
Summary spreadsheet.
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feature name

description

level markup

Utility for labelling game entities according to their
interaction type.

agent personality
adjustment

Customizing the personality of agents in the Unity
Inspector.

agent behaviour

Logic for agent behaviour simulation.

runtime gizmos

Gizmos displayed in the runtime game view as an
indicator of agent logic.

mental map

Spatial memory of the agent displayed in runtime
game view.

agent view

Agent POV camera displayed in runtime game view.

runtime ui (other)

Used for comments about the runtime UI non-specific
to gizmos, mental map, and agent view.

data logging

Recording of agent logs for later inspection and visualization.

heatmap

Heatmap visualization from agent data logs.

path vis

Visualization of individual agent paths from data
logs.

entity vis

Visualization of agent interactions with game entities
from data logs.

vis (other)

Used for comments about the visualization utility
non-specific to heatmap, path, or entity visualizations.

batching

Ability to run multiple PathOS agents in sequence or
parallel.

profiles

Utility for quickly assigning agent personalities
based on default (included) or customized player profiles.

inspector (other)

Used for comments regarding the Unity Editor/Inspector interface not specific to other categories.

Table 5: Feature categories used in the Features spreadsheet (subcategories for positive
comments, negative comments, and changes exist for each of the categories described
here). Features of the tool are discussed in detail in Chapter 3, particularly in Section 3.4.
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We also recorded the total number of participants that made any comments
belonging to a particular category (rather than the total number of comments in
that category) to assist in evaluating the impact of each feature on participant experience. This decision was made for a few reasons. First, since our evaluation
is aimed primarily at understanding users’ impressions and identifying opportunities for improvement, it is more important for us to consider the number of
participants that had a particular impression or issue, rather than the number of individual comments contained in each category. Additionally, participants would
often jump between thoughts, reiterate themselves, reword similar thoughts, or
add on to their thoughts later in the interview. This makes it difficult to meaningfully separate whether certain excerpts count as one or multiple comments, a
distinction which is not significant to the goal of our evaluation. Lastly, while a
summary of the number of comments made in a particular category might help
in the prioritization of issues, we decided to assess issue severity separately. This
allows us to better account for the semantic meaning of comments, rather than
just their volume (e.g., a single comment describing an issue with strong words
could indicate higher severity than two comments describing a different issue as
a mild inconvenience).
Both researchers completed the Summary and Features spreadsheets independently while reviewing the post-interview transcripts. Afterwards, the researchers
met to ensure that 100% agreement was reached. Since the researchers were able
to choose which quotations to include, we did not consider the use of slightly different quotations with the same meaning (e.g., participants rewording comments
from a previous sentence) or differently trimmed excerpts as disagreement. For
the Features spreadsheet, any comments that were initially assigned different categories were discussed and re-assigned to the most appropriate category. For the
Summary spreadsheet, notes were compared to ensure that interview responses
were interpreted equally by both researchers (e.g., whether the tool was useful).
No discrepancies were encountered in the interpretation of interview responses
in the Summary spreadsheet. Quotations included in the Summary spreadsheets
from both researchers were combined to produce a list of high-value excerpts for
inclusion in discussion of the results.

4.2

results

As discussed in Section 4.1, this evaluation has two primary goals. First, we aim to
understand PathOS’ contributions to the process of game design and development
in a practical setting. The task presented to participants served as a microcosm of
this process; instead of taking many days or weeks to create a series of levels or
an expansive open world, participants had a few hours to create a small interactive scene with the assets provided. Despite the difference in scale, however, the
motivation and outcome of the smaller task is not so different. In both cases, the
creator is motivated by some design goal in creating a virtual space for players to
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explore. Thus, if we are able to understand how participants used PathOS for this
exercise and their impressions of its utility, we can begin to discover how the tool
might be useful to professionals in a broader context. Results relating to this goal
are presented in Section 4.2.1.
Our second objective is to identify issues with the tool’s implementation and
user interface, as well as opportunities to enhance its functionality and usability.
To this end, feature-level impressions have been compiled in Section 4.2.2.

4.2.1 Participant Design Process and Broad Impressions
As discussed in Section 4.1.2, participants were free to use the tool as they naturally might, rather than being asked to follow any particular design process.
Accordingly, the results discussed here reflect a great deal of variety in not only
the levels created, but the design and validation tactics employed, as well as use
cases suggested by participants.
created levels. Participants were asked to create one level aimed at getting
players to explore and collect items (the Exploration level), and one focused on
fighting enemies to reach mission markers (the Combat level). With the exception
of P4 (who completed a modified version of the study excluding the exercise, as
noted in Section 4.1.2) and P7 (who created only one level due to time constraints),
each participant created two distinct levels reflecting these objectives.
Three participants (P3, P5, and P9) used a physical layout which was largely
the same for both levels (e.g., physical features such as landscape, trees, buildings,
and pathways), using variation in interactive entities (e.g., enemies and pickups)
to create a different experience. The remaining participants made substantial variation to both the physical layout and interactive objects between each of the levels
created. As one would expect, the primary difference between levels was the density of interactive objects aligned with each of the given design goals. That is to
say, Combat levels contained a high density of enemies, and Exploration levels
contained a high density of collectible items.
Interestingly, one participant (P3) created a level with substantial elevation
changes (a cliff face which could be climbed along with a cave underneath that
could be explored). Although the current prototype of PathOS is not yet built to
work correctly with such scenarios (as it uses a 2D spatial approximation of the
world layout), the participant did not experience any significant issues, noting
only that the “mental map” visualization on the runtime interface would display
incorrectly for the affected area.
There was a fairly substantial amount of overall design variation in the levels
created by different participants. Many participants had a fairly detailed “story” in
mind of what players would do as they explained each of their levels, or expressed
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Figure 7: Screenshots of levels created by participants:
1. Farm area created by P1 as part of their exploration level.
2. Overhang and cave area created by P3 as part of their combat level.
3. Two scenes from P6’s combat level showing vignettes of non-player characters.
4. Combat level created by P8 following a city theme.

that their level layout was meant to evoke a particular theme (e.g., farm, village,
wilderness, etc.). As previously mentioned, participants worked from a collection
of prefab assets included with the provided Unity project. Thus, there is a degree
of visual similarity between the levels shown, despite the variations in design
between individuals. Representative screenshots of the Unity scenes created by
participants are given in Figure 7.
participants’ use of pathos. Of the eight participants that completed the
design exercise, all indicated that they used the AI agents to test their designs.
Four participants stated explicitly that they either never (P6, P7) or rarely (P1,
P9) tested the levels themselves (i.e., only used the AI agents), despite having
the option to run through the level themselves using the provided first-person
controller.
Two other participants stated that they frequently used the tool during the
design process, before completing the layout of their level. One, P8, noted that they
initially observed agents as a “sanity check” after completing an area to ensure
that they had tagged objects correctly using the provided markup and observe
“how the AI reacted to the new additions in the world”. The other participant, P3,
stated that they “started testing with the AI from the get go”, saying that “As soon
as I made any change, the main thing was, can the AI path to it?”.
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The two remaining participants (P5 and P10) stated that they primarily started
using the tool after completing their initial level layout.
visualization vs. real-time observation. Half of the participants that
completed the exercise (P1, P6, P9, P10) experimented with using the tool’s logging and visualization features as part of their process. The remaining four participants only observed agents in real time. P1, who primarily used the batching
utility and visualization to inspect agent behaviour, stated that they felt “just looking at the resulting data is probably more helpful than watching him”.
Participants who focused on real-time observation often commented on the
information present in the runtime UI overlay as helpful to their process. P3, for
instance, stated that “those two tools, the combination of the two of them, drove
a lot of my decisions” (referring to the mental map and agent view components
of the runtime interface). P5 stated in reference to the runtime interface that “for
what I need it’s already very useful to have this view in the game scene”.
changes made to levels. Five of the eight participants that completed the
design exercise (P1, P3, P6, P8, P9) stated that they made changes to their levels
as a consequence of observing agents’ behaviour (either at runtime or through
visualization of data logs). Among the three remaining participants, one (P10)
noted that “I could see a use for making some changes as I noticed the behaviour
with the agent”, but stated that they were more interested in using their time to
explore the visualization system. One other participant (P5) had specific ideas of
what they would want to change in their levels based on the agents’ behaviour
(“could’ve also put some bigger points of interest around the opening [to the
mines], kind of lead the AI closer”) but did not pursue changes in the time they
had for the exercise.
Of the five participants that did make changes during the exercise, the changes
that were made included small geometry adjustments meant to prevent unwanted
shortcuts, larger layout changes meant to give players more options, and placing
additional objects for players to interact with. P1, for instance, made changes to
prevent players from getting stuck on a troublesome part of the navmesh, as well
as attempting to occlude player vision of a faraway objective at the start of the
level. P3 noted that they made several changes throughout their design, primarily focused on guiding the agent towards their intended path (“Let’s block this
off. Let’s make sure they have to pivot. Maybe when they pivot they catch something in their peripheral [...]”). P8 used their observations of agent behaviour to
guide placement of additional health resources for the player, stating “I had an
‘aha!’ moment [...] just let me put the healthpacks before the major battles [...] the
healthpack is where the agent would generally go before going to the crystal.”
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general impressions of pathos. Participants’ general impressions of the
tool were quite positive overall. Particular areas highlighted by participants include:
The tool’s interface (P1: “It was all super intuitive, easy to use”, P3: “[...] felt
very much like this is Unity, I know what I’m doing here [...] the only thing that
looked visually different from what I was used to was the level markup tool and
I knew exactly what it was supposed to be”, P5: “It’s very clean, and very concise
with its information.”);
Technical implementation (P4: “That it kinda worked out of the box [...] being
able to download code that works, and does, you know, something, is already
impressive”; P6: “It’s a really good tool. I love the way it walks around. [...] really
impressive. I don’t actually have any clue how you would approach this. If you
wanted to be more like an actual player [...] That’s so far down the road though.
This is great.”);
Usefulness (P3: “[PathOS] improves the process a lot. Without this tool I don’t
think I could’ve made something that I’m as happy with in such a short amount
of time”, P10: “It definitely helps give the designer [an idea] of how they want
the level to go and important points that they want a user to experience [...] Even
though it’s an agent you can get an understanding like ‘Oh, maybe a player might
not visit this’.”);
Ease of setup or integration (P1: “It was pretty straightforward learning how to
use the tool”, “P7: “I think generally it’s pretty easy to use, it’s pretty easy to plug
and play”, P8: “I just saw PathOS and I was like, okay great, that’s easy to know
that everything I need is sorted into that already”).
first-time user experience. Participants did not express any major concerns with the process of setting up and learning how to use PathOS. It should be
noted that participants were given a brief tutorial on the tool at the first interview
session, as well as being provided with documentation and a walkthrough video.
However, this instruction was not in excess of what is normally available online
for development tools “in the wild”, which often provide extensive video tutorials
and help documentation.
Many participants remarked that the tool was easy to learn when asked about
their first experiences. P4, who did not receive the tutorial session (since they had
been working with the tool independently), stated that “it was easy to see how to
replicate the stuff in the video” (referring to the webinar). P3 mentioned that the
tool was “extremely easy to use”, saying “Once I got started, I didn’t refer to the
video again, it was very intuitive.” P9 noted that despite having the user manual
open, they were “able to figure out most of it just by trying to do something”
rather than having to consult documentation.
Two participants (P5 and P10) stated that the number of features and settings
available could be daunting (P5: “It’s a little overwhelming at first, but I think
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if you take it in strides that works”, P10: “It’s a lot to take in at first, all the
different settings”). However, P5 noted that the modular design of the tool helped
to alleviate this factor, saying “It’s great because you can choose to do only some
of the features and not all of the features and have it still work and be effective”.
P10 stated that the documentation helped them to keep track of everything, saying
that “having that outline on the side really helped knowing the steps I had to do”.
Participants also commented positively on the documentation provided, both
in terms of the written manual and the walkthrough video. P1 stated that the
“user manual and the handout helped a lot” in learning to use the tool. P7 said
that the documentation was “mostly very clear”, suggesting that additional information on where to click in the Unity interface to access certain settings might be
beneficial to help prevent frustration for less experienced Unity users. P4 found
the video particularly useful, stating that “If I had not watched the video, I would
have found it, kind of difficult [...] in the fact that I would have needed to read a
lot of the code.” However, P4 also stated that for basic use of the tool, “If I had
the Unity prototype that came with PathOS [...] even without watching the video,
anyone should be able to replicate the demo.”
perceived usefulness. When asked whether they thought the tool was useful, all nine participants said yes. Upon elaboration, participants cited several different reasons for their assessment. A common reason given was the potential time
or labour savings over other methods of testing. P3 noted of the tool’s time-saving
ability, saying “I can see results, take action on those results, and it’s been five
minutes. That’s extremely valuable.” P3 also alluded to a reduction in the burden
of recruitment, stating “I can get an AI to run through it without me having to
bug the three people that are near me that can actually test something, and realistically you can only get them [meaning humans] to test it once.” P9 said using
PathOS “was much faster than me having to go and test everything [...] It would
take even longer for a person to go through that. So being able to have 8 people go
at once on the same level 8 times as fast as normal I think will always be useful.”
P1 mentioned the hands-off nature of the tool, saying that “you can just run a
whole bunch of playthroughs all at once, come back in an hour later and have all
of your data, right. It’s basically unsupervised, you don’t have to, like, you don’t
have to sit there and watch it run.”
Participants also commented on the value and usability of information gleaned
from watching agents or visualizing their behaviour. Talking about the tool’s visualization features, P1 said that “being able to see the general flow of where players
go, how long they spend at each place. I think that’s really useful.” P6 stated that
they were “interested in the flow [of the level] and the paths that they take”, saying “I think I got a lot of feedback from the AI about the layout of the level”.
P10 argued that the information obtained from PathOS could potentially provide
insights that would be difficult to obtain with human players: “[...] Like get an understanding of the experience a little bit. Which you don’t get from players. With
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this agent you see what the thinking process is. Oh the agent is heading in this
direction now, they’re looking for this item or something.”
Ease of integration and generalizability to other game projects were also highlighted by participants as enhancing the tool’s usefulness. P4 noted that “I think
it’s useful because it’s something that can be extended very easily. And for, probably a lot of games, it doesn’t need to be extended.” P6 said that they felt the
tool “would work with any game and not cause any issue because it’s not actually
modifying any game objects”. P7 stated that they think the tool “has quite a bit of
versatility with the different genres it could be used with”.
The last major factor participants referenced when discussing the utility of
PathOS was its positive contribution to the general process of level design. P3
noted that “it worked really well for my workflow, or my design flow, where I
want to build something, test something, see how it works in that moment [...] it
helped me prototype a lot faster.” P7 mentioned that the tool could potentially be
used very early in the design process, before any assets or gameplay mechanics
are implemented: “even just having blocks and cubes and that kind of stuff, and
absolutely baseline models, I think this could be a very good prototyping tool for
level designers.” P10 noted that the tool (particularly level markup) could help
keep one’s design intent in focus, saying “[...] where are the objectives supposed
to be, where is the goal supposed to be. It helps the designer also keep track of
[their design], like having these collectibles and objectives”.
application areas of pathos. When asked whether they thought the tool
might be better suited for playtesting or QA applications, most participants said
that they felt PathOS could work both for probing user behaviour (P1: “I think
it’s useful. Just for general level flow sort of thing”, P7: “Figuring out an approximate of what your player is going to do, I think your tool would be really good
for that”) and finding bugs (P5: “this would definitely help alleviate a lot of the
trivial tasks that QA needs to go through when it comes to checking collisions
and stuff like that”). Five of the nine participants (P3, P4, P6, P8, P10) expressed
no strong leaning as to whether they thought the tool would be more useful for
one application over another.
The remaining four participants were split on whether they thought the tool
would be more well-suited to support playtesting (P1, P7) or QA (P5, P9). The
participants who stated the tool was more useful for a playtesting-type application
cited that the types of bugs encountered by human testers would not necessarily
align with those encountered by an agent (P7: “Bug testers like, they spend hours
running into walls [...] QA testers do some weird things that you don’t expect”).
Conversely, those who associated the tool more strongly with QA echoed a similar
sentiment regarding UX (P5: “Because again player research requires players to
research on, at the end of the day”, P9: “right now it seems like it’s more useful
for validation of a level than necessarily how a “real player” would interact with
it I guess. ‘Cause real people are weird and do weird stuff”).
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potential use cases. There was a great deal of variety in the answers given
by participants when asked about potential use cases for PathOS in the context of
their own experience and work or personal projects. Some participants highlighted
open-world games as an opportunity to use the tool (P8: “In AAA, probably like
an open-world game. [...] I know AAA always [needs] collectibles and corners and
this would be amazing for it.”, P10: “Definitely if I’m working on a game like an
open-world game, or different levels, I’d like to implement this to get those quick
tests, see if this is the right placement of objects.”)
When asked whether they might be able to use PathOS for their own personal game projects, participants discussed the tool’s potential utility for “indie”
projects. P3 envisioned the tool as useful for a small project with a limited pool
of potential playtesters: “I’m imagining an indie project where I’m just making
this one game, this one level, it’s a small exploration game. And I have maybe 5
people who can playtest it for me every now and then [...] just being able to have
the dummy run through it, super helpful, super valuable.” P7 noted that they
thought the tool could work for projects of differing genres, giving the examples
of management-RPG style games such as Stardew Valley (ConcernedApe, 2016), or
dungeon crawlers.
Participants also mentioned a few specific use cases where PathOS could provide an advantage over traditional approaches. P1 explained that the tool could
be useful for game jams, saying “there’s no time to get actual playtesters during
a game jam. So, being able to run like a hundred agents through your level just
to see, you know, how it flows. I think that would be useful.” P5 suggested that
the tool might be helpful in the early stages of a project where confidentiality is
a major concern: “Maybe you’re working with NDA secure products so you’re
pretty hesitant to show it to players. So this might be a really good supplement to
that.”
P4 noted that PathOS could be especially useful in testing areas without complex obstacles or enemies, that rely heavily on NPC interaction—such as cities.
They noted that PathOS could be useful in coverage testing to verify playability:
“If I had defined, like, this is how interactions with NPCs work, and they go talk
to NPCs, and that is the only thing necessary to solve quests, is it possible for an
agent to 100% the game? [...] As a human, to test that, that would be really tedious
and take a lot of time. Whereas, if I got one PathOS agent to do that, and verified
that it’s working 100% of the time, that’s cool.” Another design-specific use case
was proposed by P6, who viewed the tool as a potentially valuable complement to
procedural level generation: “I think if I were to create a procedurally generated
level this tool would let me test all of the parts [...] And that’s a big problem when
you’re making a game I’m guessing, you can’t test everything. There’s problem
areas, and I can see this tool being really great for procedural levels.”
In summary, participants expressed a great deal of variety in the scenarios they
described when discussing potential use cases for the tool. All nine participants
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indicated that they might be able to make use of PathOS at some point in their
current or future game development projects when asked.

4.2.2 Feature-Level Impressions
This section describes a summary of our findings from compiling the Features
spreadsheet, collecting participant comments on individual features of PathOS.
For a summary of the functionality provided by each of these features, the reader
is referred to Table 5, with a more in-depth overview present in Section 3.4.
Throughout the remainder of this subsection, a high-level summary of the comments given pertaining to each feature is provided.
level markup. The level markup tool was well-received overall, with all nine
participants reporting positive impressions in the interview (P1: “really nice”, P3:
“I can see that it’s a tool for designers”, P5: “intuitive [...] clean and clear”, P10:
“very easy to select a markup and paint [...] I liked how there was an entity list I
could go and modify”). However, all nine participants also commented on encountering small usability or quality-of-life issues with the tool. Participants mentioned
that, without a way to quickly tag large groups of objects, the tagging process
could become lengthier than it otherwise would be (P3: “somewhat tedious to tag
all of [the game entities]”).
Some participants also had issues with accidentally tagging objects by misclicking, and then having to undo their actions. Some of the suggested changes related
to these issues, such as the ability to lock objects from the tagging system (P9:
“put them on a different layer right, and not have it be selected”) or adjusting the
design of the markup cursors to include a precision indicator (P3: “having a small
cursor point to what I’m looking at would be helpful”). All negative (i.e., issuerelated) comments regarding the level markup were classed as low priority, except
for one comment describing the entity list as “ridiculously huge” for more complex levels, suggesting that the list interface could be improved to better handle
larger collections of objects.
agents. Participants noted that the process of changing agent personalities
was straightforward (P7: “clear to use”) and could suit different design intentions
(P8: “you can change the weights of the agent to modify whatever your needs of
what the level is”). One participant (P8) remarked that the first time using the tool,
they “didn’t really understand the player characteristics”, since the Unity Inspector tab was closed. The participant additionally suggested that adding tooltips for
the agent characteristics explaining their meaning could be helpful, a sentiment
also expressed by another participant (P10).
With respect to agent behaviour, participants were mixed in terms of whether
they found agents to act believably or interestingly (P7: “I estimated what I ex-
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pected players to do based on how I laid out my level and generally the AI responded as expected”, P6: “And I thought that it’s really, you know, interesting
that they kind of stop and look around”), or instead unconvincingly or confusingly at times (P6: “still a far cry from how a player would actually interact with
these levels”, P10: “I was confused, like what the agent was doing.”).
The only high-priority negative comment relating to agent behaviour was given
by P8, noting that the lack of a fast-forward option for single agent simulation
could be frustrating: “I was having a miserable time just watching them. You know
the late stages of design? Where you have to test this at the end? And like come
on. Just get there. [Talking about having to wait for agents to reach the end part
of a level.]” (It should be noted here that users are not required to watch agents
in real-time, since the tool offers accelerated batch simulation and visualization
capabilities. However, for users that prefer to watch agents "live" as part of their
process, the ability to manipulate the simulation’s timescale could improve the
tool’s flexibility.)
runtime interface. Participants were largely quite positive about the runtime interface for viewing agent navigation through a level in real time. Regarding
the interface as a whole, participants commented on the completeness of information available (P4: “easy to explain why the agent was doing something, and I
think that was really important”, P10: “everything I needed to know about the
agent”) and its clarify (P6: “Understandability, information was great.”, P7: “all
the pieces working together makes it pretty easy to understand what’s going on”).
None of the negative comments made across the categories relating to the runtime UI were classed as higher than low priority. Those comments that were made
related to minor issues with identifying what to click in displaying or customizing the interface, in addition to a concern regarding reduced accessibility of the
mental map colour scheme for users with impaired colour vision.
data logging and visualization. Participants expressed concern with
regard to setting up data logs. One participant, P6, mentioned that the logging
system “felt like a bit of an afterthought”, and another (P5) did not realize that
logging had to be explicitly enabled for the visualization tools to work, suggesting that “maybe some sort of prompt would be helpful to remind me to enable
logging”. Participants also suggested various quality-of-life improvements for the
logging system (P5: “having a default directory might be good”, P9: “being able
to rename what the folder is, like it’s made by the logger”).
Several positive comments were made in reference to the visualization system,
particularly regarding the heatmap (P4: “I think the heatmap thing was really
useful”, P6: “I think the visualization is cool. Seeing the paths and seeing the
heatmaps.”) and individual path visualization (P1: “the individual routes was
useful”, P10: “I liked that there were different colours and you can select the agent
you want to focus on”). Negative comments made within this category generally
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pertained to confusion regarding visualization settings (P10: “I was confused I
couldn’t see the heatmap [referring to forgetting to adjust alpha of the display]”)
or the encoding of information in the visualization (P1: “I wasn’t really sure how
useful it was to see the labels there [in the entity visualization]”, P10: “a little hard
to tell maybe the direction [of the agent] sometimes [in the path visualization]”).
batching and profiling utilities. Only a few participants commented
substantially on the batching and profiling utilities, likely due to the fact that
these tools are not necessary for basic operation of the framework (as such, many
participants had not used them extensively). Positive comments were made on
both batching (P1: “useful for running a lot of simulations”) and agent profiles
(P5: “I can click apply profile and it saves me a ton of time”, P10: “I felt like the
built in ones were optimal settings”). One participant (P10) raised a concern with
the batching utility interface, noting difficulties in navigating the Unity hierarchy
to view the runtime interface for individual agents during a group simulation.
general interface. Like the level markup utility, participants remarked positively on the usability of the PathOS Inspector elements in general (P1: “super
intuitive”, P5: “very clean”, P7: “I liked the organization of your menu systems”,
P10: “if you want to customize, it’s there for you”). Two participants remarked that
knowing what to click could be difficult at times, citing an overabundance of text
in the Unity Inspector (P7) or a lack of clarity in how to display different parts of
the interface (P8, though they noted that it became “pretty straightforward” after
having a bit of time to get used to the tool).
suggested changes. Several potential changes to the framework’s interface
and functionality were discussed with participants, both in response to issues
encountered by participants and as standalone suggestions. These changes were
captured both in the “change” subcategories of comments collected in the Features spreadsheet and the “Wishlist” category of the Summary spreadsheet (a
few comments in the “Wishlist” category did not apply to any one feature of the
tool). Since we are especially interested in improving this tool for future use, we
created an exhaustive changelist for future improvement, given in Appendix D.
To create the changelist, we enumerated comments from all participants from
the relevant categories and collapsed them into a single change where appropriate
(e.g., several participants independently suggested tagging objects en masse as an
improvement to the markup tool). Where appropriate, we kept track of how many
participants had discussed a particular suggestion. Changes were classified into
four different categories based on their nature:
Usability changes are aimed at preventing user error or making the tool easier
to understand (e.g., adding a precision indicator to the level markup cursor to
prevent misclicks).
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Quality-of-Life changes are relatively minor changes (from a technical standpoint) which improve the user’s experience by making certain operations more
streamlined or efficient (e.g., timescale acceleration for individual agent simulation), or enabling new modes of use (e.g., an additional method for filtering visualizations).
Accessibility changes improve the ability of the tool to suit users with different
needs (e.g., adding icons on Inspector panel headers to help users with dyslexia
easily pick out the panels they need).
Additions are substantial changes which enhance the functionality of the tool
or improve its ability to generalize to new use cases (e.g., allowing users to create
their own level markup tags).
For a complete summary of the changes proposed, the reader is referred to
Appendix D. Additionally, the prioritization of these changes and their potential
impact on the tool’s usability and applicability to different projects is discussed in
Section 5.3.
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5
DISCUSSION

In developing PathOS, we set out to provide a tool that could help any game creator to better inform the design of their game’s world. Our next goal is to improve
this tool and to make sure that developers who may benefit from PathOS can
easily learn about and acquire it for their own use. Before moving forward, however, it is important to understand the tool’s current state in terms of its usability,
integration into the design process, and areas for improvement. To this end, our
user study (described in Chapter 4) aimed to investigate these factors, asking How
can PathOS contribute to the game design process? and How can PathOS be improved to
better suit the needs of game developers? This chapter will reflect on the results of this
evaluation and examine how PathOS can be used in various game development
contexts.

5.1

user study results

Generally speaking, users’ impressions of the tool were very positive, particularly
regarding its usefulness as part of a developer’s toolkit. Though the study we conducted was fairly preliminary in nature, participants represented our target users
quite well, with development experience across projects and studios of all sizes
(i.e., student, indie, mobile, AAA). Thus, their experiences with PathOS provide
us with a valuable indication of how the framework performs in the hands of real
users.
Returning to our initial impetus for the design of PathOS, recall the following
primary design goals of the tool:
• Easing the burden of playtesting: We want PathOS to help in reducing the
effort and resources needed to acquire data on how players will interact with
a game. At the cost of providing an approximation, the tool could offer a dramatic reduction in time and labour costs associated with running playtests
and recruiting participants.
• Accessibility for developers: PathOS is free and open-source, with the intention that any developer can use the tool. However, making the tool available
is only the first step; it also needs to be easy to set up and integrate into a
game project for developers to want to use it.
• Usability for designers: Since the tool is intended to provide insights that
inform level design, it needs to be usable by designers, not just programmers.
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PathOS’ front-end interface is designed to be understandable and usable regardless of an individual’s particular area of expertise in game development.
• Generalizability: We aim for PathOS to be capable of working in any game
project that requires players to control a character moving around in a game
world (e.g., FPS, RPG, action-adventure, etc.) with as little modification as
possible.
With regard to reducing the costs associated with playtesting, participants commented positively on the time-saving potential of using the framework, as well as
alleviating problems associated with recruiting human participants. In terms of
developer accessibility, all participants were able to set up the framework without
issue and were largely positive on setup, often describing their first-time experience as “straightforward”. Participants also commented on the tool’s interface,
with several individuals describing the PathOS UI as “intuitive”. While it should
be noted that many of our participants possessed a technical background, no interaction with the back-end of the framework was required for our study, and
participants explicitly described the tool as suitable for designers (P3: “[...] it was
nice because I can see that it’s a tool for designers”). Lastly, to the point of generalizability, participants were positive about the framework’s versatility, providing
a substantial variety of use cases when asked whether they might be able to use it
themselves.
In general, we can conclude that this iteration of the framework has been largely
successful in meeting its basic design goals when deployed with real users. To
probe the tool’s performance further, let us return to the inquiries posed at the
beginning of our evaluation: How can PathOS contribute to the game design process?
and How can PathOS be improved to better suit the needs of game developers? These
questions are addressed in the following subsections.

5.2

how can pathos contribute to the game design process?

Based on the results of our evaluation, PathOS can effectively serve as a low-cost
alternative to playtesting in the early stages of development with minimal barriers
to entry, providing insights that can help improve a game’s world design and
synergize with different designer workflows. To understand how this contribution
can be realized, we will examine our central question in three parts, concerning
the tool’s overall utility, application to different tasks, and integration with existing
processes. First, we will review the benefits of the tool, and how it provides value
for its users.
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5.2.1 How is PathOS useful?
When discussing the framework’s utility, participants frequently mentioned the
time savings afforded by PathOS in comparison to playtesting with human users.
Starting with the time spent during a playtest session, testing with agents negates
the need for supervision, and allows for a simulation to be accelerated—something
which is obviously impossible with human testers. Apart from the session itself,
PathOS also saves time in terms of the additional tasks required to orchestrate
a playtest. P3 describes traditional playtesting as a “much longer process” than
testing with AI, noting the necessity of having to create a build suitable for testing,
find a participant, and gather feedback before having the ability to make changes.
Contrastly, in working with PathOS, they can “see results [and] take action on
those results” in just a few minutes.
Participants also noted that the framework can save time when compared
against testing their creation themselves. P4 described a coverage testing scenario,
noting that testing as a human “would be really tedious and take a lot of time”,
and that having the option of AI to validate a design after each change made
“scales the amount of saving time”, accumulating benefits during development.
A particularly challenging aspect of playtesting is the recruitment process, another factor participants discussed as an obstacle overcome by using PathOS. P3
noted the difficulty of finding participants for a personal or independent project,
saying that their “pool of potential playtesters is extremely limited”. Furthermore,
they note that any one tester is incapable of being used to evaluate first-time experience more than once, while “an AI is completely fresh slate.” Another participant, P5, mentioned that recruitment can be especially problematic when working
on a new project with strict non-disclosure requirements. Using AI as an alternative during the early stages of production can erase such concerns while still
allowing designers to gain an approximation of how players will interact with
their creations.
Another obvious benefit of the tool is its financial cost in comparison with
other methods. Apart from developer time required for setup, learning, and running simulations, PathOS can be used for free. It does not require a dedicated
testing environment, agents can run unsupervised, and no participants need to
be compensated. P7 noted that the tool being free and open-source is “fabulous”,
saying that PathOS is “a good tool for people who want to start with user research
but don’t have the funds to do so.”
PathOS’ potential resource savings only provide us with a partial understanding of its usefulness. After all, if a tool intended for design feedback costs nothing,
but also provides no useful information, it ultimately provides no value to users.
Despite the fact that the framework provides only an approximation of player behaviour, however, participants did find observing agents’ behaviours to be useful
to their designs. As previously discussed, most participants made adjustments to
the levels they created based on output from the framework. Among the few par-
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ticipants who did not make any changes, the vast majority still explicitly noted
that they either thought the data gathered from agents could be used to tweak
their design, or had specific ideas about what to improve based on agents’ behaviour.
Though a few participants mentioned that agents did not always behave in a
strictly humanlike fashion (P10: “I was confused like what the agent was doing”),
or rather were incapable of reproducing the full spectrum of behaviour exhibited
by human players (P8: “There are some crazy players and they do random stuff”),
participants also commented positively on the ability of agents to reproduce humanlike qualities. This was true of both specific instances of agent behaviours (P9:
“It was really interesting to see some of the [agents] go kill one of these enemies
and go to the objective. That’s fair, I’ve seen people to do that in real games.”) and
the traits exhibited by agents as a collective (P8: “I feel like it’s good for estimating
the general populace.”).
Participants also commented explicitly on the value of the information they
gleaned from observing and/or visualizing data from PathOS agents navigating a
level. P6 mentioned that they “got a lot of feedback from the AI about the layout of
the level,” despite the fact that an agent is “still a far cry from how a player would
actually interact.” Indeed, although PathOS agents do not attempt to capture all
the nuances of human gameplay, their behaviour can still serve to provide insights
on where players will go, and what they will be tempted to interact with. P3 mentioned the framework’s ability to answer questions in a design context, providing
the example “Are players getting stuck in certain spots?” as something that could
be addressed by a designer using the framework.
Lastly, the tool’s generalizability was highlighted by participants as a valuable
feature. Participants remarked that they thought the tool could be used for games
ranging from exploration-focused adventures, to RPGs, to dungeon crawlers. Additionally, some participants noted that the tool might be potentially modified to
work with even more diverse games (P4: “it’s something that can be extended
very easily”, P6: “it might be interesting to expose an API so you can program
your own agent with custom movement that follows your own rules for navigation”). However, this modification was not seen as strictly necessary to ensure
versatility (P4: “For, probably a lot of games, it doesn’t need to be extended”).
To answer our initial question, PathOS provides value for developers by offering an approximation of player behaviour which can be used to extract actionable design feedback at an extreme cost reduction when compared with human
usertesting. With this in mind, we can move on to identify the tasks and application areas for which PathOS is best suited.
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5.2.2 What can PathOS be used for?
During the level design exercise, several participants made changes to their creations based on their observation of PathOS agents. The specific nature of these
changes can help us to determine the types of issues PathOS can identify, and the
tasks that designers would perform as part of working with the tool.
Several participants referred to the intended path or “flow” of a level when
discussing how they used agent behaviour as feedback to inform their design.
When creating a level or world, designers can have a relatively definite idea of
how they want players to experience the space. That is to say, there is a plan
of sorts in place for what players will see and when, the actions players will take,
and the number of different options available for players to shape their own course
through a game’s world. PathOS provides an avenue to validate whether this plan
will carry forward through the experience of real users, at least in the approximate.
The tool’s interface provides users with the ability to understand what agents are
seeing, where they go, and what game entities they interact with. If discrepancies
exist between the observed behaviour and the intended course of action, a design
can be changed accordingly.
In keeping with this idea, several participants made changes to their levels intended to correct issues with the overall flow of a level. Some of these changes
included removing unintended shortcuts, opening up closed-off areas to give
players more options, or strategically placing level geometry to guide players towards an intended objective. The ability to sit back and observe agents in real
time—viewing what the player would see and understanding an agents’ mock
mental model—makes PathOS especially well-suited to such tasks.
Other design choices participants used PathOS to inform included the placement of game resources and the identification of small technical issues. With respect to the addition of resources, a path commonly taken by agents en route to an
enemy-dense area could serve as an obvious opportunity to place health pickups
allowing players to prepare for or recover from a fight. Regarding technical issues,
a few participants mentioned making small adjustments to correct bad geometry
on the navigation mesh after noticing agents become stuck or squeeze through a
small unintentional gap. Similarly, it was also proposed that the framework could
be an easy way to identify poorly placed collision boxes.
Stepping back to examine the tool’s use in a more general sense, participants
were somewhat divided on whether the framework was more useful in the context of QA or playtesting-type applications. Most participants asserted that the
framework could be useful for both, giving examples of different ways that the
tool might be useful in each context (e.g., evaluation of “level flow” as a playtestcentric goal, or finding collision errors as a QA-centric goal). Since we originally
designed PathOS as a UX-focused tool, we did not include any features meant to
explicitly support QA tasks. Nonetheless, several participants pointed out that the
tool could also be useful for QA, a surprising and welcome result.
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With an idea of both the value that the framework provides and the tasks it
can be used for, we are free to consider the last factor in assessing how PathOS
can contribute to the game development cycle: its ability to fit in with developers’
existing processes and toolkits.

5.2.3 How can PathOS integrate into existing workflows?
The integration process for a development tool should ideally require as little
work as possible, to prevent excessive overhead from making its adoption infeasible. This process can be thought of as comprising a few distinct stages: initial
setup, learning to use the tool, and fitting the tool into a regular workflow. The
first steps of this procedure can prove incredibly daunting, frustrating, and potentially resource-intensive if a tool is difficult to learn or requires extensive technical
modifications to function with a particular project.
Fortunately, participants commented positively on the tool’s ease of setup and
ability to work “out of the box”. It should be noted here that the participants who
completed the design exercise were all given a Unity project with the framework
pre-installed so as to expedite the setup procedure. However, the one participant
(P4) who did not complete the exercise, as they had independently integrated the
tool into a separate Unity project of their own, remarked specifically on the ease
of setup (P4: “it kinda worked out of the box [...] being able to download code that
works, and does, you know, something, is already impressive [...] easy to see how
to replicate the stuff in the video”). P4 noted that for setup with a new project,
they felt the need to “dig into the code” to double-check which scripts needed to
be present on certain objects. This suggests that a quickstart-type guide, similar
to the handout given to participants who completed the exercise, might further
improve the setup process.
All participants made positive comments in terms of their experience navigating the tool’s interface and learning how to use various features, describing the
UI as “intuitive” and “straightforward”. Participants also liked the documentation
resources provided, with a couple of participants suggesting that additional technical documentation and a concrete API could make the tool more useful for users
inclined to modify or augment the framework’s functionality.
With respect to workflow integration, based on participants’ description of how
they used the tool themselves, it is clear that PathOS can be used quite differently
depending on the needs of the user. Some participants used the tool frequently
throughout the process of creating their levels to validate each new addition, while
others blocked out the entirety of their initial designs before switching to an evaluation phase of sorts. In either case, participants were able to gather feedback that
allowed them to make informed changes to their design, supporting the idea that
PathOS can be used as part of an iterative development process.
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The tool’s various features led to it being used in a few different modes of operation. Some participants exclusively watched agents in real time, others focused
almost solely on visualizing behaviour after the fact, and still others used a combination of both approaches. Some participants orchestrated agents to meander
about a level en masse, collecting a great deal of data, where others preferred
to inspect the behaviour of a single agent navigating a level in real time. These
approaches obviously differ in terms of scalability, with the more hands-off approach of simulating agents unsupervised and reviewing data after the fact being
far more feasible than real-time observation for large worlds. Nonetheless, the fact
that participants displayed this degree of variety in their use of the framework on
the small scale of the exercise is promising in terms of the tool’s ability to support
users with different needs and development styles.
In summary, we can now provide an answer to the first overarching question
governing our evaluation. PathOS can contribute to the game development process by providing low-cost predictions of player behaviour useful for informing
design decisions. This is supported by its ability to adapt to different projects and
the workflows of designers with varying needs and habits.

5.3

how can pathos be improved to better suit the needs of game
developers?

Although participants’ feedback on the tool was largely positive, discussion with
participants was rich with suggestions to further improve the framework’s usability and versatility. Throughout this subsection, we will briefly re-examine the features most liked by participants, usability and quality-of-life issues encountered,
and changes discussed to improve PathOS. As a note, all of the changes illustrated
here were discussed explicitly in interviews with participants. Some changes were
suggested directly by participants unprompted, whereas others were initially suggested by the researcher as a direct response to a comment made by participant
regarding an issue or opportunity for enhancement.
liked features. Participants were especially positive regarding the level
markup tool, runtime interface, custom Unity Inspector panels, and path visualization. The workflow for level markup was described as easy and intuitive,
with the visual design of elements praised as clean and understandable. This is especially encouraging, as the markup process is a necessary part of using PathOS,
regardless of what other functionality users aim to explore. Other parts of the
custom Inspector interface (e.g., visualization settings panels, agent personality
customization UI) were similarly highlighted as intuitive and well-organized. Participants also appreciated the variety of settings offered for customizing features
such as the visualization.
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The runtime interface was described as easy to understand, and containing all
of the information necessary to understand agent behaviour. Participants liked
the visual design of the icons used to indicate an agent’s understanding of its surroundings, the inclusion of the agent POV, and the ability to visualize an agent’s
trajectory using the mental map. Trajectory viewing through the included path visualization created from agent logs was also appreciated by participants as a way
to quickly assess the flow of a level.
quality of life changes. Many of the changes discussed with participants
were intended to improve “quality of life” in using the tool. That is to say, they
aim to make completing certain tasks easier or less time-consuming, or represent
small additions that require little technical overhead to implement (e.g., exposing
additional information to users).
One of the top quality-of-life improvements suggested by participants was the
inclusion of support for tagging multiple objects at once in the level markup tool.
Currently, users are required to individually click each object they wish to tag
with a given entity type. Allowing users to quickly tag a group of objects based
on a hierarchy selection, or their Unity prefab type, would greatly expedite this
process when large collections of interactive objects are present.
Another timesaving improvement suggested by participants is the inclusion
of a fast forward option for individual agent simulation, similar to the timescale
slider implemented for simulating batches of agents. Strictly speaking, this is already possible through Unity’s project settings. However, including a shortcut to
speed up the simulation within the PathOS UI would make the adjustment of time
scaling for the purposes of testing much easier to access.
Participants suggested several improvements to the logging and visualization
system which could make it easier to use and enable new analysis tasks. For instance, the process of setting up logging could be expedited through the provision
of a default output directory, rather than requiring users to browse manually. A
couple of participants indicated that they would like to have a way of quickly
understanding an agent’s orientation on the path visualization, suggesting small
arrowheads as a way of conveying additional information. The ability to filter
agents included in a visualization automatically by their simulated player profile was also suggested as a means to quickly compare differences in behaviour
between groups of agents.
usability changes. Some of the changes discussed with participants were
conceptualized in response to issues encountered by participants in using the tool
or navigating its interface. These changes are thus intended primarily to prevent
user error and make the user interface more understandable.
When working with the level markup tool, some participants commented that
they would occasionally misclick on an object, tagging it accidentally. Two poten-
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tial changes arose in response to such precision-related concerns: the ability to lock
objects such as level geometry and prevent them from being tagged, and the addition of a small precision indicator on the markup cursor to improve user accuracy.
Another small issue relating to the markup tool was that a couple of participants
were confused as to why the markup brush would deactivate after panning the
in-scene camera. This behaviour could be altered to restore the state of the markup
brush after users are finished manipulating their scene view, allowing for a more
seamless workflow.
A key component of the runtime UI and level markup tool is a set of custom
Unity Gizmos, icons overlain on screen to display information about game objects.
A few participants either had Gizmos off by default or had Gizmos configured
in such a way that they became difficult to see under typical viewing conditions.
Though this is a Unity-level setting removed from the PathOS tool, a warning
could be included in PathOS to inform users of this eventuality, suggesting optimal settings to prevent users from not being able to see all of the information
available. A further change suggested in reference to the runtime UI was the option to move its contents to a separate view, preventing elements of the interface
from obscuring the game window depending on a user’s desired view.
Lastly, a couple of users expressed that they initially forgot to enable logging
in order to make use of visualizations (one participant did not realize that logging needed to be enabled for certain features such as the heatmap). Participants
suggested that a warning or dialog to this effect could be included to ensure that
users would remember to configure logging if they wanted to use the visualization
features.
accessibility changes. This category contains adjustments that would help
to make the framework more usable for users with specific accessibility concerns.
Changes of this nature were only discussed with one participant (P7), who works
as a UX consultant and expressed during their session that they tend to be more
accessibility-minded as a result.
While the PathOS interface was often described as straightforward by participants, it is quite text-heavy (a characteristic shared by much of the Unity interface
in general). For users with dyslexia, this can pose issues in identifying which regions of the interface to interact with at-a-glance. The inclusion of icons in the
Inspector window to delineate different panels was suggested as a way to remedy
this problem.
The runtime interface was noted as another opportunity to make the tool’s visual design more easily accessible. Though agents’ mental map is high-contrast
for users with normal colour vision, it is harder to distinguish different areas for
those with common forms of colour vision deficiency (e.g., red-green colourblindness). To mitigate this issue, an option for an alternate colour scheme could be
included to suit users with colour vision deficiencies. A comparison showing one
such potential colour scheme is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Two colour schemes for the mental map interface. Leftmost images display
colours as seen by an individual with typical colour vision. Rightmost images display
colours as seen by an individual with a common form of red-green colourblindness
(deuteranopia). The top row shows the current colour scheme used (note that colourblind
users may have trouble distinguishing between the visited (green) and blocked off (red)
sections of the map at a glance. The bottom row shows an alternate scheme which could
be provided as an option for colourblind users to enhance contrast.
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technical issues. Though our evaluation was focused on usability and utility of the tool, rather than technical fidelity, we did take note of any technical issues
encountered by participants. During the study, a small bug was fixed in the tool
which improved agents’ accuracy in identifying game entities as physically unreachable for players. Three participants also experienced some issues with agents
occasionally becoming inexplicably stuck on a level’s navigation mesh. However,
this bug occurred rarely and was not significant enough to interfere with participants’ ability to complete the exercise. Technical improvements to the robustness
of agents’ pathing, reducing the likelihood of such occurrences (except when they
represent identification of an issue with level geometry), is part of our continued
development.
framework additions. Changes classified as additions represent substantial enhancements intended to alter the tool’s functionality beyond its current
scope. Several such changes were proposed by and discussed with participants
during the study, primarily in the interest of making the tool capable of adapting
to more complex game logic. For instance, multiple participants expressed a desire
to support dynamic game entities; that is to say, the ability to support interactive
objects changing throughout the course of a game. Such features might include
support for spawners that would automatically tag game entities (e.g., enemies)
as they are created at runtime, the ability to integrate with a quest or mission system (e.g., only making objectives available after certain items are interacted with),
or objects that can change type at runtime (e.g., NPCs becoming hostile).
Another addition suggested to make agent behaviour more realistic in the context of a particular game was the ability to define custom resources which would
factor into an agent’s logic. For instance, agents might have a health resource
which could decrease upon interaction with an enemy and increase when picking
up a healing item. Such a system might integrate a basic form of reinforcement
learning to allow agents to interact with a game’s mechanics beyond navigation.
In a similar vein, it was suggested that an API could be provided to allow for
programming custom agent behaviours, enabling the tool to adapt to the unique
needs of different game projects.
Lastly, several participants suggested that PathOS’ Unity interface could be
condensed into a central control panel, similar to other parts of the main Unity
Editor (rather than having some settings contained on individual scripted objects).
The provision of such an interface would at the very least offer users the option of
more centralized control, and is thus a worthwhile addition to the core UI design
of the framework.
The changes described here represent those with the highest priority, as they
were either discussed with multiple participants or addressed issues with a comparatively high level of severity. However, a number of other small changes, particularly with respect to quality-of-life, were identified during the study and noted
for future development of the framework. For a full changelist comprising all po-
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tential improvements to PathOS derived as a result of our user study, the reader
is referred to Appendix D.

5.4

system applications

As with any other development tool, a key factor in maximizing the framework’s
utility is to know when and how it should be deployed. It is also important to
recognize which scenarios are most appropriate for its use, and likewise, which
situations may not be suitable. The following serves as a brief overview of how the
PathOS framework can be applied in the context of game development processes,
answering the following key questions:
When should PathOS be used? This question concerns the general integration
of PathOS into the development cycle. Key information addressed here includes
when in the development cycle the framework should be used, what general research questions it can help to answer, and how it can be effectively blended with
human testing at different points of development.
What projects should PathOS be used for? An obvious consequence of the nature
of games as an interactive medium is that they vary wildly in design. Perhaps
the easiest way to delineate these design variations is through categorization by
genre, though even this can fail to capture a great deal of mechanical diversity.
This question gives a relatively high-level overview of which game projects are
most suitable for testing with PathOS.
How can PathOS adjust to specific situations? Clearly, the PathOS framework will
not be suited, or at least not immediately so, to every development project. For
those projects where it is nearly appropriate, or is limited to assessing a small
portion of a game’s experience, it may be possible to adapt the framework to
better meet the needs of individual developers. This question explores how some
of these challenges might be met to improve the range of projects for which the
tool could be applied.

5.4.1 Use Cases - When should PathOS be used?
There are a few points in the iterative development cycle where PathOS could be
used most effectively to provide designers with a means for informing or validating their decisions. Though these points may vary depending on the specifics of
a particular project, in general, the tool is best suited to three main applications:
live exploration of behaviour before a level design is complete, comparing design
alternatives, and investigating the impact of changes.
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live behaviour exploration. During the early stages of level creation, designers can create rough layouts of level alternatives, iteratively placing objects,
examining the scene, and modifying level geometry on an ad hoc basis. At this
point, quick tests with the PathOS framework could be used to improve designers’
“best guess” as to how players will navigate certain areas. Individual agents could
be observed to check for basic issues such as the visibility of interactive objects as
they are placed, and whether players can suitably navigate different sectors of a
level as they are created.
comparing design alternatives. After the initial prototyping phase is
complete, but before testing with human users, designers might use the tool to
perform comparisons between different level designs. This could include assessing
which levels are most suited to a particular player type (e.g., net the highest level
of activity with interactive objects) or which encourage players to stay the longest
before moving on, for example. Such information could be used to choose a subset
of levels for playtesting, assist in the sequencing of levels during a playtest, or
determine who should be recruited.
investigating changes. In between playtest rounds, the tool could be used
to assess the impact of changes made in response to player feedback and identified
issues. For instance, consider a case where the visibility of interactive objects was
noted as a problem during playtesting. Designers might address this problem in
several ways, for instance, by moving these objects, reducing visual clutter by
removing some decorative objects, adjusting level geometry, or adding additional
markers to point players in the right direction. By observing the impact of each of
these changes on agent behaviour, designers could gain an indication of which of
these adjustments best meet their design objectives, reducing the likelihood that
an issue will persist into future testing rounds.
Outside of these applications, it is also important to note which UX questions
the framework is most suited to address. Broadly speaking, we can place these
questions into three groups: asking what players do, why they do it, and how this
makes them feel.
The PathOS tool is only capable of addressing the first category of inquiries. It
can be used to investigate high-level questions such as “Where will players go?”,
“How many players will interact with optional mission markers?”, and “How long
will players spend in this level?”. Without game-specific adaptation, it is not suited
to answering more specific questions in this category, such as “How many times
will players die?” or “How difficult is this level compared to the previous level?”.
Looking beyond these queries, the framework is not currently well-suited to addressing the why and how questions noted above. To address why-type questions,
designers would essentially require agents to explain the reasoning behind their
actions. While the framework contains a model of player logic, it does not express
this logic explicitly, though some inferences can be made in a general sense (e.g.,
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cautious players avoided a certain portion of the level since the hazard density
was quite high, players did not collect a certain item because it never entered their
field of view). Future work could explore how agent logic might be recorded for
parsing by a human analyst after simulation.
With respect to how-type questions, PathOS makes no attempt to simulate
users’ emotional response to in-game events, or how their emotions might evolve
as they progress through a level. Thus, it is not suitable for addressing questions
regarding how players feel about their interactions—such inquiries should only
be intended for testing with human users, or perhaps in the future, a far more
advanced automated solution.
Lastly, it is crucial to note that PathOS is not meant as a substitute for playtesting with human users, but rather as an augmentation for existing workflows to
provide designers with more information on player behaviour where it would
otherwise be unavailable. In some cases, this unavailability may be a matter of
resource limitations, such as not having sufficient time to playtest all candidate
modifications to a design after an initial round with human users. In others, it
may be due to the state of development; playtesting “blocked-out” level designs
before a game’s mechanics are in place might simply be infeasible. At any rate, the
framework should be thought of as a supplement to existing testing approaches,
rather than a replacement.

5.4.2 Suitability for Different Scenarios - What projects should PathOS be used for?
In general, the PathOS framework can be of use for any game where navigation
in a virtual world forms a substantial part of the end user’s experience.There are
some exceptions to this rule—for instance, when navigation is contingent on complex player movesets (e.g. in Mirror’s Edge (EA DICE, 2010)) and would thus require adaptation of the framework (see Section 5.4.3). Additionally, the framework
would not be suitable where level geometry does not obey a consistent physical
ruleset (for example, the non-Euclidean environment of Antichamber (Demruth,
2013)).
Beyond this simple caveat, it is difficult to prescribe a definite set of criteria for
whether or not PathOS could be of use in any given project. Variation in game mechanics, particularly those related to navigation, may render the framework more
or less appropriate even between otherwise similar game scenarios. Nonetheless,
based on a broad categorization of genre, some general assumptions about the
tool’s ability to adapt to different types of game projects can be made. A high-level
assessment of the framework’s utility for different game genres is given below.
fps (first-person shooter) games. Example: Doom (id Software, 2016).
First-person shooters take place in 3D environments, and often require players to
complete a set of definite objectives, such as navigating between entry and exit
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points, retrieving specific items, or killing specific enemies. Thus, PathOS should
be generally suitable for predicting player traversal in such situations. However, it
should be noted that a great deal of the challenge in FPS games comes from understanding enemy behaviour, managing resources such as health and ammunition,
and negotiating combat scenarios. All of these factors can have an impact on player
navigation as gameplay progresses. Since the framework does not account for interactions with a game’s mechanics, it might best be used for validation of level
playability in these scenarios (e.g., determining whether players can successfully
find and reach key items or mission objectives).
action/adventure games. Example: Assassin’s Creed Odyssey (Ubisoft Quebec, 2018). Many modern action games require players to negotiate 3D worlds as
they complete missions, dispatch enemies, and interact with NPCs. Apart from
the limitations imposed by a lack of support for considering individual game
mechanics as noted above, this makes them generally suitable for use with the
PathOS framework. Specifically, it could be used to investigate whether players
adhere to designers’ ideal path, or “golden path” in games with linear objective
design, where players are expected to encounter a specific series of challenges
without being explicitly pressed to do so.
rpgs (role-playing games). Example: The Legend of Zelda: Breath of the Wild
(Nintendo, 2017). For RPGs with 3D worlds, the framework is well-suited to predicting player traversal in an environment with multiple available alternatives. It
can also be used to predict how players might negotiate more limited spaces, such
as dungeons or challenge gauntlets with a linear path. This is especially true of
Western-style RPGs, where exploring and navigating a complex world forms a
substantial portion of the game’s experience. For Japenese-style RPGs, or JRPGs
(e.g., Bravely Default (Silicon Studio, 2012)), the focus is often on tactical, turnbased combat and narrative content as core drivers of the experience. For such
titles, the tool is only suitable for assessing the navigation of any overworld or
level maps which might be present.
platformers. Example: Hollow Knight (Team Cherry, 2017). Most platformers
grant the player a repertoire of specialized moves to use in conjunction with standard “run and jump”-type navigation. Accounting for the impact of these mechanics on player traversal is challenging, and thus the framework would generally be
unsuitable for predicting behaviour in these games without some modifications
(e.g., those mentioned in Section 5.4.3). Additionally, many platformers take place
in 2D environments, requiring a restructuring of agents’ spatial logic to function
properly. However, for 3D titles (e.g., A Hat in Time (Gears for Breakfast, 2017)),
use of the tool could be appropriate if accommodations were made for unique
movement mechanics.
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puzzle games. Example: Portal 2 (Valve Corporation, 2011). Due to puzzle
games’ reliance on players thinking through a variety of logical and often abstract problems, PathOS is generally unsuitable for these titles. Though many
puzzle games do involve navigating a 3D game space, traversal is often heavily
dictated by players’ ability to solve these challenges (e.g., solving physics challenges to move through a level in Portal 2 (Valve Corporation, 2011)). Nonetheless,
the framework could be suitable for assessing player navigation in games where
puzzle-solving is at least partially decoupled from traversal (e.g., individual areas
in The Witness (Thekla, Inc., 2016)).
other genres. Many games feature navigation or exploration of a virtual
space as an integral part of the experience, as noted above. However, several genres of games are commonly completely divorced from the concept, and thus inappropriate for use with the PathOS framework. These categories of games include management or simulation games, in which players manage a system such
as a business or group of virtual characters (e.g., The Sims (Maxis, 2000)); strategy games, in which players use a complex set of combat, diplomatic, or other
tactics to outsmart an opponent or overcome some immense challenge (e.g., StarCraft (Blizzard Entertainment, 1998)); sports games, in which players compete in
often true-to-life sports scenarios (e.g., FIFA 19 (EA Vancounver and EA Romania, 2018)); and idle games, which typically rely on a series of repetitive actions
with light strategy to accrue a vast quantity of game resources (e.g., Clicker Heroes
(Playsaurus, 2015)). As a word of caution, this is not to say that such games will
never be suited to automated testing; instead, they should simply be thought of
as unsuitable for the approach described in this work.
Apart from the design qualities of a given game project, it should also be
noted that the current framework prototype has some technical restrictions limiting its suitability. Namely, the tool is only suitable for Unity projects where a
Unity Navmesh can be used—these limitations are discussed further in the tool’s
user manual, given in Appendix A.

5.4.3 System Adaptation - How can PathOS adjust to specific situations?
For situations where the framework is not immediately appropriate for assessing
all or part of the core game experience, it could be adapted to work with specific
projects. At the cost of additional development time, support for unique level
geometry, physics, or different game mechanics could be added.
To adapt to unique level geometry or physical rules (e.g., teleportation pads,
reversing gravity, etc.), the pathfinding logic of the framework could be swapped
out to use a custom solution, rather than relying on Unity’s Navmesh API. Depending on the situation, this could be a relatively trivial process, if the developer
already has a solution in place for driving the pathfinding logic of any in-game
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AI. Regardless, the modular design of the framework means that its pathfinding
logic can be exchanged with relatively little development effort.
Addressing the question of game mechanics, this might take the form of augmenting an agent’s navigation “moveset” and adjusting pathfinding accordingly.
For example, players’ ability to fly, execute dashes, or use devices such as a grappling hook in game could be added to agents’ low-level navigation logic.
It might also be desirable to simulate other mechanics unrelated to navigation. For example, a developer might want to estimate the outcome of combat
scenarios, in the interest of predicting deaths of the player character to gauge difficulty and the potential for frustration. This could be accomplished through the
direct simulation of combat mechanics (e.g., shooting, melee combos, etc.), though
this would likely require a significant technical effort. Existing AI behaviours for
enemies or allies in-game could be used, though this would fail to capture the
variation between different player types. Alternatively, developers might consider
implementing a simple calculation for estimating the outcome of different combat
scenarios based on factors such as enemy type and key agent motivations (e.g.,
aggression, experience), to provide an automatic, coarse prediction of the result of
encounters in a level. Similar predictors might be used to estimate the impact of
other mechanics on eventual player experience, such as the time lost in solving a
particular puzzle.
For projects built on a different platform (i.e., using a different game engine),
the framework could be ported to work with a different navigation back-end and
physics API. It could also be adapted to work with an existing system for visualizing playtesting data, rather than the utility provided with the framework. This
might be of interest to larger or more established developers with in-house engines
or data analysis tools looking for extensions to their existing processes. Future
work might also explore whether the overhead associated with creating custom
automated testing solutions tailored to individual large (i.e., AAA) projects is a
favourable sacrifice, given the much larger budgets and far larger-scale testing
schedules of such titles.
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Part III
CONCLUSION
Reflections on this work and moving the field forward

6
CONCLUSION

The appreciation of games, like any other art form, is nuanced and complex. Enjoyment of such media is brought about by a cocktail of immersion, escapism,
accomplishment, and the ever-elusive concept of fun—among a myriad of other
emotional, physical, and mental factors. Reflecting on this notion, it is far from
surprising why an understanding of user experience has proven so critical in the
modern games industry.
As in so many other fields, we are now driven to question how we can take
this vital part of the game development process and optimize it. Such motivation
in the industry may be driven purely out of commercial interest or even desperation, but also appeal to scientific curiosity and developer creativity. One simple
solution, born out of a need to cut resources without cutting corners, can form
the foundation for future innovations. Consider the case of procedural content
generation (PCG) [140], whereby part of a game, such as level geometry, is generated algorithmically. On the surface, PCG is a tactic for overcoming resource
limitations. From a creative standpoint, it saves on human labour by no longer
requiring designers and artists to create everything seen in a game from scratch.
From a technical perspective, it reduces storage requirements by only needing
space for the content-generation algorithm, rather than the content itself, which
can be produced and reproduced at runtime.
These pragmatic benefits provided a clear advantage to early games using PCG,
such as Elite (Braben and Bell, 1984) and Rogue (A.I. Design, 1980), with small development teams and severe computational limitations. Today, such advantages
are still important, allowing for indie developers to deliver on more content than
they could hope to author by hand (e.g., world design in Terraria (Re-Logic, 2011))
or generate boundless worlds where persistent storage would challenge even modern supercomputers (e.g., in No Man’s Sky (Hello Games, 2016)). However, PCG
can also improve UX by creating content beyond what a human designer might
imagine [140]. Today, designers have experimented with entire rulesets devised by
AI, pushing the boundaries of how generated content can shape player experience
[141].
It is our hope that AI-driven testing can spark a similar spirit of innovation,
forming part of the path towards our next milestones in game AI and understanding user experience. Could replicating the frailties of human perception and memory help to make for more convincing in-game AI partners and adversaries? Might
a more holistic approach to simulating play help in the quest for more general
game AI? Can we strive to simulate more challenging components of player be-
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haviour, or perhaps the emotional and mental consequences of a particular game
experience?
Attempts to answer such questions are predicated on the existence of a foundation for simulating human play behaviours. The ultimate goal of this work is
to contribute to such a foundation. Presented here is a framework for simulationdriven testing aimed at reproducing human navigation behaviours. The concluding thoughts that follow serve as a reflection on its successes and failings, and
provide some reasoned speculation as to how this research might be expanded
upon in future investigations. In creating this tool, and inspiring further research
in AI-driven testing, it is our hope that this work can help to drive the field forward.

6.1

limitations

Given the potential scope of AI-driven user experience evaluation as a concept, we
must tread lightly in drawing conclusions regarding its utility in general on the basis of a single newly-developed system. This work is just that: an initial prototype
and exploratory evaluation of a tool to assist in evaluating game world design.
Thus, it is impossible to make definitive statements on the success of automated
testing for games in general, or to reliably predict the value of related endeavours,
such as the simulation of players’ emotional reactions or more complex gameplay
behaviours (e.g., combat, puzzle-solving).
It is also important to be cognizant of the fact that the evaluation presented
limits our ability to fully validate the system developed, both in terms of its technical fidelity and utility to developers. The chief limitation of this work is that we
have yet to conduct a rigorous evaluation of the framework’s accuracy; that is to
say, we cannot yet prove that the behaviour predicted aligns with the actions of
real human users. We are also limited in our ability to evaluate the potential use
of the framework in the long term, due to the short-term use explored in our user
study.
Evaluating similar systems has proven a challenging cause for researchers
working on similar projects aimed at reproducing humanlike behaviour in game
environments, as discussed in Chapter 2. This difficulty arises from a number of
factors; for instance, preventing the accumulation of error when comparing human
and agent behaviour. Furthermore, comparison necessitates that the “personality”
of an agent matches its human counterparts; this presents the further challenge of
accurately assessing the motivational profiles of human players. Such agreement
might require the deployment of typology or motivation questionnaires (e.g., [41]),
or an analysis of previous play behaviours to categorize player type. Lastly, even
with an adequate strategy for behavioural comparison, the task of evaluating individual agents is further complicated by the fact that chaotic, imperfect behaviour
is often the target when mimicking human play.
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Apart from validating the accuracy of agent behaviour, the presented evaluation also focuses on a subjective evaluation of tool utility. A more complete evaluation of its deployment could include a comparison of the design process and its
output between designers with and without access to the framework. This might
include simple objective measures, such as the time taken to create and refine
level designs, or the density of objects placed in created levels. Most importantly,
it should include an evaluation of UX with human users for the levels crafted. This
would allow us to draw conclusions about whether, for example, the tool could
help designers to create better world designs, or create equally suitable designs
while saving time.
The completion of such an evaluation, fully addressing the remaining concerns
of behavioural accuracy and tangible process improvement, is left to future work.
Nonetheless, results from our user study indicate that the existing prototype is
largely successful in providing designers with a low-cost, easy-to-use option for
informing their level design during the development cycle.

6.1.1 Limitations of the PathOS prototype
The current prototype of the PathOS system is intended primarily for use during
the initial stages of level design, when designers may “block out” level geometry
and place initial collections of objects for players to interact with. As previously
noted, the tool could also be used between design iterations later in the development process. However, in its current state, the tool is somewhat restricted in its
ability to adapt to the needs of different projects, or more complex design scenarios.
First, the prototype only works well with planar level layouts (e.g., outdoor
terrain, single-floor layouts), as agents’ spatial memory is represented two-dimensionally. This could be extended to a voxelized, three-dimensional representation
to better support complex world layouts with overlapping layers of content (e.g.,
urban environments).
Additionally, agent logic is based on interactive objects being largely static;
that is to say, fixed in position and always-available. During the initial phases of
level design, before game logic is implemented, this is an adequate approximation.
However, when trying to account for how players will actually experience content,
this will not always be sufficient. While interactive objects can frequently remain
static in games (e.g., characters which stand in place, collectibles hidden in the environment), many are dynamic in nature (e.g., enemies on patrol, mission markers
that unlock only when certain conditions are met).
To support predicting “true-to-life” player behaviour in such situations, the
framework would need to adapt to the presence of dynamic interactions accordingly. For instance, to reason with moving entities, agents could mimic the imperfect process of trajectory estimation. To deal with conditionally available entities,
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such as mission markers, a simple set of rules could be exposed for designers to
specify when entities should be activated or deactivated.
Overcoming these restrictions would help the framework to simulate player
navigation in a wider range of game situations. However, the evaluative power
of PathOS is still inherently limited by its scope as a navigation-focused tool. To
provide a more complete prediction of player behaviour, agents would need to
interact with a game’s mechanics (e.g., combat, special movement abilities, etc.).
Such interactions are omitted from this work in the interest of both maintaining
feasibility and preserving generality between different game genres and specific
projects.
Aside from its restrictions in terms of supporting complex level designs and different game scenarios, the framework is also limited in terms of its perception and
memory models (described in detail in Chapter 3). For instance, entity visibility
is based on a geometric representation of level contents, failing to account for the
influence of factors such as colour, shape, and contrast. Spatial navigation is based
on a “mental map” rather than landmarks, and memory decay is implemented as a
rudimentary check of the time elapsed since exposure to a given entity. The choice
to simplify these models was made in the interest of feasibility. Implementation
of more complex models may serve to create more accurate predictions of player
behaviour. Alternatively, the explicit creation of such models may be foregone by
using a machine learning approach. Section 6.2.1 discusses how this framework
could be extended or re-implemented with ML, and the challenges which could
arise in doing so.

6.1.2 Limitations of game testing with AI
It is impossible to say to what extent AI-driven testing may eventually supplant
traditional usertesting approaches. Perhaps in the near future, a combination of increasingly sophisticated gameplay agents and growing computational power may
make it possible to identify most all QC issues in a game via brute-force—locating
physics bugs, logging crashes, and so on. Conceivably, with further exploration
in the realm of player prediction, evaluation of game difficulty and retention will
also eventually be possible through automated approaches alone. This may soon
become feasible as more data gleaned from today’s massive player populations becomes available, and machine learning approaches more common. Stepping back
from speculation, however, AI-driven testing, particularly in its current state, has
a few key drawbacks.
First, to be able to assist in evaluating the complete game experience, an AI
testing agent should be able to interact with all of a game’s mechanics; in other
words, they should have the exact same tools at their disposal as a human player.
However, today’s systems generally require heavy modifications to adapt from
one game to another, even within the same genre. Such an accomplishment would
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thus require a form of general video game artificial intelligence (GVGAI)1 capable
of interacting with games which the system has not previously experienced [142].
GVGAI remains an unsolved problem as of this writing, though previous work
has explored the creation of game-agnostic agents for simple arcade-style games
specified in a common language [143].
Without AI capable of transitioning between games with relative ease, the required system adaptations for use in multiple projects means that AI testing still
carries a resource burden for developers. Additionally, the technical nature of this
burden requires specialized labour to overcome. This may keep the widespread
adoption of AI-driven testing limited to sizeable members of the industry for the
near future.
There are also some aspects of UX evaluation which, due to the nature of AI,
will conceivably prove challenging in the course of developing fully-automated
testing solutions. For instance, even if player behaviour can be predicted perfectly,
a key aspect of GUR is understanding users’ emotional responses during play.
Given the complex nature of human emotion, attempting to infer a players’ feelings in reaction to game events is a monumental challenge. Context can make
all the difference in the impact of a game event. Consider the instance where a
player’s character is killed. This may be frustrating (causing the loss of progress
and having to restart a challenging gauntlet of foes), relieving (allowing for a break
in the action to regroup), amusing (in a hectic multiplayer game with friends), or
even encouraging (if accompanied by a few kind words and a quick, penalty-free
restart of the current challenge).
Even if a system were trained to predict the likely emotional consequence of
a sequence of events (e.g., using a statistical model built up in a fashion similar
to that described by Roohi et al. [25]), it would be an entirely different matter
to extract the reason why such a prediction was made. A key advantage of human participants is that they can explain their decisions and reactions in plain
language. Current AI systems, especially machine learning systems, can be incredibly opaque. Without the ability to break down the reasoning behind a player’s
emotional response in terms a human can understand, tuning a game’s experience
is made far more difficult.
Similar challenges may arise in attempting to automate evaluation of arguably
more nuanced aspects of a game’s design, such as art style, sound design, and narrative content. On top of the advanced sensory and cognitive models required to
assess such features in the way that a human might, explaining the reasoning for
the assessments made would present similar obstacles to those described above.
Additionally, it is uncertain how such a system could model the impact of subjective individual differences (such as a predisposition to certain styles of music,
favourite colours, or nostalgia for characters present in other works), the nature of
which within a game’s target audience may be unknown.
1 Here used to refer to the concept of such an AI in general, this is not to be confused with the
GVG-AI development framework referenced in prior chapters.
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Regardless of these challenges, AI has already proven useful as a new avenue
in game testing, particularly in QC applications [22, 23] and as an assistant of
sorts in UX evaluation [25, 30]. As the field continues to progress, more complex
applications of AI-driven testing may become feasible, reshaping the way iterative
development functions in the games industry.

6.2

future work

Moving forward with the development of the PathOS framework, our first steps
will be implementing the improvements discussed in Section 5.3 and extending
the tool to support some of the more complex game scenarios described in Section 6.1.1. This includes support for dynamic level geometry and entities, and better adapting to unusual or layered level terrain with volumetric representations
of space in agents’ memory. Additionally, we plan to add a ruleset designers can
use to specify relationships between entities in the scene. For instance, developers
may wish to create a chain of mission markers, each unlocking the next, to simulate a linear sequence of objectives (e.g., in an action game or FPS). Different rules
within the system could be used to facilitate such tasks, for instance, by toggling
the interactive state of level entities based on agent interaction with other entities
in the scene.
In addition to these general extensions of the tool, we would also explore the
possibility of adding support for basic interaction with a game’s mechanics. To
remain as game- and genre-agnostic as possible, this could consist of a library of
common possible actions (e.g., swinging a weapon, using a healing item, talking
to an NPC) which would be triggered contextually based on the entities an agent
interacts with. These actions could have an associated risk and estimated completion time associated with them, allowing designers to roughly estimate variables
such as time spent in a level or the frequency of player death.
We also wish to pursue a more thorough evaluation of the system’s capability
as a design aid and validation of agents’ behaviour as a suitable predictor of
human players. To this end, we would work with a new or existing game project to
compare the traces of human players with those from PathOS agents. Additionally,
we would recruit a group of level designers to create game maps with and without
the framework, and assess whether any tangible differences in quality or creation
efficiency arise when using the tool.
Ideally, we would also work with a commercial partner, such as an indie development studio, to prove the tool’s utility in a “real-world” context. This could
take the form of an extended case study, examining the amount of work necessary
to adapt the framework to the needs of a specific game project (e.g., one with
unique movement mechanics). Moreover, it would allow us to investigate when
the tool is most useful during the development cycle. We could also use this as an
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opportunity to discover what extensions to the tool would be most beneficial to
developers.

6.2.1 Augmenting the PathOS framework
To provide a more accurate and robust model of human player behaviour, several
extensions could be made to the framework in future endeavours. Separating the
system into its component parts (perception, memory, planning, and navigation),
each in turn could be modified in the interest of improving accuracy and system
generality. Agents’ basic “sight” model, for instance, could be overhauled to allow
designers to check for visibility issues caused by aesthetic choices or visual clutter. Memory and planning, currently implemented as an expert system, could be
replaced with an ML-based approach to work with existing tools for large-scale
collection of player metrics. Navigation driven by pathfinding and automatic locomotion could be replaced with direct input manipulation, reducing the control
gap between AI and human players.
Starting with agent perception, entity visibility and immediate spatial perception could leverage a computer vision system, as opposed to raw geometry information taken from the game engine. Such a system could be trained for object
detection on collections of screenshots, using detected entities as candidate destination points. Depending on the amount of training data available, the system
could then attempt to classify detected entities (e.g., friend or foe) or interface
with the game engine to determine the nature of seen objects. Tactics such as
simulated visual attention [144] could be used to more accurately mirror the way
humans recognize patterns in images. By applying rules such as contrast thresholds and minimum detected object size, issues with visibility could be identified.
Furthermore, developers could note any decorative or “background” elements
misidentified as interactive, to help avoid player confusion.
Navigation could also be altered such that agents would simulate player input,
rather than directly controlling their position in-world. This could be used to better
support game-specific movement systems, serving to validate playability as a sideeffect by, for example, identifying areas unreachable with the move-set provided.
Additionally, limiters simulating player reflexes could be imposed to evaluate the
difficulty of traversing certain areas.
Depending on the nature of abilities available to a player and their interaction
with a game’s other mechanics, employing a reinforcement learning system to
ensure agents’ competence with a game’s moveset may be desirable. The use of
reinforcement learning as a mechanism to drive gameplay agents has been heavily
explored in previous work (e.g., [21]). After a basic level of interaction competence
is achieved, these agents could then be customized to reflect higher-level variations
in behaviour and planning (i.e., motivational profiles).
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Lastly, the framework could be adapted to learn from existing player data,
rather than employing rule-based logic to drive agents’ behavioural planning. This
approach would require massive amounts of player data for training, such as the
metrics datasets collected by enterprise-scale developers. Previous work has used
these datasets for analyzing behavioural clusters [68], predicting retention [35],
and driving imitation-learning systems to mimic individual styles for in-game AI
[102].
If using an ML-driven approach based on real player data, several different incarnations could be explored. Data could be generated in aggregate, rather than
through direct gameplay simulation (e.g., by visually generating playtraces given
level geometry and conditioned on player profile data, based on existing examples). Imitation learning could be used to drive moment-to-moment decisions in
gameplay based on the playing style of individual humans.
Regardless of the implementation desired, without GVGAI, such a system
would be entirely dependent on access to training data directly applicable to the
situation at hand (or suitable for transfer learning). Thus, for the time being, an
ML-based approach would be most suitable for iterating on existing content, creating new content for an already released, active title, or working on a similar project
with shared mechanics and gameplay logic (e.g., the next title in a franchise).

6.2.2 The future of AI-driven testing
Looking beyond how this work may be directly expanded upon in the future, we
can also speculate as to how related work could evolve in the coming years. At
a high level, the framework described here aims to help designers answer the
question “What are players going to do?”. By comparing predicted player action
with intended player action, developer intention can be validated, or a design can
be adjusted to encourage players to take the intended course of action. Going
forward, automated testing approaches might attempt to answer the questions of
why players would take a certain action and how this makes them feel as a result.
If such inferences are available, this could provide designers with a more complete
understanding of how specifically a game or its content could be modified to
shape the experience of the end user as desired.
In attempting to answer questions of player reasoning and emotional responses,
automated approaches may transition from purely predictive mechanisms into
those that provide some form of critique. This notion has already been explored
by Holmgård et al. [30], though it is unclear how such a system might best present
agent “reasoning” or draw high-level conclusions regarding the overall quality of
a game experience.
Future work may centre on the simulation or evaluation of game subsystems,
much in the same way this work focused on the evaluation of level design from
a player navigation perspective. For instance, behavioural simulation in combat
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may be used to assess difficulty and engagement across different player skill levels. Player combat simulation through reinforcement learning, for instance, has
already been investigated as a testing mechanism in commercial titles [145].
AI-driven testing could also be used to attempt more subjective “opinionbased” evaluations, such as critiquing a game’s art style or the aesthetics of
in-game landscapes. Existing services (e.g., Everypixel2 ) already leverage ML
approaches to evaluate the aesthetic quality of photographs, for example. Conceivably, a system oriented towards critiquing game aesthetics could be trained
using style influences specified by the developer, such as sequences of screenshots
from other games used as artistic inspirations.
While still far out of reach today, one can eventually envision that AI will
provide a complete set of utilities for game user experience evaluation. Perhaps
automated agents will eventually allow designers to answer each of the core questions surrounding game UX in turn—What are players doing? Why are they doing
it? How does this make them feel? Perhaps one day we will not only be able to
“ask” a system how players would progress through a game, but why a certain
character might come off as controversial, or a given level seems more beautiful
than the rest.
Perhaps one day, there will be no limits on what we can glean from our simulated counterparts.

6.3

conclusion

The introduction of video games as an interactive medium has forever changed
how we define and experience entertainment. In around just half a century, games
have evolved from monochromatic lights playing across the screen of an oscilloscope to heavily immersive, detailed experiences often indistinguishable from
reality at first glance. The complexity of interaction with these systems has grown
accordingly, necessitating a better understanding of how humans experience them.
Thus, games user research has grown as an area of both academic and commercial
interest, helping us to gain insight into human behaviour, our relationship with
technology, and how we can create better interactive experiences for one another.
A cornerstone of GUR is observing how humans interact with game systems
through playtesting. Playtesting is a critical component of both academic and commercial games research, but it incurs immense time and resource expenses due to
the nature of testing with human participants. Motivated by a desire to overcome
these obstacles, the PathOS framework predicts player behaviour through the use
of AI agents as proxies for human users. More specifically, it simulates player navigation, so that designers may evaluate the ability of game worlds to guide users
to intended gameplay objectives, resources, discoveries, and so on.
2 Everypixel Aesthetics: https://www.everypixel.com/aesthetics
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While AI testing is still a nascent subfield of GUR, work within the past decade,
and particularly the last few years, has explored the development of automated
approaches for applications in both game QC and UX evaluation. An overview of
existing research, laying a foundation for this work, was given in Chapter 2. Prior
research can be classified broadly into approaches for supporting data analysis,
and those for simulation-driven testing. This work is positioned within the realm
of simulation-driven testing applied to UX evaluation, by allowing game creators
to compare intended and predicted player behaviour to improve level and world
design.
Our core goals in developing the PathOS framework are accessibility and generality. It is our hope that the increasing democratization of development tools
will help to prevent a lack of resources from limiting the ability of independent
creators to express their creativity. Thus, PathOS is an open-source utility for a
freely-available engine, rather than a proprietary commercial tool. Additionally,
the tool is as game- and genre-agnostic as possible, at the expense of simulation
complexity (i.e., not tuned to interact with the mechanics of a particular game).
Any developer can use PathOS to evaluate their designs, so long as navigation in
a 3D environment is a component of gameplay. Details of the technical design and
development of the PathOS framework are provided in Chapter 3.
An evaluation of our current prototype, outlined in Chapter 4, revealed that
game developers are successfully able to use PathOS as part of their design workflow. Participants responded positively to the tool not only in terms of its user
interface and feature set, but its general utility and the value it can provide, particularly for projects where resource limitations are a significant concern. From this
evaluation, we were also able to gather a great deal of ideas on how the framework
can be modified to improve its usability and generalizability to a wide variety of
game projects.
In its current state, the PathOS tool is still, fundamentally, a prototype of
simulation-driven testing. Future work should expand its core functionality, improve its generalizability, and investigate how it can be adapted to support specific
game scenarios without sacrificing portability. As simulation-driven game testing
in general continues to advance, researchers can move on to answer more complex
questions of user experience with the help of AI, shortening development cycles
and helping to ensure games are tailor-made to their exact target audience.
Beyond the realm of GUR, it will be fascinating to see how the relationship
between games and AI continues to grow and change in the coming years. Historically, games have served as a testbed for novel AI systems, as they still do
in providing increasingly complex scenarios. However, while games have nearly
always supported the growth of AI, the converse has become true as well. AI can
serve not only as a player, but an adversary or friend to human users, an author
of game content, or even a game’s designer.
It is a near certainty that AI will continue to change the way we develop, evaluate, and interact with games, though it is a mystery as to exactly how these
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changes may manifest. As we begin to explore the notion of technology as a collaborator of sorts, rather than simply a static tool, the possibility space of design
will continue to grow. Hopefully, in the near future, this will enable us to bring
marvellously engrossing experiences to life, the likes of which are scarcely imaginable today.
Thank you for reading.
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Part IV
APPENDICES

A
USER MANUAL

A copy of the PathOS user manual is included in the following pages. This document was provided to participants of the user study described in Chapter 4 for
their reference. It is also available on the project’s Github page for users of the tool
to download.
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User Manual

What is PathOS?
PathOS is an end-to-end, lightweight framework for
simulating player behaviour. PathOS agents approximate player navigation in a game’s world, and can be
viewed in real-time or recorded for later visualization.
Agents can also be customized to mimic different player motivations.
PathOS is built for Unity, and designed to operate on
top of your existing game projects, requiring no instrumentation or modification of game assets or code.
Happy playtesting!
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Quickstart Guide
First thing’s first
Set up the Unity Navmesh if you haven’t already from Window > AI >
Navigation. Make sure you have PathOSManager and PathOSAgent objects in the scene - prefabs can be found in PathOS/Prefabs.

Level Markup
Use the Level Markup tab of the Manager Inspector (see
Level Markup) to label important or interactive objects in
the scene (e.g., enemies, collectibles). Tag any objects that
would be indicated on a player’s compass or minimap with
the “Always Known” flag in the Manager’s Entity List.

Agent Set-Up
Adjust the motive sliders on the Agent object to reflect the desired profile, or select a profile from the available presets and apply it to the agent (see Agent Customization and Custom Profiles).

Running the Simulation
Hit play to start the simulation and you can watch
the agent navigate in realtime. Select it in the hierarchy to view an onscreen overlay showing its
targeting logic, mental map, and player view (see
Runtime Interface).

Extras
You can run multiple agents automatically as part of a testing batch (see Batch Simulation) and record data
for later review and visualization (see Data Recording & Visualization). For a complete explanation of the system’s components and Unity Inspector properties, check out the system reference pages!
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Project Set-Up
Demo Project
The included demo project and prefabs are set up to work “out of the box” - all you’ll have to do is hit the
Bake button in Unity’s Navigation panel to re-bake the Navmesh after changing the level layout.

Will my project work with PathOS?
Hopefully! If your game involves players moving around a 3D world, the answer is probably yes. As long as
you can bake a Unity Navmesh for your scene, you can use PathOS to test your level designs. However, the
tool has its limitations - be sure to read “A Few Caveats” below to see if the framework is a good fit for you.

Navmesh
PathOS Agents work with Unity’s Navmesh system for
pathfinding. For the tool to work, you’ll need to bake
your Navmesh from Window > AI > Navigation. If you’re
starting from scratch, make sure that the baked agent
settings (height, radius, etc.) match the settings on
the Unity NavMeshAgent component of your PathOS
Agent prefabs and GameObjects.

A Few Caveats
Tool Usage. PathOS is a tool for simulating navigation, not complete gameplay. Agents’ navigation is dependent on the contextual information you provide - which GameObjects are collectibles, enemies, goals, and
so on - but agents don’t interact with your game’s mechanics. Agents can’t fight enemies to tell you if your
combat system is too difficult. At least, not yet.
Level Layout. Agents navigate in 3D, but their spatial logic is planar. This means PathOS works best when
your level is mostly lain out at a uniform altitutde with a defined ground plane - or when you can test your
level in separate, mostly flat sections. PathOS will not work properly for levels with vertical layering.
Visibility. Whether or not agents can “see” game objects is based on Unity’s physics system, so anything you
want to occlude visibility should have colliders attached. Visibility is calculated approximately, so don’t be
surprised if what you see through the player’s POV camera doesn’t match up exactly with the agent’s logic.
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Level Markup
For agents to navigate in the context of your game, they need to understand which objects in the level can
be interacted with, and what purpose they serve. To tag game objects, use the Level Markup tab of the
PathOS Manager Inspector.

Markup Brush
In the Level Markup tab of the Inspector, you can click
on one of the entity types to activate tagging for that
type (your cursor will change). In the scene, click on
objects to tag them with the selected entity type. You
can also use this mode to change the tag on already
labelled objects, or clear tags from labelled objects.

Entity List
You can also edit tags via the Level Entity List tab. You can
add and remove tags using the ‘+/-’ buttons at the bottom
of the list. Here, you can also change the GameObjects referenced by each tag, or set an object as “always known”
(mimicking the effect of entities which would be indicated
on a player’s minimap or compass).

A Note on Entity Locations
When agents target and visit game entities, they use the position of the Transform on the tagged GameObject. For large
objects with colliders attached (e.g., buildings), a parent or
proxy GameObject with the desired “visit location” should be
used as the tag reference. The prefabs included in the demo
project have already been set up with parent GameObjects
with suitable pivot points chosen.
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Game Entity Types
There are nine different tags available for level objects during the markup process. Here is a summary of
their meaning. Type tags are used by agents to help drive their navigation through the game world.
Optional Goal. In-game missions or objectives that are optional. (e.g., sidequest marker)
Mandatory Goal. Objective that must be completed to finish the level. (e.g., main mission marker)
Final Goal. Objective that would allow the player to complete/exit the level, if applicable.
Collectible. Item that can be collected in game for achievement value. (e.g., treasure)
Self-Preservation Item. Item that can be collected to boost player survivability. (e.g., health/ammo)
Enemy Hazard. Hazard that could result in a combat encounter if engaged. (e.g., monster)
Environment Hazard. Interactive hazard that will not result in a combat encounter. (e.g., traps)
Point-of-Interest. Environment landmark intended to draw in players for exploration. (e.g., setpieces)
NPC. Non-hostile character that can be interacted with. (e.g., questgiver)
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Runtime Interface
During playmode, select the agent in the hierarchy expand the PathOS Renderer component in the Inspector to enable the PathOS Agent UI. Unchecking the “3D Gizmos” option in Unity is recommended.

Controls
Spacebar. Toggle on-screen legend for mental map and Gizmos.
Click and drag. Pan the PathOS World Camera (if present).
Mouse wheel. Zoom in/zoom out with the PathOS World Camera (if present).

UI Layout
In the lower left corner, the agent’s mental map is displayed. In the lower right,
the agent (player) POV camera view is
rendered. Gizmos are displayed on level
entities indicating their state in the agent’s
world model.

Mental Map
The mental map shows the agent’s internal, tile-based
representation of the scene’s spatial layout. Four colours are used to indicate the state of each tile as perceived by the agent:
Black - Unknown
Blue - Seen as unobstructed (e.g., flat ground)
Red - Seen as obstructed (e.g., wall)
Green - Visited/traversed by the agent
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Player View
The player view displays what the agent is currently “seeing”
through its player POV camera. This can be used to double-check
visibility of game objects outside the approximate system used
by agents.

Entity Gizmos
For all game entities tagged using the
markup system, Gizmos are displayed indicating how they factor into the agent’s
logic at any given time. The meaning of
these gizmos is as follows:

[NO ICON]

Entity is not affecting agent logic - it is not visible, remembered, or previously visited.

Currently targeted by the agent. Can be applied to a game entity, or an empty point in
the scene (while the agent is exploring).

Entity is contained in the agent’s memory.

Entity has been previously visited.

Entity is currently visible to the agent.

Entity has been determined to be unreachable (the agent cannot navigate to it using
the Navmesh).
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Agent Customization

Agents are governed by their motives, which
reflect player motivations and can be customized for each agent. To change an agent’s
behaviour, you can use the Player Characteristics tab of the PathOS Agent Inspector. Here
you can tweak individual motives, or apply a
custom profile preset (see below).

Motives
There are seven agent motives in addition to the experience scale (e.g., amount of prior game experience).
These motives affect the agent’s behaviour and affect the way it will evaluate tagged entities as potential
destinations. These motives are as follows:
Curiosity. The motivation to explore for exploration’s sake, and discover all a level has to offer.
Achievement. Wanting to earn achievements, complete game objectives, and rack up a high score.
Completion. The desire to complete every in-game log, find every collectible, and so on.
Aggression. A drive to seek out conflict and combat, dominating the game world.
Adrenaline. Thrill-seeking, not only in combat, but in besting challenges or environmental gauntlets.
Caution. Taking care to maximize survivability, avoiding combat and hoarding resources.
Efficiency. Wanting to get through a level as quickly as possible, prioritizing necessary goals.
As a note for advanced users, you can view and edit the relationship between these motives and level markup tags in the Motive Weights tab of the PathOS Manager Inspector. Positive weights between a motive and
entity tag indicate that an agent with a high value for that motive will be drawn to entities of that type. Conversely, negative weights will cause repulsion, and a zero weighting indicates no effect of the chosen motive
on the agent’s behaviour around entities of the chosen type.
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Custom Profiles
To manage agent profiles, go to Window > PathOS
Profiles. From here, you can create and edit profiles, as well as loading or saving files to carry profile sets between projects. Each profile has a range
defined for the seven agent motives, as well as experience. When a profile is applied to an agent, values are picked randomly from these ranges.

Batch Simulation
To simulate multiple agents automatically, go to Window
> PathOS Agent Batching. From here, you can choose
whether to simulate agents consecutively or simultaneously. For consecutive simulation, be sure to drag in a
reference to the agent in your scene. For simultaneous
simulation, specify a prefab for the system to instantiate for each agent needed, as well as a starting position
for agents in world space. For simultaneous simulation,
the number of agents active at once is capped at 8. Any
number greater than this will be divided into batches of 8
or less at a time, and automatically run in sequence.
You can also adjust the timescale of the simulation to
speed things up - note that any time limit set in the Manager inspector will proceed in real time, however.

Agent motives will be initialized automatically based on the settings specified - either using fixed values,
randomizing them within a range, or loading their values from a file. For range initialization, a custom profile
(see above) can be selected to automatically define ranges. For file initialization, a .CSV file should be specified containing values for each of the desired agents (a sample file is included with the demo project).
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Data Recording & Visualization
To automatically record logs containing information on agents’ navigation and visiting level entities, toggle
the “Enable Logging” setting on the OGLog Manager component. This will record logs both if playmode is
triggered manually, or if simulation is handled en masse through the agent batching window.

Loading Data Logs
Load logs through the OGLog Visualizer component in
the Inspector. Logs are stored as CSV files. To load them,
select the directory where logs are located and hit “Add
Files from...”.

Display Filters
In the Filtering/Display Options tab, you can control what
data is visible. The “time range” (in seconds) will exclude
data from outside the specified range. The “display height”
controls at what altitude (in units) visualization elements
will be rendered in the scene. You can also choose which
agents should be included or excluded from the visualization. The profiles of the agents used to create the data can
be viewed by clicking the ellipsis next to each agent name.

Viewing Agent Paths
Individual agent paths through the world can
be toggled from the Individual Paths tab. Enabling “individual interactions” will also show
a record of individual agents visiting level entities along their journey through the level.
From here, you can also specify colours for
displaying each agent’s trajectory.
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Heatmaps
To use the heatmap functionality, ensure that
a child object of the OGLog Visualizer has the
OGLog Heatmap Visualizer component attached (the provided prefab is set up with this
configuration).
The Heatmap tab can be used for customization (e.g., colour scheme). The “tile size” attribute can be used to adjust the heatmap granularity. If “active agents only” is enabled, only
data from agents enabled in the Filtering tab
will be used. If “use time range” is enabled, only
data from the time range specified in the Filtering tab will be used.

Viewing Agent Interactions
In the Entity Interactions tab, you can visualize
how many agents visited different level entities
in the scene. Each entity is shown as a circle,
with scale and colour adjusted to reflect the
proportion of agents which visited each entity.
If “active agents only” is enabled, only data
from agents enabled in the Filtering tab will
be used. Circles will be scaled according to the
number of total agents in the enabled group.
If disabled, data from all agent logs loaded
will be used and scaled according to the total
number of logs loaded.
If “use time range” is enabled, only data from
the range in the Filtering tab will be used (i.e.,
entities visited outside this time range are excluded from the visualization).
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Complete System Reference
This section explains the function of each of the included script components, as well as the variables exposed in the Inspector. Most Inspector properties have tooltips in Unity for your reference, and the included
prefabs (PathOS > prefabs) are designed to work out-of-the-box.

AI Agents & Configuration
PathOS Manager
There should be one PathOS Manager in the scene. It is responsible for storing level markup data (see Level
Markup) and providing agents with a lookup table for motive scoring (see Agent Customization).
Limit Simulation Time. If enabled, once testing begins, playmode will exit automatically after a time limit.
Max Simulation Time. The time limit for the above (in real time).
Final Goal Triggers End. If enabled, once all agents have reached the object tagged as the final goal (if one
exists), playmode will exit automatically.
Show Level Markup. If enabled, Gizmos indicating level markup will be displayed when the Manager is selected and the PathOS Manager component is expanded in the Inspector.

PathOS Agent
This component makes a GameObject function as a testing agent. When it is added, a Unity NavMeshAgent
component will be added automatically, along with the PathOS Agent Memory, Eyes, and Renderer.
Freeze Agent. If enabled, the agent’s logic and movement will be frozen (can be toggled during playmode).
Player Characteristics. Control the agent’s motivation profile (see Agent Customization).
Explore Degrees. When exploring, the agent will cast out rays in its FOV every X degrees.
Explore Degrees (Back). When exploring, the agent will cast out rays outside of its FOV every X degrees.
Look Degrees. When looking around, the agent will rotate to either side by X degrees.
Visit Threshold. How close (in units) the agent needs to pass by a game entity to consider it visited. This value
should be positive. If it is too large, the agent will consider entities visited when it is still very far away.
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Explore Threshold. How close (in units) two exploration targets must be to be considered the same.
Explore Target Margin. When exploring, the radius the agent uses to find a target position on the Navmesh,
in units (outside this radius, the agent will give up and deem the location unexplorable).

PathOS Agent Memory
Controls agent memory. Added automatically with the PathOS Agent component.
Grid Sample Size. How large (in units) each tile of the agent’s mental map will be.

PathOS Agent Eyes
Controls agent perception. Added automatically with the PathOS Agent component.
Player Camera. The camera which should be used for the agent’s “eyes”, mimicking player view. The camera
used should be a child of the agent GameObject and have its Camera component disabled.
Visibility Size Threshold. The minimum size (measured as a factor of player camera viewport width) that an
entitiy must appear on-screen to be considered visible. This value is automatically adjusted to account for
aspect ratio when examining entity height.
Raycast Distance. The distance (in units) that the agent “looks” across the Navmesh for obstacles. This value
should be positive.
Raycast Height. The height (in units) at which rays will be casted across the Navmesh.

PathOS Agent Renderer
Controls the runtime agent UI. Added automatically with the PathOS Agent component. Renders only if the
agent is selected and the Renderer component is expanded in the Inspector.
Show Legend. If enabled, a legend for the agent’s mental map and displayed Gizmos will be shown.
Show Memory Map. If enabled, the agent’s mental map will be rendered on screen.
Map Screen Size. The onscreen size of the mental map (in pixels).
Show Player View. If enabled, the view from the agent’s player camera will be rendered on screen.
View Screen Size. The onscreen size of the player view (in pixels).
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PathOS World Camera
This component can be attached to an overhead camera for ease of viewing agents during playmode.
Scroll Speed. How quickly the camera will dolly in and out when the mouse wheel is scrolled.
Pan Speed. How quickly the camera will pan around when the mouse is clicked and dragged.

Data Visualization
OGLog Manager
Handles recording of data logs for agent behaviour and navigation.
Enable Logging. If enabled, data logs will be recorded for all agents in the scene.
Log Directory. The directory to which logs should be written.
Log File Prefix. How agent files should be named (“prefix-#.csv”).
Sample Rate. How often (per second) agent position should be sampled for logging.

OGLog Visualizer
Handles visualization of agent logs. See the Data Recording & Visualization section for an explanation of Inspector settings for visualization. Needs an OGLog Heatmap component attached to a child object in order
to render heatmaps.

OGLog Heatmap
Controls the rendering of heatmap visualizations.
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B
USER STUDY HANDOUT

The following page contains a copy of the handout given to participants explaining
the level design task for the user study described in Chapter 4.
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PathOS Unity Demo - Level Design Exercise
Getting Started
For this exercise, use the provided Unity project. A template scene can be found in the User Study Project/
Scenes folder - start each level by creating a copy of this template. Create 2 levels:
- One where players should explore and collect lots of items
- One where players need to fight their way through enemies to visit several goal markers

To use PathOS, simply ensure that you keep the AI Manager and Agent
GameObjects from the provided template. Should these be deleted, you
can recreate them from the PathOS/Prefabs folder.

Level Creation
Create your levels using assets from the Prefabs folder.
To create each level, you’ll need to do the following:
1. Place objects in the scene as desired.
2. Mark up your level using the PathOS Manager (see
Level Markup in the user manual).
3. Re-bake the Unity Navmesh from the Navigation panel (Window > AI > Navigation).
Make sure that steps 2 & 3 are completed before you
test with PathOS, and be sure to re-bake the navmesh
after making changes to the level’s layout.

Testing
To test your level layouts, you can use the PathOS framework; ensure
that the Player GameObject is disabled and the PathOS container object
is enabled. If you prefer, you can test your level by controlling a character
yourself in addition to using the framework; to do this, enable the Player
GameObject and disable the PathOS container object.

Note: To avoid Navmesh issues, avoid editing values on the NavMeshAgent component of the PathOS Agent.

C
R E S E A R C H E R I N T E RV I E W G U I D E

(Note: This appendix has been slightly modified from its original form to fit the
typesetting style of the rest of this document.)
Questions in bold are numbered to indicate a rough order (may be adjusted within
sections depending on the flow of discussion) and should be asked regardless of
participants’ previous answers, unless they are answered naturally during discussion that has already occurred during the interview.
Non-bolded questions are optional follow-up questions which can be asked at the
discretion of the researcher to facilitate further discussion and clarify participant
intent where appropriate.
As this interview follows a semi-structured protocol, the researcher may rephrase
the questions stated herein and ask additional follow-ups not listed at their discretion to improve the insights which can be gained.

SESSION 1 - PRE-EXERCISE INTERVIEW
Purpose: Initial exploration of user process and workflow. Researcher should take
notes on any points of interest for follow-up during the post-exercise interview.
1. Could you explain your role/area of expertise in game development?
2. Could you briefly explain your experience with level design?
3. Have you used Unity before? How do you feel about using it?
4. What is your typical process when designing a new level or map for a game?
Say you’re designing a dungeon for an action-adventure game, what’s your
workflow?
What tools do you typically use? Is there anything you would change about your
workflow, if you could?
(After answering these questions, the participant will be introduced to the design
exercise and the PathOS tool.)
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SESSION 2 - POST-EXERCISE INTERVIEW
Purpose: Explore and understand users’ design process during the exercise. Evaluate tool usability and feature set, understand how users apply the tool in their
work, gather feedback and suggestions for improvement.
1. Could you briefly explain the levels you created?
2. What was your general process in creating each level?
What steps did you take to refine your design? How/when did you test your
levels? Did you use the AI agents and/or test yourself?
3. Did you ever make changes to a level based on output from the tool?
What kind of changes did you make and why?
4. Did you feel like you could express your creativity with the tools provided?
Why or why not?
5. If you completed this exercise again, is there anything you would do differently?
6. What were your first impressions of the tool?
7. What, if anything, did you like about the tool?
On mentioning a particular element, example follow-up questions:
Could you elaborate on why you liked that feature? Do you think that feature
could be made even more useful? What do you think that feature would be most
useful for?
8. What, if anything, did you dislike about the tool?
On mentioning a particular element, example follow-up questions:
Could you elaborate on why you disliked that feature? Do you have any suggestions as to how that feature could be improved?
9. What, if anything, would you change about the tool?
Were there any features you found yourself using often? Were there any features
you didn’t use very much?
Follow up on the reasons for using or not using individual features. Go over
any notes that the participant kept during their time completing the exercise and
review their use of different features.
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10. How did you find learning to use the tool?
Did you notice the tooltips in the Unity Inspector? Did you find them helpful? Do
you think this tool would benefit from a guided walkthrough? Do you think this
tool would benefit from a tutorial video?
On mentioning a particular difficulty: Why do you think that feature was difficult
to understand?
11. How did you find the interface?
How did you feel specifically about the in-game view - agent view, agent mental
map, and entity gizmos?
How did you feel specifically about the Unity Inspector widgets for the agents
and entity tagging system?
12. How did you feel about integrating the tool into your workflow?
Follow up on whether they felt like the tool was a natural extension of their process, and any pain points on making it part of their workflow.
13. Do you think this tool is useful? Why or why not?
If yes: What situations do you think the tool would be most useful in? How do
you think the tool could be made more useful?
If no: Do you think this tool has the potential to be useful? Do you think this tool
might be useful for a developer with a different role? Do you think the tool could
be changed to be more useful? How?
14. Do you think you could use this tool or something like it in your work or
personal projects?
If yes: Describe a situation in which you could see yourself using this tool.
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D
LIST OF SUGGESTED CHANGES

This list collects all of the changes discussed with participants during the user
study. Changes have been assigned a category based on their nature:
Usability changes would help prevent user error or confusion.
Accessibility changes would make the framework more accessible (e.g., in terms
of UI visibility for those with colour vision deficiency, etc.).
QoL (quality-of-life) changes would improve user experience by expediting certain tasks or providing additional information in the UI.
Additions would be more substantial modifications allowing for additional functionality and/or an enhanced ability to suit individual game projects.
The number in brackets next to a change indicates the number of participants
with which the potential change was discussed. (Several changes were brought
up by multiple participants independently, and have thus been collapsed into one
representative entry here.)

Level Markup
(Usability) (2) Lock things as untaggable (P8, P9)
(Usability) (2) Remember markup brush state during scene camera adjust (P5, P9)
(Usability) (1) Additional indicator on cursor to improve precision (P3)
(Accessibility) (1) Improve visibility of panel/keep it open persistently (P7)
(QoL) (4) Tag groups of objects from selection (P1, P5, P6, P9)
(QoL) (2) Tag objects by prefab type (P3, P9)
(QoL) (2) Quick search for entity type in hierarchy or entity list (P4, P8)
(QoL) (1) Clarify that objects can only have one type (P4)
(QoL) (1) Click-and-drag mode for markup brush (P5)
(QoL) (1) Make markup gizmos always visible (P9)
(QoL) (1) Visual representation of visit radius (P10)
(Add) (1) Allow objects to have more than one entity type (P9)
(Add) (1) Custom entity types (P6)
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Agents
Personality Adjustment:
(QoL) (2) Tooltips for motives (P8, P10)

Behaviour/Logic:
(QoL) (2) Fast forward for individual agent simulation (P1, P8)
(QoL) (1) Force stop option for agents if technical glitches are encountered (P9)
(Add) (4) Dynamic entities (e.g., spawners, conditional logic) (P4, P3, P9, P10)
(Add) (3) Adding resource (risk/reward) logic (P1, P3, P9)
(Add) (2) API for custom agent behaviours and/or navigation logic (P4, P6)

Runtime UI:
Gizmos:
(Usability) (2) Warning to enable gizmos/2D vs. 3D/auto-enable (P3, P10)
(QoL) (1) Gizmo on agent (P10)

Mental Map:
(Usability) (1) Preview of where mental map is drawn if agent is not selected (P7)
(Accessibility) (1) Colourblind-friendly colour scheme (P7)
(Add) (1) Move to own view and render texture each frame (P6)

Player View:
(Usability) (1) Make display customization options more obvious (P3)

Other:
(Usability) (2) Move runtime UI to another window (access from menu) (P1, P6)
(QoL) (1) Make runtime UI elements available in scene view (P8)
(QoL) (1) Display summary of manager settings on runtime UI (P10)
(Add) (2) Give the agent a thought bubble/planning logic display (P6, P10)
(Add) (1) Ability to peek inside the agent’s memory (P4)
(Add) (1) Central control panel for runtime view with multiple agents (P8)

Data Logging & Visualization
Logging:
(Usability) (2) Prompt to enable logging/enable by default (P5, P10)
(Usability) (1) Secondary dialog to load logs after selecting directory (P9)
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(QoL) (2) Default output destination (P1, P5)
(QoL) (1) Crawl subdirectories automatically when loading logs (P1)
(QoL) (1) Ability to unload individual logs (P1)
(QoL) (1) Rename folder created by logger/include name of scene in default (P9)

Heatmap:
(Add) (1) Add information on game performance (e.g., GPU load) (P4)
(Add) (1) Add ability to export heatmaps as images (P6)

Individual Path Vis:
(QoL) (2) Add arrowheads along the path to indicate direction of travel (P5, P10)
(Add) (1) Add time data to path visualization (colour/timestamps) (P9)
(Add) (1) Aggregate path visualization option (P10)

Entity Vis:
(QoL) (1) Increase scaling for improved viewing at a distance (P10)

General/Other Vis:
(QoL) (2) Filtering by entity personality (P4, P5)
(QoL) (1) Fix alphabetization of agents to use expected numeric order (P9)
(QoL) (1) Repeat default colours after running out (instead of using white) (P9)
(Add) (1) Live replay of agent behaviour (P10)
(Add) (1) Summarization of agent interactions (P10)

Batching:
(QoL) (1) Allow batching tool to dock with Inspector panels (P9)
(QoL) (1) Instantiate agents under parent for easier hierarchy navigation (P10)
(Add) (1) Ability to batch with parallel instances of the game running (P4)

General/Other:
(Usability) (1) Button for rebaking navmesh in PathOS/“smart” auto-rebake (P8)
(Accessibility) (1) Icons for Inspector subpanels to improve visibility (P7)
(QoL) (1) More tooltips (e.g., on vis options) (P6)
(QoL) (1) Add message when simulation is finished explaining exit reason (P10)
(Add) (4) Centralized PathOS UI with its own Inspector tab (P3, P6, P7, P8)
(Add) (1) Redirect Unity help button in GUI to PathOS documentation (P6)
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